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need to keep the pressure on our provincial government to attract 
more midwives to this province.

PROVINCES MIDWIVES 
(RM) 

POPULATION Ratio of 
Midwives / 
provincial 
population

Rank

Alberta 52 3,720,900 71,555 7

British Columbia 184 4,531,000 24,635 4

Manitoba 51 1,235,400 24,223 5

New Brunswick 4 751,800 18,795 8

Nova Scotia 10 942,500 9,425 9

Ontario 487 13,210,700 27,126  3

Quebec 139 7,907,400 56,887 6

Saskatchewan 7 1,045,600 149,371 10

Northwest 

Territories

3 43,800 14,600 2

Nunavut 8 33,200 4,150 1

* Population numbers extracted from 2010 Canada Census. Numbers of 
registered midwives published in a fact sheet written by the Canadian 
Association of Midwives in April 2010. The provinces and territories that are not 
listed do not have any registered midwives (RM). If there are any mistakes please 
contact me.

Share this issue and play with it – Birth Issues is only 
useful if its pages are worn and cover torn!

Editor-in-Chief
Claire MacDonald emigrated from France, got invited to a 
waterbirth and was transformed. She is both a birth doula and  
an audio-visual archivist. She has been married for three years  
to her own Doctor of Philosophy but she calls him nurse!  
She loves sweating in the Rockies and at music festivals, and  
lives in Edmonton. Her husband calls Birth Issues her “full-time 
volunteer job”. She does it because she believes that birth matters 
and unites all. ❖

Posterior presentation. “Sunny-side up 
babies” as I like to call them. This issue is dedicated 
to one of my dearest friends, a registered midwife 
in British Columbia, with whom I have had numerous 
conversations about how posterior presentations can be 
exhausting for mothers and caregivers alike and how we 
can best negotiate the management of these labours. 

Our conversations came to a “Ah Ha” moment in the 
Spring with the realization that although babe and mom 
are healthy we often want to intervene, to “get things 
rolling” to see this birth through. What a terrible mistake! 
Yet we do it. It’s the same with the labouring mom who 
also has to negotiate a number of dynamics and may ask/
accept interventions to “get it over with”. 

The important moment between us, the support team 
and the labouring woman, is when we all look at the 
clock and our eyes meet again. This is the crossroad. This 
is the moment when trust develops. 

Sometimes when both mom and babe are healthy, a 
caregiver says, “Lets get an augment” and the mom says, “I’m done 
with this, I want an epidural”. However, with trust the caregiver says, 
“Have a nap and call me when things pick up again” and the mom 
says, “Yes, this will give me some time alone to refocus”.

My friend and I realized that when a mom and babe are healthy (and 
motivated), time is not an issue. Instead of managing labour, we may 
need to manage our impatience and fears. Posterior presentations 
are variations of normal. I have witnessed many babies born this 
way. They are healthy births, and they don’t have to be medicated or 
managed. Educate yourself and take heart, you have a sunny-side up 
baby: That’s cool!

Midwifery news 

Two registered midwives will be joining the Edmonton midwifery 
community! They were recruited by the Lucina Midwifery practice. 
One arrived in June and another will be here by October. This 
will make it easier for families to access midwifery services in the 
Edmonton area. We are also happy for the midwives themselves 
as they too benefit from having more colleagues. Do check 
the midwifery listing on page 61 to see who our midwives are 
in Edmonton, Sherwood Park, Stony Plain, Red Deer, and Rocky 
Mountain House. 

Hopefully one day there will be registered midwives in other 
northern Alberta cities: Grande Prairie and Fort McMurray 
sure need a couple. If you want a midwife in your community, 
contact your MP. I have seen that it makes a difference if you walk 
into their office with your kids. Writing letters and emails also 
works. They can use that to ask for funds for midwifery services. 
Politicians see you as potential voters, so they are eager to serve 
their constituents. Use that to get what you want. 

On that note, the Canadian Association of Midwives (CAM) 
has launched a national campaign to make midwifery services 
available everywhere in Canada. There is an online petition urging 
the Canadian government to make it a priority. Go to  

www.canadianmidwives.org -- It takes 15 seconds to read and sign 
the petition. Please sign it!

We are actively working on establishing a French speaking 
midwifery program in Edmonton. Although it is too early to say 
anything, as nothing is promised, we encourage every reader of 
Birth Issues to contact Monsieur Marc Arnal (marc.arnal@ualberta.
ca), Dean of the Campus St Jean at the University of Alberta, and 
to Madame Line Croussette (crousset@ualberta.ca), associate 
Dean of the Campus St Jean, asking them for a midwifery program 
in Edmonton. If you are a French speaker, please contact the 
Campus St Jean as soon as possible as this is their main criteria  
to assess whether or not they can have a viable program. Write  
in French!

Remember that if you want to have a waterbirth, but cannot be 
at home for your birth, the Lucina Birth Centre in Edmonton is 
a popular choice for couples and only minutes away from the 
Misericordia hospital in Edmonton. The birth centre is open to all 
the midwifery practices and their clients. There are 2-3 birthing 
rooms. So check them out at www.lucinacentre.ca -- they have an 
open house on the 3rd Friday of every month at 2:30pm. 

ASAC is under financial straights and is scaling down some of 
its activities. We are looking for donations of office supplies. If 
you have any pens, paper, post-it notes, or even toilet paper (etc.), 
please contact Renee Walker at vp_internal@asac.ab.ca to make  
a donation. Also because ASAC is a registered charity we  
can make tax-deductible receipts for your financial donations 
of $20 and more. Please consider donating or purchasing a 
membership to enable our work to continue another 30 years. 
Thank you in advance!

As always, I am ending my editorial with the latest data available on 
midwives in Canada. I am sad to say that Alberta is losing the race. 
Alberta places 9 out of 10 in the number of registered midwives 
available per person in Canada. It is too low. We, the consumers, 

editorial        CLAIRE MACDONALD

Email me at bi_editor@asac.ab.ca

asaC is Open 
Public Hours Every:
Wednesday and Friday: 10am to noon

2nd Tuesday of the month: 6:30pm to 
8:30pm

Address: 7219 - 106 street  
(next to Whyte ave and Gateway Boulevard)

yOur Letters
Dear Editors,

I have just one correction that needs to be made to 
footnote 3 of the article, “Twins at 42” in the last issue.  
The note states, “Sunshine has been shown to help 
reduce jaundice, although in Edmonton the rays of the 
sun do not hit at a proper angle to sufficiently break 
billirubin” (41). Yes, sunshine breaks down billirubin in 
exactly in the same way as U.V. lights do; in Edmonton 
the rays of the sun do not hit a proper angle to break 
it down in the winter months.  In the summer months, 
however, they do. This important fact, saved my first 
daughter, who was very jaundiced and born in June, 
from having to go to the hopsital and be put in an 
incubator. Under the close and careful guidance of my 
local midwives, we treated her with sun instead. She 
was bright yellow, like a taxi cab.  It was amazing to 
see how her whole front became a healthy pink in the 
sun filtered through a window, in contrast to her back 
remaining bright yellow. Then her back pinked up too 
as we turned her over. (See Birth Issues Summer 2002: 
8-13 for the story.)  

Sincerely,  
Jessica Wegmann-Sanchez

Editor: I am so glad you have provided us with this 
correction. This is important information. The 
fewer hospital interventions a mother and babe 
have to go through the easier it is for them to 
get into a routine together. For those of you that 
would like to read the research please go to…

Hi you wonderful Birth Issues women,

Thank you so much for the work you put into Birth 
Issues. I love reading it and I love sharing it. I also love 
oh-so-casually leaving it in different places such as the 
Houston, TX airport which's where I was when I finished 
the last issue. Hopefully someone was blessed besides 
the garbage or recycling.

Thank you, 
Katelyn Palo

Editor: Katelyn, How wonderful to hear that you 
are love the magazine! The idea of Birth Issues 
being picked up by strangers seems appropriate. 
We have heard stories of Birth Issues creating 
change by chance… you just never know. From one 
woman to another. Thanks for sharing Birth Issues, 
even with strangers. ❖
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Email me at president@asac.ab.ca

ASAC president’s message        NIKO PALMER

president’s Message
I just came home from a birth. A 
beautiful home birth where the 
mother was fully in charge and 
radiating power and joy. She was 
laughing between contractions until the 
end. She caught her own baby who was 
born into water. I felt honored to be there 
and observe this miracle. Birth is always 
a miracle. And I deeply believe that birth 
is beautiful. And while I love home birth, I 
also know that women can be radiant and 
strong in a hospital setting.

My passion for birth was fanned by joining 
ASAC about 5 years ago, when I arrived in 
Edmonton from Europe. I came across the 
ASAC playgroup by accident and it turned 
out to be the root of many friendships and 
connections in the birthing field for me. I 
took my doula training, started attending 
ASAC meetings and soon became involved 
as a volunteer. It has been a wonderful 
journey within the organization so far and 
I am happy to be a part of it as the new 
ASAC president.

Supporting women during pregnancy and birth, helping them 
make informed choices and advocating for midwifery inspires me 
and I am excited about another year of close involvement with 
ASAC to do exactly that. 

Financially, ASAC will be on a diet this year but there are exciting 
projects as well - the most recent one is the potential of starting 
an English/ French midwifery training program at the Campus St 
Jean in Edmonton (French campus of the University of Alberta) ...

As you know, ASAC is a volunteer run association and we always 
need helping hands and are open to new projects and ideas. 
Please join us at one of our business meetings (the second 
Tuesday of every month) at the ASAC office - I am looking forward 
to meeting you!

Niko Palmer is the mother of three children, who were all born 
at home. Between hanging out with them and her wonderful 
husband, she also attends births as a doula, teaches German 
and volunteers for various organizations. Life is busy and 
beautiful! ❖

Association for Safe Alternatives in Childbirth (ASAC)

ASAC CONTACTS
President
Niko Palmer 
president@asac.ab.ca

Vice-president external
Stephanie Nyhof-DeMoor 
vp_external@asac.ab.ca

Vice-president internal
Renée Walker 
vp_internal@asac.ab.ca

Vice-president finance
Monica Eggink 
vp_finance@asac.ab.ca

Treasurer
Lisa Grant 
treasurer@asac.ab.ca

Secretary
Joey Kuzminski 
secretary@asac.ab.ca

Casino
VACANT

Int’l Day of the Midwife
Vyky Staples

Display
Susan Fearnley 
display@asac.ab.ca

Info session
Donna Ritter 
donna_kempster@hotmail.com

Membership, Home, and Email 
Address Updates
Lindsay DuChene 
info@asac.ab.ca

General Info
Niko Palmer 
info@asac.ab.ca

Grant Coordinator
Vyky Staples

Lecture Series
Joey Kuzminski 
presentations@asac.ab.ca

Library
Stephanie Nyhof-DeMoor 
library@asac.ab.ca

Office manager
Stephanie Nyhof-DeMoor 
office@asac.ab.ca

Phone
Niko Palmer 
phone@asac.ab.ca

Political action
Vyky Staples

Playgroup Coordinators
Lenka Durnikova 
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Volunteer Coordinator
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For just $25 a year (or $100 for a 5-year membership), you can support the 
organization that supports safe childbirth and parenting alternatives!
Your ASAC membership includes:

 � Birth Issues delivered to your door
 � Access to the ASAC library of books and DVDs
 � Weekly playgroups for babies and toddlers
 � Free birth announcements in Birth Issues
 � And more!

               
                    
          

To be a member of ASAC and to receive Birth Issues at home, fill in membership 
form found online on the ASAC website www.asac.ab.ca
Note: Due to budget constraints, ASAC will no longer be issuing lifetime memberships or free one-year memberships.  
Existing lifetime and free one-year memberships will be honoured.

asaC’s  
information sessions

When: Second Saturday of each month at 11 am
Where:  ASAC —7219 106 Street (side door)

Come for information about midwives, doulas, 
prenatal class options, home birth, hospital 
birth and upcoming ASAC-sponsored lectures. 
Enjoy a relaxed, kid-friendly environment with 
an opportunity to ask questions and find local 
resources.

Confirmation of attendance is appreciated, but 
not mandatory! Please call the ASAC Office at 
780 425 7993 (and leave a message) or email 
donna_kempster@hotmail.com if you would 
like to attend.

See the ‘Calendar of Events’  
on page 65 for dates and times

ASAC address: 7219 – 106 Street, side door   
Mailing address: Box 1197, Main P.O. Edmonton,  
Alberta Canada T5J 2M4
Phone (780) 425-7993 | Fax 1-888-237-6457 
E-mail info@asac.ab.ca | Website www.asac.ab.ca
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birth announcements
Please email your birth announcements with a photo of your babes to the Editor-in-chief at bi_editor@asac.ab.ca

Parenting Column        MELANIE SAMARODEN

Logan parker Wells
Ryan, Christine, Charlie and Samuel Wells 
would love to announce the birth of their 
third precious son and number three 
brother, Logan Parker Wells, born at home 
on January 20th, 2012, at 2:42 a.m. He 
weighed 6 lb 5 oz, and was 20 inches long. 
Thank you to Heidi Coughlin for being 
such an awesome midwife! 

holden hugh Mcinnally
Dayle and Hugh McInnally are overjoyed 
to announce the arrival of their beautiful 
baby boy, Holden Hugh, born at home on 
April 29th, 2012, after a long marathon  
27-hour labour. Sending our love and 
thanks to our wonderful midwives, Barb 
Scriver, Tracy Kennedy, and Heidi Coughlin. 
We love you Holden! We’re so happy  
you’re ours.

gavin Zachary gratton
Kate & Brianna Gratton, along with their 
parents Nick & Jenn, would like to welcome 
their little brother Gavin Zachary Gratton 
to our family. He came peacefully into our 
lives on April 21st 2012, while his sisters 
slept through the night at home in a birth 
pool at 3:43 am. A healthy 9 lb and 19.75” 
long. Our lives will never be the same, and 
we couldn’t be happier.

Zachariah nathan Michael 
hastie  
Zachariah Nathan Michael Hastie was 
born, fast and furiously, on February 3, 
2012 at 2:04 am, 7 lb 6 oz. After only 3 
hours of labour he was born at Grandma 
and Grandpa’s house into the water with 
Daddy’s hands to catch him. Proud and 
loving siblings are Isabella, Alexandre, 
Xavier and Annaelyse. Zach’s timing was 
perfect and he is a light of pure joy in a 
time of sorrow for us.

Maxime daniel savoie 
Patrick Savoie and Julie Long welcomed 
Maxime Daniel Savoie on May 12, 2012 at 
7:38PM. His arrival made a big brother out 
of Rémi David Savoie. Maxime weighed 
3345g and was 52 cm long. He was born at 
home into the capable hands of midwife, 
Noreen Walker, with the support of Ava 
Curtola (nurse), Megan Lalonde (doula), 
and Mitzi Gerber (doula). Many thanks to 
the birth support team for their confidence 
in parents and for the ways they honour 
the many paths to birth.    

Owen andrew henderson 
Owen was euphorically welcomed into 
the world on May 16th by his mum Tina 
and dad Robin after a 13 hour natural labor 
that ended with an emergency c-section. 
We couldn’t be more in love with our 
beautiful 9 lb, 20.75” boy. We’d like to offer 
our profound thanks to Dr. Fairgrieve-
Park, who made our first pregnancy and 
birth everything we’d hoped it could be, 
despite the eventual need for intervention. 
Special thanks also to our case-room 
nurse Vanessa, as well as all of the amazing 
nurses on Unit 34 at Grey Nuns Hospital 
who made our experience incredible.

hanna hallie Kuzio 
On March 22, 2:05 am our little girl 
decided she was late enough and didn’t 
want to waste anytime coming out to play. 
Hanna Hallie Kuzio was delivered at home 
by her Daddy, after a very quick labour. 
Weighing 8 lb 8 oz and 20.5 inches long. 
She is perfect from her long toes to her 
cute button nose. Overjoyed parents are 
Shawn & Stephanie Kuzio and also big 
brother Quinn (2). We would like to send 
big hugs to Barbara Scriver our midwife 
for 9+ months of excellent care, support, 
giggles and teaching us about assisting an 
unattended birth, just in case baby came 
fast (it came in handy). Also thanks to 
student midwife Tracy Kennedy.

Catherine elizabeth Barnes 
Courtney and Tye Barnes, along with big 
brother Eric, wish to announce the birth 
of their daughter Catherine Elizabeth. 
Arriving just two days before her “due 
date”, she was birthed naturally at the 
Royal Alexandra Hospital in Edmonton 
on February 8th, 2012, weighing in at 8lb 
7oz, 20.5” long, beautiful in every way. We 
wish to thank our wonderful midwives 
Megan and Mia at Beginnings Midwifery 
as well as our doula Fiona Lang-Sharpe for 
their incredible support. We also deeply 
appreciate the attendance of NILMDTS 
photographer Lynnea and the love of 
family and special friends.

UNNECESSARY OBjECTS
One day I was shopping while pregnant with my first daughter. I decided to walk into 
one of those overwhelmingly scented stores to check out their selection of shampoos 
and candles when I saw a display for perfume. Not just any perfume. Baby perfume. The 
sales clerk happily approached her prey, excited to explain the purpose of spraying a tiny 
infant with perfume. “Oh, it is fabulous!”, she gushed. “It helps build the mommy-baby 
connection because you spray your clothes with the scent, then the baby with the scent 
and baby will feel comforted by the familiar scent when you aren’t around or when they 
are trying to go to sleep.” .

Um, what? I proceeded to explain to this poor girl how her product is not only completely 
ridiculous (since we already have a natural scent biologically built into us that baby can 
smell), but toxic for infants small, developing lungs.

Ladies, there are a lot of these types of products in our society.

It is a “Buyer Beware” world out there, because mothers are the latest group of unwitting 
individuals that companies have turned their eye toward, hoping to convince us that we 
need baby perfume, or baby heated blankets, or…...

It is especially difficult when you are a mom for the first time, desperate to do what is 
right for your new precious bundle, and one of the largest sources for information is 
advertising. We joyfully open our wallets and take out our plastic to pay for the ability to 
be a good parent. 

However, we are also fortunate enough to be blessed with some good, common sense. 
The point of advertising is to overcome this common sense and tap into the emotional, 
vulnerable parts of our minds. Armed with better information, and using our brains rather 
than our hearts, we can make choices for our family that are not so expensive and don’t 
have us end up with a house full of crap we never use. 

Keep this in mind first and foremost: the number one thing your baby needs is you. You 
provide comfort, security, food, and love. Beyond that, everything else is just gravy. You 
are a good parent, with or without Mr. Singing-Shiny-Laughing-Plastic-Blinking Bear. 

There are a few items that a baby needs to function in our modern world. First, is a car 
seat. Unless you have an alternative plan for transportation, the nurses will prevent you 
from leaving the hospital (if you choose to give birth in one) until they have personally 
looked at your car seat and have ensured baby is strapped in properly, so it is a good idea 
to buy one before baby is born. Gone are the days of our parents when they either held 
us in their arms in the car, or placed us in a laundry basket in the back seat. It is important 
to know three things about car seats: their expiry date, where they came from, and 
size. It is nice to save a few dollars and buy one used, but if the car seat has been in an 
accident, even a minor one, there will be stress on the plastic and it will be more brittle; 
therefore, unsafe for use. Also, you need to make sure you are actually buying a car seat 
that is appropriate for a newborn. Many hand-me-downs and second-hand Kijiji car seats 
may look small enough to the eyes of a new parent, but car seats are designed to have 
essential features to prevent newborn neck or pelvic injuries.

Next, baby will need diapers. If you are deciding to practice Elimination Communication, 
the number of diapers you need will depends on how committed you are to having baby 
go in the toilet. It is in the realm of possibility to not need any diapers at all, but most 
people will at least need a few. If you are going the disposable diaper route, know that 
you do not have to buy name brand scented (meaning: high chance of allergic reaction 
in little one - why are manufacturers so set on scenting our babies?), there are options for 
unbleached, non-plastic diapers. Some are even compostable! Cloth diapers are another 
option, with a lot of choices to suit your temperament. These days, cloth diapers can be 
approached without fear because you will not need to know how to fold or manipulate a 
safety pin! Although the initial investment may seem high, over the long term and if you 
have several children, you will actually save money. When purchasing cloth diapers, it is 

780 893 3333
ask@babybirthpools.com
www.babybirthpools.com

Birth pool 
rentals

Helping you 
welcome your 
baby gently.

Young Living Essential Oils Now Available
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worth it to look on Kijiji or Craigslist to buy used diapers. Not only 
will you save yourself a lot of money, but you will meet someone 
who knows how to use that particular diaper well and can teach 
you before you have to figure out how to get it onto a wiggly 
baby. Along with diapers, a good diaper cream is a must. Although 
bamboo cloth diapers can really reduce diaper rash, a diapered 
baby will develop diaper rash at some time in their life.

Third, a baby needs a safe place to sleep. If you are choosing to 
bed share, this can be simply your own bed. Keep in mind, as baby 
grows and learns how to roll, this can become a dangerous option, 
so be prepared for that. There are special baby beds that attach to 
your bed, which are a good idea if you are not comfortable with 
baby being between you and your partner. Also, keep in mind all 
of the warnings for bed sharing: do not sleep with baby in bed if 
you have been drinking or doing drugs (this includes medication), 
overly tired (e.g. hubby has arrived back from the oil fields and has 
not slept in days), are obese, in a waterbed or a very soft bed, or 
with baby’s siblings. If you have concerns about your baby falling, 
you can put your box spring and mattress directly on the floor. 
From there, co-sleeping can include anything that refers to baby 
sleeping in your room. Cradles, bassinets, travel cribs, and full size 
cribs are all available. Baby can also sleep in their own room in any 
of these. 

Since we live in Alberta, clothing will be necessary at some point. 
The wonderful thing about baby clothes is that they are hardly 
worn at all, so second hand clothing looks brand new and will last 

for a few babies. Plus, there are so many people who are finished 
having children and are looking to give away or sell quite  
cheaply their gently used baby clothes. Garage sales and Kijiji, 
here we come!  

You don’t even need to buy soaps, shampoos, body creams, or 
even wipes. Baby has sensitive skin and isn’t spending their days 
sweating or rolling in the dirt (you can look forward to that when 
they are 2-years-old), so it isn’t necessary to bathe them daily. 
Using the harsh chemicals that are inherent in most soaps or 
shampoos only contributes to irritated skin. Body creams also 
contain ingredients that may cause your baby’s skin to react. 
Olive oil is an inexpensive and effective alternative for baby, and 
yourself! Especially in our dry, cold winters. As for wipes, they are 
a lovely convenience when out of the house, but just another 
expense when you can just buy small cloths and wet them when 
necessary to clean baby. A quick Google search will turn up  
a few simple recipes for a bum cloth cleanser if you really feel  
it is necessary.  

That is everything that a baby needs. Four items. Amazing! As you 
can see, it is even possible to live life without these three items, 
although it is far more difficult in our modern world. There are 
definitely products that you will want to buy to help make your life 
much more convenient for yourself and baby, such as a stroller 
and/or a wrap of some sort to carry baby on your body. These 
items will depend on your lifestyle. 

As I mentioned above, buying items you want for your family can 
be had second hand. Kijiji and Craigslist are two great sources, 
as well as the delight in garage sales. Always inspect items for 
damage, cleanliness, and Bisphinol A-freeplastics. Also keep in 
mind that just because you or that person took the time to travel 
for you to buy the item, you are not obligated to keep it if you do 
not want it. Another great way to obtain everything you could 
desire is to make a baby shower registry so that your friends and 
family know exactly what you would like in your home for baby. 

Everything listed so far is for baby, although it might provide 
convenience for you, the parent, it is not for you. You do need 
some things too! One of the ways to ensure you are the best 
parent you can possibly be is to take care of yourself. Do not 
be afraid to add “Spa Day” to that registry or to ask a friend or 
family member to come over and help out with housework or 
to babysit little ones while you take a walk. Having children is 
beautiful, wonderful, fulfilling, and completely overwhelming and 
exhausting. When I had my second child, my mother came over 
a few times just so that I could have a nap. Despite my baby being 
one of those blessed good sleepers, I was being run ragged trying 
to balance the needs of two different children. Every parent needs 
a break once in a while, so please reach out and ask!

Enjoy being a new parent, love your new bundle, and avoid store 
clerks selling “baby perfume”.

Melanie Samaroden lives in Edmonton with her husband, 
James, and their two beautiful daughters, Isabella and 
Madeleine. In her spare time, Melanie loves to knit, read,  
and garden.  Melanie is a teacher and hopes to be a politician 
one day. ❖

Parenting Column        MELANIE SAMARODEN
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By Heather Wedlake

this is the story of my successful 
vaginal birth after two cesareans.
i can hardly believe that i am writing 
about the successful birth story i 
dreamed about for years. It all started in 
October of 2005 when poor little Adam was ripped out 
from my stomach at 32 weeks, 5 days. I carried such 
guilt for falling while on my way in to work one morning  
when pregnant with him. After I fell, I decided to call the 
obstetrician’s office to let them know what happened. They 
advised me to check myself into maternity. All was fine on the 
monitor for about half an hour, until his heart rate dropped and 
out of nowhere, they prepped me for an emergency c-section. 

My husband, Andrew, was not there and I was terrified. The heart 
rate soon recovered but they told me that they would have 
me stay for the day and be hooked up to the monitor for the 
remainder of the day. If the heart rate dropped again, they warned 
me that I would definitely have to have a c-section. My husband 
and family had arrived and stayed with me throughout the day 
while we stood by hoping for his heart rate to remain stable.

The ultrasound revealed everything was fine with our baby boy. 
Sadly though, later that evening I was off to the operating room in 
tears because the heart rate dropped again. I didn’t have   much 
say in the matter. I was uncertain of the necessity of the cesarean, 
and if my baby was actually in distress, but the obstetrician 
convinced us that our son’s safety could be at risk. Knowing what  
I know now, I believe that he most likely should not have been 
born that early day in October, simply because of a temporary 
drop in heart rate that recovered, both times. After all, I was lying 
on my back all day with nothing to eat but intravenous fluids 
through my veins. My poor first son was in the NICU for 3 weeks 
without his mother. I can’t help but feel those first weeks could 
have been avoided.

Then there was Emily who was born in December 2007. I desired 
to have a vaginal birth after cesarean (VBAC) and knew that I was 
going to get it right this time. I changed hospitals to our local 
hospital in Concord, Massachusetts, and told the doctors right 
from the start that I was interested in having a vaginal birth. They 
honored my request, but called it a “Trial of labour”. At 40 weeks, 
they decided to do an ultrasound, “Just to check on the baby”. 
After the obstetrician saw the results, she came into my room and 
said, “I have good news and bad news. The bad news is your baby is 
not growing and is too small but the good news is that s/he can be 
born today! We can get you into the operating room tonight for 
a c-section.” I declined her recommendation and left to go home 
feeling sad and under pressure. Because I had reached the due 

A TRIUMPHANT    
HOME BIRTH STORY 

date, I was ordered by my doctor to go into the maternity ward 
on a daily basis for a non-stress test (NST)1. They wanted to keep a 
closer check on my baby’s growth and health. All tests showed she 
was thriving and well. 

I went into labour on my own at 41 weeks and 1 day during the 
middle of the night, December 8, 2007. I had severe back labour 
and the contractions were very intense right from the start and 
came on frequently without much rest. I would later find out 
while reading the medical record during my third pregnancy that 
she was discovered to be in a posterior position2. The doctors 
had broken my water saying, “Let’s speed things up,” when I 
was already 7 cm dilated after only 3 hours. Within an hour, my 
daughter showed signs of distress with decelerating heart rates. 
So, I was sent to the operating room once again. Yes, of course 
she was a beautiful, healthy baby, but I was left physically and 
mentally scarred for the second time. I didn’t feel I was given 
an opportunity to give birth according to my own time. I felt 
the breaking of my bag of water caused, rather than prevented, 
further interventions and ultimately may have compromised my 
daughter. 

Once again, I found out I was pregnant with my third child in late 
2010 and due in June 2011. From the early days, I was determined 
to put every ounce of effort into researching how it would 
be possible for me to have this baby vaginally, the way nature 
intended. I had a sincere confidence and trust in my body that I 
could do it. After all, my mother had three natural deliveries as did 
my grandmother, who had five children. I started to pray, read and 
do everything in my power to have the birth I always wanted to 
have. 

One of my first decisions was to find a medical provider who 
would be supportive of a VBAC after 2 cesareans. My first prenatal 
appointments with the doctors in Concord Massachusetts, was 
instantly discouraging. The nurse told me, “It will be nice. You can 
schedule your cesarean for a time that is convenient for you. Our 
surgeons are wonderful.” Her assumption that this pregnancy 
would most definitely result in another cesarean was because I had 
already had two ‘surgeries’ in the past.

My next step was to consult a different practice that had one 
certified nurse-midwife. She supported my desire, but of course 
had to check with the obstetrician in the practice. Alas, they 
agreed they would allow for a, “Trial of labour”. My hopes were up.

Though I would have never considered a homebirth in the past, I 
even researched this option as I felt it would be my best chance 
for avoiding another cesarean section. I kept homebirth in the 
back of my mind throughout the pregnancy, but a part of me 
was reluctant to accept it because it was not the traditional route. 
Through searching online, I came across a certified professional 
homebirth midwife, who would, in the end, be our saving grace 
and one of the main reasons for our resulting success story.

The ICAN (International Cesarean Awareness Network) network 
also became a place of reference, support and encouragement. I 
was guided to look into a midwifery practice that had the lowest 
c-section rate in Massachusetts and also a very high VBAC rate. I 
went there and was accepted into their care. Starting from about 
19 weeks pregnant, my prenatal appointments were there. I was 
confident and inspired that the hospital where they practiced 
would be the place I would have a peaceful, natural, vaginal birth. 

At about 37 weeks, things started to turn. My uterus was measuring 
small and, because they suspected IUGR3, I was sent for my first 
biophysical profile4. Sure enough, s/he was small. This was not 
discouraging to us as Emily had been small as well, so we were 
not worried. I am a petite woman at 5’2” and 105 pounds while 
my husband is a lean 5’8” man, so having small babies made sense 
to us, but not to my midwives. They sent me up to labour and 

delivery (even though I was all by myself) to have a non-stress test, 
which I ultimately refused. I had to sign papers that said I risked 
having a stillborn baby.

One week later at 38 weeks pregnant, I was sent for another 
ultrasound and even though my baby had grown a ½ lb, they 
recommended I have a c-section because he could have IUGR.  
At this point, the worry meter was high and I started to think  
about alternatives. 

I consulted the homebirth midwife I had contacted months 
earlier through email. She offered me lots of guidance, which 
immediately put my mind at ease. She also put me in touch with 
individuals just like me who were pushed into interventions with 
scare tactics.

One day before I was due (on a Thursday evening) my husband 
and I went to visit her. She examined me and baby and saw no 
reason for concern and believed all was healthy with the both 
of us. She noted that the baby was in a posterior position, which 
my other midwives had not pointed out to me previously. She 
suggested going for a swim to help rotate him. 

That night, my husband and I had a long discussion and ultimately 
decided that homebirth was for us. Yes, I was scared but in my 
heart, and with faith in God, I knew all would go well. We called 
her the next day (on my due date) and asked if she would attend 
our baby’s birth. She was delighted to help us. That evening I went 
for a swim at our local pool and spent an hour floating on my 
stomach. I could practically feel the baby moving into an ideal 
position!

The very next morning on June 25, 2011 (one day past my ‘guess’ 
date), I woke up with contractions around 7:30 a.m. They were 
more uncomfortable than the Braxton Hicks I had been having 
for the last several months of the pregnancy. They took my breath 
away and I could not talk through them, but they were very 
irregular, so we went about our day. We went to the grocery store 
around 11 a.m. and then to the local pharmacy to buy the supplies 
we needed for the birth. We then went to Adam’s last t-ball game 
of the season. I was definitely in labour and having contractions, 
but I was not convinced at all that it was the real deal. In fact, we 
stayed for the end of the season pizza party!

We arrived home from Adam’s game at 3 p.m. I called the midwife 
at around 3:20 p.m. just to let her know what had been happening 
that day. We agreed to talk around 7 p.m., unless anything 
changed. Boy, did it change within the next half hour or so. Per her 
suggestion I tried to lie down to have a nap, but the contractions 
started becoming so painful I was unable to. My water broke at 
4:40 p.m. so my husband called the midwife. She said herself and 
her partner midwife were on their way. 

I quickly started to feel like I was pushing out the head. Our 
midwives told us that they would arrive by 5:20 p.m. I started to let 
out very loud primal groans as I worked through each contraction. 
I assumed a hands-and-knees position on our bedroom floor, 
which helped to control the sensations. 

Family Vacation in New Hampshire - Jonathan is just 5 weeks old!

6 months old on New Year’s Day, 2012
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The midwife did in fact arrive at 5:20 p.m. and she prepared to 
check the baby’s heart rate. Once she’d examined me, she said, 
“This baby will be here in two pushes!” 

One push later, Andrew caught our beautiful baby boy, Jonathan 
Ryan, at 5:21 p.m. from an anterior position. Andrew handed him 
to me and the moment was a total miracle we will never forget. 
We are truly blessed. Our other children Adam and Emily were 
also present and were my little angels who helped comfort me 
during the very quick delivery.

I referred to two birthing affirmations that I had written in a 
notebook that I kept with me throughout the pregnancy. Reading 
them helped me have the confidence to do what I did. Growing 
up, my father always told me that if I put my mind to something, 
I could accomplish anything I wanted to. I believe that to this day. 
It is truly amazing how the following quotes that I would read and 
believe throughout my pregnancy ended up having so much truth 
to them.

“Let the gates be open, let the miracle happen, let our baby come 
through now.”

“The baby inside of me is born vaginally with no complications 
whatsoever. My labour is short and drug-free, and is much less 
painful than I think. The baby is perfectly healthy, happy, and filled 
with love. The baby is born safely and easily, when he is ready, and 
he is positioned in the easiest possible way for birth. He will have 

no fetal distress at any time. He thrives spiritually, emotionally, 
physically, and intellectually, now, at birth, and forever.”

I am so very happy that I made the choice to have my third 
baby at home. I am hopeful that more women will become 
knowledgeable about this amazing and wonderful opportunity 
to give birth as nature intended. There are so many unnecessary 
medical interventions that exist today in the hospital system. I 
had the experience with both models of care and my only regret 
with my third pregnancy is not committing to a homebirth earlier. 
Giving birth at home allows the woman to give birth on her own 
terms, in the amount of time that nature requires and can help her 
avoid interventions that oftentimes lead to cesareans that would 
not have been necessary otherwise. I feel lucky and blessed to 
have experienced a homebirth.

Notes:
1.  A non-stress test involves attaching two belts to the mother’s abdomen 

to measure fetal heart rate and contractions. Movement, heart rate and 
“reactivity” of heart rate to movement are measured for at least 20-30 
minutes, or more if signs are not reassuring. 

2.  Posterior presentation means baby is head down, face looking towards 
mom’s front.  Back labour and coupling, or back-to-back, contractions can 
be symptoms of a posterior presentation.

3.  IUGR is when it looks like a baby isn’t growing. If the measurement of fundal 
height at your prenatal appointment is off by 2 cm or more your care 
provider may recommend an ultrasound or a biophysical profile to make 
sure baby is healthy. Depending on the results you may be recommended 
to accept an induction or a cesarean. However, if your baby has dropped 
into your pelvis, the measurement may not reflect his or her true size, 
and ultrasounds have a measure of inaccuracy when determining fetal 
size. It may indicate that your baby is compromised, but because these 
measurements are not an exact science it may also indicate that you grow 
smaller babies. At the very least, your care provider will want to keep a close 
eye on growth.

4.  A biophysical profile is an ultrasound usually performed after 41 weeks 
gestation. It assesses fetal body movements, breathing movements, tone, 
and amniotic fluid volume and allows caregivers to assess overall fetal 
health.

Heather Wedlake is a mother of three from Westford, 
Massachusetts, who had a successful homebirth with her third 
child after having endured two unwanted c-sections in the 
hospital. She is hoping her story helps inspire women that their 
bodies are capable of natural birth. ❖
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By Jen MalliaONE BABY, SUNNY-SIDE UP

On February 13th, 2009, which was a Friday, three days 
before my “due date,” I started having contractions. Secretly, I thought 
it would be awesome to have a Friday the 13th baby, and I was so 
happy to be feeling some movement. I went out for breakfast with 
my mom, who announced to the waitress, “She’s having contractions! 
I’m going to be a grandma soon!”. The poor waitress looked around 
nervously. “Well don’t have the baby here!”, she yelped.

If only she knew. 

I wasn’t going to have the baby, anywhere, for another four days. Four 
long, long days. 

It was going to take a long time before I saw my little boy, sunny-
side up. My baby was in a posterior position, which means he was 
‘backwards’ with his little face against the round of my belly. When 
babies with posterior presentations are born in this position the baby 
comes out face up, that is why they are described as “sunny-side up”. 
While I don’t want to scare anyone with the length of my early labour, 
when it comes to posterior babies, pre-labour is often extended. It 
can last several days with off-and-on, stop-and-go contractions. This 
pattern allows for the baby to either reposition himself in a more 
anterior position or to slowly mold himself deep into the pelvis. It 
takes time to do this. When baby is in a more optimal position, active 
labour can start. Once labour is established, posterior labours often 
progress just as efficiently as anterior, ‘normal’ labours1. Patience is the 
key to a successful posterior labour!

Throughout the day, my contractions got slowly closer together and 
lasted longer. I was in constant contact with my husband, Martin, who 
was having a somewhat difficult time concentrating at work. “Should I 
come home now?”. “Now?”. “What’s happening now?”. 

Visions of him not arriving in time to be there for the birth haunted us 
both.  Plus this was our first baby, so we were pretty excited about this 
new experience. We watched a movie in the evening and went to bed. 
The contractions became slower and less intense. Around midnight, 
they subsided completely. 

The next day, Saturday, was Valentine’s Day. A Valentine’s baby would 
be good too. “Let’s wait and see what happens”.  And wait. And wait. I 
had random contractions throughout the day, but nothing coalesced 
into active labour. The romantic dinner Martin and I had planned fell 
by the wayside. I felt cranky and disappointed after the excitement of 
Friday. We went to bed early with visions of baby dancing in our heads.

About 5 a.m. on Sunday the contractions woke me. They were 
slow, about 20 minutes apart, but regular, an improvement over 
the previous day. Again the surges came closer together and built 
in length throughout the day. We were hoping this was labour and 
wanted to call our doula to come on over. But we waited to be sure. 
By suppertime, they were coming at 5 or 6 minute intervals, and 
lasting about 45 seconds. By about 8 p.m. they were still coming 
every 5 minutes but lasting about a minute and they required all my 
concentration. I found bending over on the furniture or over the birth 
ball helped the most. By 9:30 p.m., I called my doula to come over as  
I figured I had entered active labour. I had been calling her often these 
last few days and each time she offered advice, encouraging me to 
have a relaxing bath or to try to get some sleep. I took the fact that  
she had agreed to come over as a good sign… something must  
be happening!

Our doula arrived about an hour later. The contractions were still 
regular, but less frequent and lasting only about 40 seconds. She stayed 
for almost 2 hours, talking with us and giving advice; she reminded us 
of the counter-pressure techniques we had practiced at our prenatal 
appointments. The pressure of Martin’s hands against my lower back 
felt great, but all the while, the contractions slowed. We chatted while 
my husband and our doula practiced counter pressure techniques on 
my pelvis. I got to know my living room rug really well! But I was still 
quite chatty … we could all see that nothing was progressing. It was 
almost midnight when our doula told us it would be best if she went 
home so we all could get some sleep. 

I was so disappointed I couldn’t hold the tears in anymore. I sat on the 
stairs and cried while Martin showed our doula out. I knew they both 

wanted to do something for me, but what could they do? I didn’t want 
to be pregnant any more. This labour pattern was hard. I just wanted 
the labour to get moving. I wanted to hold our baby.

It was now Monday, the Family Day holiday. It would be an ideal 
day for our family of two to receive our addition! I had had mild 
contractions through the night, but was able to sleep nonetheless. At 
my request, our doula came back early in the morning. The pattern 
had become familiar to Martin, our doula, and I. The contractions got 
closer together and lasted longer all morning and into the afternoon. 
Something was different though: I vomited continually. I hoped that 
was that a sign that labour was active. Unfortunately the contractions 
eventually stalled again. Our doula left in the late afternoon as the 
contractions slowed to every 15 and then every 20 minutes. She 
offered regrets and posited the baby might not be in a good position, 
maybe he was presenting posterior. At least an explanation was helpful, 
but it was not a baby. It was becoming quite the marathon and I was 
the endurance athlete. 

On Tuesday, the 17th of February, the contractions woke me around 
2 a.m. I crept quietly around our house, not wanting to wake Martin 
who was just as exhausted at this point as I was. I didn’t want to wake 
him only to realize it was not the real deal. I watched television and 
had some juice. I felt like the contractions were picking up so I got 
Martin to time them. For the first time I started making noise with each 
contraction. Those contractions were much stronger! By 4 a.m. Martin 
decided to call our (also exhausted) doula back. 

She got to our home in less than half an hour to find me moaning and 
groaning with each bracing surge. My contractions were 3 minutes 
apart lasting 1 minute. I started to feel pushy, having one contraction 
on top of another. We had an hour drive from our southeast 
Edmonton home to the Westview Health Centre in Stony Plain (which 
at the time had a birth center), so a little after 6 a.m. we decided to 
make the trek. We didn’t want to push our baby in the car!

My husband drove like a bat out of hell, and we soon lost track of 
our doula, following behind in her own car. We had settled into the 
birthing room by the time she caught up with us. Lucky she knew  
the way!

Pretty much the only solace throughout my extended labouring had 
been the thought that at least the contractions must have been doing 
their work these last four days. I was confident I was 7 or 8 cm dilated 
at this point. So by 7:30 a.m. our nurse checked my cervical dilation 
and announced I was 3 cm dilated. I was stunned. I caught my doula’s 
eye and I knew she was silently willing me not to lose it. Three  
freaking centimetres? If I wasn’t so disappointed I would laugh.  
Or throw something. 

I had been 1 centimetre at my last midwife’s appointment a week ago. 
The thought that four days of stop-and-go contractions had made a 
pinky finger’s width of difference had me just about defeated.

Another look at the anxious faces of my support team made me realize 
that I was not alone. I thought that if I put on a happy face it would 
give them some relief too. Out loud I say, “Only three? I hoped it was 
more.” Everyone laughed at this outrageous understatement and the 
stress of the moment subsided. 

They assured me that I was 100% effaced (which I learned later meant 
that my cervix had thinned out completely) and that baby was very 
low in my pelvis, although he may have his little fist up beside his face, 
which in addition to the posterior presentation was probably adding to 
the extended nature of my labour. 

The theme of my pregnancy had been “steady puking” and labour 

was no different. During one particular episode I vomited so violently 
that I pulled a muscle in my back. Now the tension in my body would 
not leave even after the surge was done. The little break you live for 
between contractions in the midst of labour had deserted me. I cried 
and told my birth team that I had to have something to help me, I 
couldn’t do it anymore. My husband is a massage therapist so he went 
to work finding the pull. In a magic moment I felt something like a 
soft clunk and the pain was gone. Again I was able to catch my breath 
between surges and it kept me going, drug-free.

By noon our midwife arrived and confirmed the baby was posterior. 
My contractions had not gotten any closer than four minutes 
apart, but they were lasting for two full minutes. I know now that a 
contraction that lasts that long is not an effective contraction, it is 
being fed by adrenaline: the enemy of labouring bodies. The midwife 
encouraged me to relax and draw on the hypnobirthing techniques 
we had talked about. She suggested I consider artificially rupturing 
my bag of waters and taking a cherry plum tincture. The hope was 
that breaking the bag would allow the baby’s head to press more fully 
against the cervix, encouraging dilation (the bag of water is not as 
effective at putting pressure on the cervix as a hard head!).  
Cherry Plum was supposed to help me relax and get over the  
“I can’t do it” feeling. 

I decided to go for it and within a couple of hours the tone of the 
birth had changed and became what I wanted again: calmer, slower, 
more controlled. I slow-danced with my husband (that is, he held me 
up while I collapsed against him between surges) and even managed 
to sleep. They told me later that I would have a contraction, then 
immediately fall asleep snoring. Martin and our doula had to hold in 
their laughter so they wouldn’t wake me up.

Around 4:30 p.m. I was close to 6 centimetres dilated and I went into 
the tub. It was wonderful! Having me in the tub finally gave Martin 
a break from holding me up these last twelve hours, but he still 
crouched in front of the tub and held my hand. He told me I was doing 
great and it made me feel that I was. Our doula was pouring warm 
water on my back and I was floating in the water. What a difference 
warm water makes at the height of labour!

Just before 7:30 p.m. I was fully dilated and my body naturally urged 
me to push. My pushing stage lasted almost 80 minutes, but it felt like 
no time at all. After all this time the thought that my baby was literally 
within reach gave me an incredible jolt of energy. Pushing was very 
empowering. It was nice to feel real progress and touch my baby’s 
head. Martin and I caught our little man, Judah Nicholas Mallia, at 8:39 
p.m. on Tuesday, February 17th, 2009. After all that, he wasn’t the sumo 
baby I had feared, just the perfect little 7lb, 13oz package. 

The feeling of having spent an eternity in labour was immediately 
overshadowed by the overwhelming love I felt for this tiny creature. 
The exhaustion transformed into exhilaration, and where I once felt 
overwhelmed, I felt powerful and in awe of the miracle my body had 
helped deliver. To labour means to work; to toil. When I held my baby, I 
knew my labour was complete. 

Notes:
1. Birth.com.au.“Starting off Posterior” Accessed April 21. Revised 4 March 

2009. http://www.birth.com.au/A-posterior-labour/About-posterior-
position?p=2.  

Jen Mallia welcomed her second baby boy into the world at 
home at the end of April, 2012. In a complete turnaround from 
the first time, this labour and birth went so quickly the midwife 
didn’t make it! ❖
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I AM A BIRTH WARRIOR
By Leah Murphy

My first pregnancy in 2006 came to us quickly as we only tried for 
2 months. I was thrilled just the same and finished my Registered 
Nursing degree, started my first nursing job, and wrote the 
RN exams, all while anticipating becoming a mother. It was 
challenging to divide my focus between two very important 
phases of my life, but also very exciting. I felt mentally and 
physically prepared and dreamed of a beautiful home birth, 
possibly in my bath, with my husband Lenny close by.

I found a midwife and spent many months preparing for and 
planning the birth I envisioned. Around midnight, August 1st 
my labour began as mild lower back pain. It was almost two 
hours later when my membranes ruptured1 that I realized I was 
having contractions. I was so excited and I started to time my 
contractions, 8-10 minutes apart. It took all I had to wait until 3 
a.m. to wake my husband and tell him that he wouldn’t be going 
to work that day.

Lenny got up and timed my contractions as we watched television. 
By 5 a.m. they were 5 minutes apart and painful. I decided to call 
our midwife. An hour later my midwife arrived and a couple hours 
after that, my girlfriend Melissa was there as well.

Sometime during the day my labour slowed down. I tried to eat 
and drink. I tried relaxing in the bath. Melissa massaged my back 
and feet. My labour and belly aches went on and on, but my cervix 
was not changing.

By 3 a.m. on August 3rd, I was frustrated, tired and worried that 
things were not progressing. My midwife and Melissa were 
encouraging and supportive while Lenny rested, and vice versa. I 
tried labouring in many positions, trying my best to help my baby 
to move down. Melissa and the midwife moved a towel across my 
belly during a few contractions while I was on all fours supported 
by the towel. This was very painful. I even walked up and down the 
stairs during contractions to try to rock my baby down.

By 8 a.m., I had been labouring for 30 hours. I was only 5 cm 
dilated2 and feeling very discouraged. Perhaps my baby was 
presenting posterior, but it was never confirmed. I decided I 
needed help and we arranged to transfer to the hospital. I was 
aware the climate would change dramatically in hospital but I was 
determined to take things one step at a time by requesting the 
pitocin3 drip to help dilate my cervix. My hope was that I hadn’t 
waited too long and still had the energy to birth my baby vaginally.

At the hospital, my midwives consulted with an obstetrician. The 
10 a.m. assessment was worrisome. The staff did not like that I 
had been labouring so long with my bag of water broken4 and 
the obstetrician said my cervix was swollen. His advice was to 
get an epidural5, pitocin drip6, and that I would very likely need 
a caesarean section. I politely refused all treatment except the 
augmentation of my contractions with the drip. I wanted to birth 
as much on my own as I could. I wanted to feel the pain and joy of 
the birth of my baby.

The drip was started at 1 p.m., the contractions were extremely 
painful and I tried to stay in the shower to cope. My midwife, 
who stayed with us at the hospital, assured the nurse that my 
contractions were sufficient and discouraged increasing the rate 
of the drip. 

Unfortunately, the fetal heart rate assessments were not done in 
the shower. Whenever it was time to check on the baby, a monitor 
was strapped to my belly and I had to lie down. Each assessment 
took 10 minutes and it was painful to lie on my back. With my 
midwife’s support, I tolerated the baby monitoring which felt like 
being strapped to the bed in torture. I started to feel like I was 
losing control and inhaled laughing gas7 for the pain. This served 
as more of a distraction than pain relief. My soldiers were steadfast 
and standing by; Lenny, my midwife, and Melissa. 

The drip made the contractions very difficult to bear—they were 
very strong and very frequent. By 4 p.m. I didn’t think I could 
handle any more pain and I asked for an epidural. At that time the 

anesthetist was not available, so I got into the shower and started 
feeling some pressure. The nurse asked me to return to the bed 
to assess my cervix, I was 9 cm dilated! I was elated, although in 
extreme pain, but so relieved that I was close to the end and my 
baby was coming. So we did not bother with the epidural and I 
gathered my strength and focus.

After 45 minutes of pushing, Ruby Melissa Murphy was born at 5:25 
p.m., August 3rd 2006. I loved her instantly, my heart grew and I 
was hers the moment she looked into my eyes. I had endured and 
stayed strong. I was a birth warrior.

Two years later, we were ready to have another baby, and after 
6 impatient months, I got pregnant. The pregnancy ended at 7 
weeks, just before Christmas. I was devastated.

Six months later, in July 2009, I was pregnant again. Our family had 
just moved into our new home and Lenny joked that this baby 
wanted its own room! This pregnancy was a lot like my first with 
more heartburn, but this time, I had a 3 year old to keep up with. 
Most of the time I made a point to really enjoy being pregnant, as 
we were not planning to have another child.

Just like with Ruby, I looked forward to giving birth but hopefully 
this time it would be at home. I was also hoping for a shorter 
labour and boy did I get my wish! My Braxton Hicks8 contractions 
were stronger than in my previous pregnancy. As I approached my 
due date of April 11th, they were even waking me in the night.

The morning of April 8th, at about 7 a.m., I was not surprised to 
wake up in pain, except the pain was in my back as well as my 
belly. As I watched the clock I noted the pain was coming every 5 
minutes, but it was very bearable. I wasn’t convinced it was labour 
until my girlfriend Tanya came by to check on me and I was unable 
to talk through the pain.

I took her advice and called my midwife at 10 a.m., having 2 
contractions in our 3 minutes conversation. I also called Lenny at 
work at 11 a.m., and told him ‘not to rush’ home. I convinced Tanya 
that I could labour like this all day and that she should go to work 
and come over after to help with Ruby during the delivery.

Lenny came home at 11:30 a.m. My contractions where very 
painful;2 to 3 minutes apart. My cool-headed husband also 
thought this could go on all day. I was on all fours in the hallway, 

giving him orders in-between contractions; to get me water, the 
birth ball, to prepare the bed, and where the sheets were. He 
moved about calmly while tending to Ruby at the same time.

I soon realized I was feeling intense urgency as I started to get 
more vocal during contractions, yelling and moaning deeply. 
Lenny called the midwife at noon and then Tanya. My midwife 
arrived at 12:30 p.m. with her student and a great big smile. I 
remember her saying, “You are going to have your baby very 
soon!” It was like my mother and sister had arrived, two experts  
in the art of birth, instantly giving me comfort and support.  
They asked me where I wanted to deliver the baby and all I could 
do was point to the bathroom. I wanted to get into warm water 
so badly.

The midwife and her student fluttered about me preparing 
my tiny bathroom for delivery. The midwifery student, an 
experienced doula, gave me sacral pressure and I felt immense 
relief. My midwife coached me and assured me it was not too 
soon to get into the warm bath.

I was still thinking I had to keep up my stamina for a long journey. 
At about 1 p.m., I got up and got into my bath, my body was 
floating in relief in between contractions that were increasingly 
strong. My midwife wanted to see what progress I had made and 
checked my cervical dilation. I was assessed and my cervix was 
4-5 cm dilated, 6 cm during a contraction.

I was in disbelief.I was so happy. I had made so much progress 
already. I was half way there! I remember saying that I could feel 
my cervix dilate and the student midwife said, “Good, then you 
know where to relax.”

I breathed deeply into the pain of the contractions, focusing on 
opening up. I actually felt my cervix open. Then the urge to push 
came over me like a tsunami9, I yelled and pushed out the bag of 
water still intact. There was a moment when the student called 
the midwife to the bathroom. They spoke a few words, then my 
midwife broke the meconium stained bag of water10. Luckily  
my baby wanted to come fast. I pushed 2 more times, letting  
out a primal scream that sent Ruby into daddy’s arms ; the head 
was out.

Our daughters birth at the hospital In labour with my second baby Water birth at home Our family of fourWaiting for baby brotherOur daughter
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With the midwife’s encouragement, Lenny and Ruby came back 
into the bathroom to see the baby’s head which was out of my 
body but still underwater. I told Lenny where the camera was and 
to take a photo. One more push and my baby’s body was out. At 
1:21 p.m. I reached down and picked up my beautiful baby boy 
from the water, Waylon Jeffrey Murphy. Ruby and Lenny came 
close to revel in the awe of the moment and see our new  
family member.

Then everybody took a breath. Tanya arrived and came into the 
bathroom in disbelief that I had already birthed the baby. Labour 
came hard and fast, and I endured. I was birth warrior.

Children are a gift no matter how they come to us. For me, 
becoming a mother is the most empowering and humbling 
experience. I believe giving birth to your child with awareness 
of choice, and conviction of intention is a gift to yourself and 
your baby. Being gratefully proud of how you handled your most 
challenging moments in birth, I believe, makes you a birth warrior. 
As proud as I am of my body birthing two babies, I am eternally 
grateful to those who supported, encouraged, and believed in me. 
It all started with a wish and my dreams came true. Thank you.

Notes:
1  The membranes surrounding your baby in utero can rupture at any time 

after 37 weeks: 30% rupture before labour starts and 85% when a woman 
is pushing. Some caregivers like to know if your membranes break because 
there is a slight chance that the umbilical cord gets trapped while the 
water flows out, which could affect the proper oxygenation of your baby. 
These caregivers will want to listen to baby, check for fetal movement and 
the colour of the fluid. If your water is clear, or light yellow like pee, no 
concern. If it is brown or green and thick like pea soup, go immediately 
to the hospital. When the bag of water breaks, before the start of labour, 
contractions can take between 1 to 30 hours to start. Most caregivers will 
want you to go into labour within 24 hours. You may want to be careful 
about accepting vaginal exams as they push bacteria up the vaginal canal 
closer to baby, which heightens the risk of infection. Because of the 
cascading effects of arriving early at the hospital, which increase your 
chances for interventions, it is up to you to make an informed choice when 
your water breaks.

2  Dilation is when the cervix stretches and opens to allow for the baby to 
pass into the vaginal canal. It is measured in centimeters (0-10cm) with 
fingers by caregivers during a vaginal exam. Dilation is different for every 
woman, depending on how many babies she’s had, how low a baby is in 
her pelvis, how tired she is, how baby is positioned against her cervix, her 
state of mind, her sense of support, and of course, how relaxed she is. 
Textbook progression would be ½ cm an hour and at least some progress in 
4 hours. However, some women progress faster and others slower. Dilation 
is only one of many ways to measure progress. Contraction pattern, mom’s 
behaviour, vaginal fluids, spotting, bag of water, vocalization, breathing, 
sensations of pain and the shape of the uterus are all indicators of 
progression.

3  It is the synthetic form of the naturally occurring hormone oxytocin. It can 
also be called syntocinon or pitocin. It is administered with an IV. It is used to 
contract smooth tissues in the body, which causes uterine contractions. It is 
given when a woman has an epidural, during an induction or an augment. 
There may be different reasons for it: perhaps your labour is long and you 
are tired, your contractions have slowed down, your contractions are far 
apart, your contractions are not long enough, we need to start labour, to 
rotate a baby in a more optimal position, or to prevent your labour to stop 
altogether.

4  When the bag of water is ruptured for a long time it is called “prolonged 
rupture of membranes.” Most caregivers will want you to give birth within 
24 hours. Babies have a higher chance of being infected by bacteria because 
the bag of water that used to protect them is now open and any bacteria 
can travel into the water and to them. Infections can occur because of lack 
of personal cleanliness, if they are sick (e.g. they have a cold or the flu), they 
are exposed to bacteria in the environment (stores, schools, other children, 
sick people, hospitals, etc.), the presence of vaginal bacteria (STDs and 
Group B Strep), and vaginal exams (fingers will push bacteria up the vaginal 
canal closer to baby). 

5  Epidural analgesia is an injection of a cocktail of drugs, including narcotics, 
into the epidural space of the spine. It blocks the highway of information to 
the brain, allowing a woman to not feel pain. Depending on the strength of 
the cocktail and her body’s reaction to it, she may feel nothing or will still 
feel a certain amount of pressure but without pain. It is used to help women 
cope with the pain of childbirth, allow a woman to relax (being high-strung 
would prevent her baby to descend into her pelvis), and have a vaginal 
birth rather than a cesarean section. An epidural has been associated with 
an increased risk of interventions—one intervention leading to another to 
compensate for the negative effects of the previous intervention.

6  When your caregiver wants your contractions to come more frequently 
and last longer, it is called ‘augment’ or ‘augmentation’. It involves a ‘drip’, 
which administers the synthetic form of oxytocin (either called pitocin, 
syntocinon, oxytocin) via an IV. Your caregiver may also suggest breaking 
your bag of water and accepting epidural analgesia. There are other less 
invasive methods to help increase your contraction pattern such as adopting 
gravity-friendly positions (walking, squatting, lunging, etc.), acupuncture, 
nipple stimulation, sensual massage, kissing, arnica, homeopathic remedies, 
verbena-castor-oil-cocktail, resting, and getting rid of everyone in the 
room. Sometimes privacy is all you needed.

7  Laughing gas, also called Nitrous Oxide, is an anesthetic drug, which 
is normally administered as a mixture with 50% gas and 50% oxygen 
in medical grade gas tanks, with the trade name Entonox or Nitronox. 
Inhalation is frequently used to relieve the sensation of pain associated with 
childbirth (it takes the edge of pain off), and has been shown to be a safe 
and effective aid for women wanting to give birth vaginally. It can make a 
woman feel temporarily dizzy, sleepy or nauseous. Stopping its use will allow 
a woman to quickly get back to normal.

8  Braxton Hicks contractions, also known as false labour or practice 
contractions, are sporadic uterine contractions that sometimes start around 
6 weeks pregnancy. However, they are not usually felt until the last trimester 
of pregnancy. Not all expectant mothers feel these contractions. They are 
thought to be an aid to the body in its preparation for birth as they will help 
stretch and dilate the cervix before going into labour.

9  Once a woman’s cervix is fully dilated, she will have an overwhelming natural 
urge to push. It is called “the fetal ejection reflex”. A woman instinctively 
knows how to push so refrain from telling her what to do.

10  Caregivers will monitor a baby closely if they notice any staining of the 
amniotic fluid. The main reason being that the presence of meconium could 
indicate that the fetus is being compromised and needs to be born and be 
attended to. Also, caregivers may want to prevent infections of the lungs 
and decide to aspirate any meconium that may have been breathed in when 
baby took his or her first breath. Caregivers may also want to make sure 
baby is breathing without effort.

Leah Murphy traveled extensively and discovered she needed 
to be in a helping profession. Her career as a Registered Nurse 
started at the St. Albert hospital where she is a medical/surgical 
nurse. She always wanted to be a mother and loves providing a 
home filled with love, food, and play. ❖

Serving the Whole Person

www.fertileway.com           780-757-8858

Boutique Clinic offering 
Acupuncture and Traditional 
Chinese Medicine

Specializing in Fertility, 
Pregnancy Care, Pain 
Management, Postpartum, 
Breech and Induction Support.

Offering Transformative Workshops 
For Fertility this Summer 2012.
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ONLY ONE CENTIMETER TO GO:    
THE BIRTH STORY OF MY OP BABY  
By Sarah Witholt

When my husband, greg, and i found out we 
were pregnant, we were ecstatic. We had tried 
hard to get pregnant and persistence had paid off. Mixed in with the 
feelings of excitement, were feelings of nervousness of the unknown. 
Being my first baby I didn’t know what to expect from pregnancy or 
the experience of giving birth. I have known many people who have 
given birth and from their experiences I knew what I didn’t want. 

After loads of research, we decided to enlist the help and support 
of a senior Edmonton doula. I had interviewed a few doulas, but she 
was the right fit and I could tell from the first time I met her. Although 
Greg seemed sceptical of having a doula at first, I think as time went 
on it began to put him at ease that he wouldn’t be the only support 
available for me. He actually still likes the idea of the husband waiting 
in the waiting room with a scotch and a cigar! 

We had met with our doula numerous times throughout the 
pregnancy, which progressed perfectly. We became educated about 
childbirth and my options. Greg was supportive of whatever I thought 
felt right. I had decided that I wanted a very calm birth, with minimal 
interventions. In my mind, I believe that the more unnecessary 
medical interventions used to facilitate a birth, the higher the chance 
of complications. I wrote up my birth plan and presented it to my 
doctor, who said, “You can’t plan a birth”. I didn’t want an epidural, 
IVs, or constant fetal monitoring, but I wanted delayed cord clamping. 
Why couldn’t you plan that? So although it wasn’t my doctor’s plan, it 
was my plan.

On Saturday January 24th 2009, one week before the predicted due 
date, Greg and I decided to go out for dinner and a movie. After 
enjoying a nice dinner we decided to skip the movie and come home. 
We were both worn out from the week, so we had an early bedtime. 
After crawling into bed and reading a book for a while, I started to 
feel restless. Around 11:00 p.m. I got up to get a snack and use the 
washroom. And to my surprise, my water broke while using the toilet. 
The water was clear and I made an informed decision to stay home 
where no one would put pressure on me to give birth within a certain 
number of hours1. 

I left Greg sleeping while I continued to read my book and wander 
about the house, wondering when the pain was going to start. 
With nervous excitement, I couldn’t get over that fact that I would 
soon welcome my baby boy into the world. Around 12:30 a.m. the 
contractions were becoming uncomfortable enough that I had 
decided to wake Greg and let him in on the early surprise. 

Greg called our doula at 2:30 a.m. asking that she come over. I was 
sure that this baby was going to come soon. The contractions were 
2-3 minutes apart and lasting 30 seconds long. They were becoming 
terribly painful and to ease the pain, I crawled into a warm bath, 
hopeful that the warm water would be soothing. Although it was,  
I found the bathtub to be quite confining and I wasn’t able to  
switch positions. 

Our doula arrived at the house around 3:30 a.m. Sunday morning. 
I was starting to experience strong back labour and finding a 

comfortable position was very difficult. So as soon as she arrived, we 
actively started searching for a more comfortable position for me to 
labour in. I am still not sure if I ever found one. I spent a lot of time 
sitting on the ball while leaning on the bed. With the TENS machine2 
that I had purchased, the double hips squeezes that my doula was 
applying on my back and the emotional support I had from Greg, the 
contractions and back ache became a little more bearable. I was most 
definitely in active labour! 

I am not sure how many times we went from the bedroom to the 
bathroom and back to the bedroom. After numerous trips and lots of 
bloody show (showing that my cervix was effectively dilating), I felt 
it was time to go to the hospital. At 6:30 a.m. Greg and our doula had 
gathered up our stuff and off we went. It was a clear, cold night and 
the sun was starting to rise. Today was going to be a good day. 

That car ride was the worst ride of my life. I don’t know if I have ever 
been so uncomfortable and in so much pain. I thank God that we did 
not get pulled over by the police, because I am sure I did not sit on 
the seat once. After the 20 minute drive, we arrived at the Grey Nun’s 
Hospital in Edmonton. 

After being examined by the obstetrician on call, I was found to be 8-9 
cm dilated and 80% effaced, with some swelling in my cervix. I was 
ecstatic; although I am sure I wasn’t able to show it. I was sure it was all 
going to be over soon and we would be welcoming our baby into the 
world any moment. The nurse too was excited. She immediately got 
busy setting the room up for delivery!

The contractions were very strong and along with them I had this 
overwhelming urge to push. I wasn’t supposed to push because my 
cervix was not fully dilated. But I had been a little and this was causing 

my cervix to swell. To decrease the swelling and dilate the remaining 1 
cm, I adopted less gravity friendly positions and had to concentrate on 
not letting go of the urge to push. Easier said than done though.

The hospital had a flower border that ran around the entire room right 
where the wall meets the ceiling. They were old-school purple flowers. 
Those flowers became my focal point. Every contraction, no matter 
what position I was in, I could look up, breathe and focus on those 
flowers. I will never forget them. The only thing I remember of the next 
few hours to come was the hip squeezes, the TENS and those flowers. 

At 10:50 a.m. the obstetrician came back to check my cervical dilation. 
I was 9 cm dilated, but with reduced swelling. This is also when I was 
officially told that our baby was direct OP (Occiput Posterior). He was 
facing “the wrong way”…sunny-side up… the back of his head firmly 
against my sacrum looking directly out at my belly. That was not what 
I had wanted to hear after labouring for so long. His posterior position 
was the reason for my long transition stage. My baby’s head had to 
mold and mold and mold to fit in the pelvis. It also took extra time, in 
this position, to corkscrew himself down and out.

The obstetrician had advised to “let nature take its course”. He was not 
going to intervene, which I was grateful for. He knew I was determined 
to have a natural unmedicated birth. So that is what we did. 

By 11:15 a.m. I was tired and I cried. Contractions were only 6 to 8 
minutes apart now, still lasting 1 minute. I was getting tired. The nurse 
started putting pressure on me to accept augmentation3 and the 
epidural. I only accepted to take some laughing gas, to help me cope 
with the intensity. It was very effective for me. I fell in a half-asleep 
half-awake daze and I just focused on the flowers. With the help of 
dimmed lights, soft music, Greg and our doula working together as my 
support system, I knew I could do this. 

Unfortunately, two hours later our baby still had not turned. I decided 
that maybe my body needed some help to dilate the last centimetre. 
I accepted the augmentation so that my contractions could get 
stronger and turn our baby in a more optimal position. Wow…the pain 
became incredible. Indescribable. But at the same time, empowering. 
The TENS machine was worth its weight in gold! 

After allowing some time for the augmentation to take effect, our 
obstetrician came back. He made me sit up on the bed and with every 

contraction he would insert his fingers around my cervix and manually 
help turn Gavin by gently pushing with a rotating motion on his head. 
It wasn’t exactly comfortable but by 2:50 p.m., he turned! I was warned 
not to hold my belly tight when he turned and to just breathe out and 
let my baby reposition himself. It was an incredible inward motion. I 
was 9.5 cm dilated and the swelling was gone. I was elated. Actually we 
all were. Everyone was all smiles. The nurse almost cried. 

My obstetrician left and let me continue my labour. I already had quite 
a strong urge to push and I was having great difficulty preventing 
myself from pushing. Our doula did the “take charge routine” by 
making me look up at the ceiling and blow (pant) in a fast breathing 
pattern, as if there was an imaginary feather that I could not let fall on 
the ground. This is hard to do. Try to stop a natural automatic ejection 
reflex, you will understand what I was being asked to do. 

By 3:20 p.m. I don’t think it was physically possible for me to not push 
anymore. This is the moment that I had been waiting for, it was time to 
push. My body took over. After 12 hours of labour, I found the energy 
somewhere within myself to give it my all. Every contraction I pushed 
with everything I had, hoping that it would be the last push and we 
would see our baby. It took 2 hours, but I did it.

At 5:25 p.m., Sunday January 25, 2009, we welcomed our baby, Gavin, 
into the world. He was a healthy 8 lb, 8 oz and 21 inches long. He 
was everything that I had imagined him to be and more. Still to this 
day I am in awe at the miracle of his birth and of him. I think back to 
his birth and although it was long and tiring, I wouldn’t have wanted 
it any other way. It was my birth and I can’t think of anything more 
empowering in my life. I am very grateful for the medical team that 
attended Gavin’s birth. They were unbelievable supportive of me and 
played a huge part in helping me achieve the birth that I wanted.

Notes:
1. Caregivers like to know if your membranes break because there is a slight 

chance that the umbilical cord gets trapped while the water flows out, 
which could affect the proper oxygenation of your baby. Caregivers will 
want to listen to baby, check for fetal movement and the colour of the fluid. 
If the water is brown or green and thick like pea soup, your caregiver will 
insist on checking on baby as it may indicate that your baby is compromised.

2. TENS stands for transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation. This machine 
consists of a small box with four wires connected to sticky pads. It gives out 
little pulses of electrical energy. The pulses stimulate your body to release its 
own, natural, feel-good substances, called endorphins. It is also distracting 
and makes you feel in control! It takes about an hour for your body to 
respond to the electrical impulses by releasing endorphins, so start using 
it in early labour. The best place for the pads is on either side of your spine 
on your lower back. You can rent it at a physiotherapy equipment store, 
pharmacies, or online.

3. An augment, or augmentation, involves a ‘drip’, which administers the 
synthetic form of oxytocin (either called pitocin, syntocinon, oxytocin) via 
an IV and a pump. This makes contractions come more frequently and last 
longer. These stronger contractions can be more effective at turning a baby 
that is in a posterior presentation.

Sarah Witholt’s  is 30 years old and currently resides in 
Wainwright, AB with her husband, Greg and son, Gavin. She 
spent her first 16 years on a farm near Onoway, AB. After 
graduating from NAITS Biological Sciences Program, she 
started her career as a Research Technician at the University of 
Alberta. In 2009, Sarah and her husband welcomed their baby 
boy into the world.  It was then that she decided to stay home as 
a full time mom. ❖
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BRYNN ALLORA:   
YOUR BEAUTIFUL  
HOME BIRTH 
By Shayna Pritchard

i write this two weeks to the day since your 
birth. is it crazy that almost immediately following your 
birth I thought to myself, “I can’t wait to do that again!”

God chose you to join our family, and so you began growing. 
Once we discovered we were expecting you, our first call was to 
our local midwives and we began to plan for a home birth. 

In early pregnancy I felt quite nauseated and very cold. The 
midwife found my thyroid levels to be low, which among many 
things, affects the body’s ability to regulate temperature. I was 
started on a low dose of levothyroxin as my thyroid function was 
important for your development too. Once I was into the fourth 
month of pregnancy I began to feel much better. At 18 weeks I felt 
your fluttery movements, and soon after, your Daddy could feel 
you moving too. Somewhere in the fifth month, I felt burning rib 
pain as I was carrying you so high, but thankfully it lessened during 
the seventh month. Overall, I had a lovely pregnancy and felt great 
most of the time. 

Then the ninth month of pregnancy came...and went. You were 
due July 15, 2011. Since your sister arrived the day after her due 
date, I was expecting you to follow suit! We spent the 39th and 
40th week having some quality family time and finding projects 
around the house to keep us busy. By 41 weeks, I felt like you were 
never going to come and I was going to have a belly forever! 
The clock was ticking as your Dad was expected back to work on 
Friday, July 29 and our dreams of a home birth would be dashed if I 
didn’t deliver before that date (42 weeks). 

Our midwives did not seem overly concerned as I passed my due 
date. However, we were reminded that you and I would need 
some extra monitoring in the form of non-stress tests (NST)1 and 
eventually a biophysical profile (BPP)2. Every night I fell asleep 
thinking that I may wake up to a contraction in the night, but was 
a little saddened to wake up in the morning to the same big belly 
after a full night’s sleep. I began to look forward to and even crave 
the sensation of a contraction, just because I was so excited for 
your big arrival. 

On Friday, July 22 (41 weeks), we had an NST to check your heart 
rate, which showed that you were perfectly happy in there. 
Even though I had been losing bits of mucus plug3 for the past 
week, the midwife found my cervix to be closed and thick; she 
applied some homeopathies to my cervix and recommended 
I see an acupuncturist and chiropractor. I had been seeing a 
chiropractor since week 32 as you preferred to position yourself 

“OP” or occipital 
posterior4 – not the 
best position for 
birth but the same 
position your sister chose to be 
in too. 

With the help of the chiropractor, 
our goal was to relax any muscle 
or ligament tensions that could 
be keeping you from attaining optimal positioning. She assessed 
and relieved any tensions in my back and then applied the 
Webster technique5 to my pelvic ligaments in an attempt to relax 
the ligaments around my uterus. 

I spent much of the end of my pregnancy obsessing about your 
position and trying to do what I could to turn you-to no avail. I 
was very conscious of my posture and avoided sitting in a reclined 
position. Even driving in the vehicle I sat forward on my seat and 
put my arms behind my back. I often thought it would have been 
nice to have a beach ball to prop me up. My midwives advised  
me to do lots of housework on my hands and knees, and, as 
appealing as that was at 9 months pregnant, I obliged. If I sat  
down to watch television, it was on a birth ball, swaying my hips.  
And finally I could be found a couple times a day in a forward-
leaning inversion position as described on a website that my 
midwives recommended6.

Following the 41 week check-up and as advised, I had the first 
acupuncture treatment. On July 25 (41 weeks and 3 days) I had 
another acupuncture treatment, a biophysical profile (BPP) 
ultrasound and also had a treatment by the chiropractor. While 
waiting in the chiropractor’s office that afternoon I had my first 
“real” contraction. After my adjustment I headed over to see 
the midwives for another NST. They gave me the results of the 
BPP – you scored 8/8 (excellent) and it also showed a greater 
than normal amount of fluid which may have been making it too 
comfortable for you to get into a birthing position. Also, the BPP 
estimated your weight to be 8 lb 2 oz. The NST went well; I even 
had another 2 contractions while I was there. The midwives could 
not believe the progress my cervix had made since Friday – I was 
well effaced and could easily stretch to 4 cm! I went home feeling 
very optimistic and happy that you were doing so well. 

As we were sitting down to supper that same evening, the 
contractions became regular, every 7-8 minutes. I began timing 
them and giving a pain rating with each. I started rating them at a 
2/10. After supper and some playtime I tucked Rhianna into bed 
and began cleaning the house. I would have to focus and breathe 
through contractions at this point. I rated them at a 3/10. Knowing 
that I was going to be saying goodbye to this pregnancy and the 
beautiful baby belly, I had your Daddy snap a couple photos of 
me. By 10 p.m. contractions were every 4-5 minutes lasting 60-90 
seconds and I rated them 3-4/10. 

In an attempt to alter my pain perception, I rated my pain levels 
lower than they truly felt. In the early stages when it would have 
been easy to obsess over how long I would be experiencing 
the contractions, I think that I was able to convince myself that 
they were not so bad. Also, I would take long slow breaths in as 
I pictured the pain rising out of my swollen stomach like a lost 
helium balloon floating into the sky. Once that helium balloon left 
my body it seemed to take the pain with it. 

I called my mom to let her know that if I was still in labour by 
morning then she would need to look after Rhianna. I then called 
the midwife to let her know that contractions were regular. She 
asked if I wanted them to come over yet, and I refused as I thought 
I would have a long night of contractions ahead and didn’t want  
to have everyone else waiting up with me. I wanted to continue  
on my own for a while until I felt like I needed the extra support 
and motivation.

Around 11:30 p.m. your Daddy and I decided to try and get some 
sleep. Contractions slowed in frequency a wee bit as I lay in bed 
and I could drift to sleep in between them. As I entered this hazy, 
dream state I was hit with a whopper of a contraction. I could not 
inhale deep enough to make this pain float away and moaned 
my way through it. My hands reached blindly above me, reaching 
to try and pull me out of the discomfort. Reflecting on this I 
wonder if this was you finally rotating into proper positioning and 
descending. I relaxed as that wave passed and thought I might try 
to fall asleep again. Then, again, another strong wave hit me and I 
knew things were happening and I could not cope with a third one 
lying there in the bed. Your Daddy filled the bathtub with warm 
water and I kneeled in the tub and rested my cheek on the cool 
side of the tub. 

At this point, time escaped us and I moaned my way through 
many more contractions. Your Daddy would kneel by the tub 
and rub my back as the height of each contraction hit. At one 
point I began howling, because that just felt like the right thing 
to do. I remember telling your Daddy that I was pretending I was 
a momma wolf. In the height of the contraction I kept thinking 
that we should call the midwives, I was ready for more support, 
but then after the contraction I would think, “No, I am doing just 
fine.” I even recalled reading a birth story where the woman was 
thinking the exact same thing and ended up delivering unassisted7.

Around 1:30 a.m. your Daddy called the midwives. He began filling 
the birthing pool and getting the last minute things done that the 
midwife had instructed, including lining the hallway with plastic 

and towels (to protect the carpet) and warming the oven for the 
mom and baby blankets. 

Meanwhile, I noticed that at the height of each contraction, my 
body began bearing down. Part of me was a little concerned as 
I had no idea how dilated I was and the midwives were not here 
yet, but I was mostly confident that my body was doing what it 
needed to. Besides, my labour could not be this quick, and my 
membranes8 had not ruptured. With the next contraction my 
body bore down and I felt my membranes burst into the tub. At 
the same time I felt your head engage and start moving down. I 
yelled to your Dad that you were coming. I reached down and felt 
the hair on your head. With the next contraction your head came 
out and I reached again, this time to see if there was cord wrapped 
around your neck. All I could reach was your ear so I asked your 
Dad to check. He could not feel a cord. With the last contraction 
your shoulders twisted and out you came into your Daddy’s arms. 

Your Daddy put you in my arms and we stared down at you and 
then at each other. We began to process the fact that you were 
here already, and we delivered you ourselves! I kept repeating, “We 
did it, we did it!” I turned you over to discover that we had added 
another beautiful little girl to our family and a sister for Rhianna. 
You were quiet, but alert, blinking up at us. I held you close to my 
chest and marvelled at you. I sent your Daddy to look at the clock; 
it was 2:14 a.m. 

The midwives arrived less than 10 minutes later to find us cuddling 
in the bathtub. Your Daddy cut the cord and you were wrapped 
in a warm towel. As we were ushered down the hallway to the 
bedroom, your sister woke up needing to use the potty. With you 
in one arm, your Daddy helped her to the bathroom. She was 
too sleepy for any of the action to register, I don’t think she even 
noticed you, and then she quickly went back to bed. 

Once I was settled in bed, you latched on and fed for 40 minutes 
or so. During that time your placenta9 was delivered. The midwife 
remarked on how healthy it looked even though you were 
overdue (it did not look old). Although you came so quickly I did 
not have any tearing, just a little bruising. You had an amazingly 
round head and no bruising or moulding, the midwives thought 
that was thanks to having the membranes as a cushion up until 
the delivery. You were born on July 26, 2011 after 4 hours of active 
labour. You weighed 8 lb 11oz and measured 53 cm.

After your feed, you fell asleep and your Daddy cradled you in the 
rocking chair. I put some pyjamas on and felt the need to walk 
around and stretch my muscles. My leg muscles may not have 
been prepared for labouring in the tub! I was in that beautiful state, 
with birth endorphins coursing through my veins, where I felt like 
I could do anything. I felt such, joy, peace, and accomplishment. I 
can’t imagine that there is any other feeling so satisfying. I made a 
cup of tea and sat on the couch watching your Daddy stare down 
at you. The midwives were still filling out paperwork and were such 
warm presences to have around us. It was somewhere around 3:30 
a.m. when we decided to call your grandparents to let them know 
you arrived safely into your Daddy’s arms. 
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Upon waking in the morning, your sister climbed into bed with 
us and met you. She counted your 10 fingers and 10 toes. It 
turned out to be a warm summer day and after some rain fell and 
cooled the day, a double rainbow appeared to welcome you, our 
second daughter. As word travelled about your arrival, your Daddy 
became quite the hero. However, I know that God, who made you 
so perfectly, was looking out for us and sent his best angels down 
to guide us. 

Speaking of angels, I need to point out something that I 
discovered while reflecting on your birth. Somewhere near 2:14 
p.m., while driving in to my chiropractor appointment (at 2:20) I 
whispered a quick prayer to my Grandma to look out for us and 
help you to come safely and quickly. It was 3 p.m. when the first 
‘real’ contractions began and you were born exactly 12 hours after 
I sent up that hopeful prayer.

Our postpartum period went fairly smoothly after our midwives 
assisted us in dealing naturally with the bit of gas that seemed to 
cause you discomfort. We soon fell into a rhythm of everyday life 
with our new little one.

I feel such gratitude and admiration to the midwives that I have 
met through my births. Their ability to tune a woman into her 
body and help that woman realize her power, strength, and 
courage is beyond thanks. It cannot be denied that they have this 
magnetism about them that even months after you have had your 
babe, you are drawn to their warmth and wisdom.

Notes:
1  A Non stress test is a non-invasive test where a belt is attached to the 

mother’s abdomen to measure fetal heart rate, and another to measure 
contractions. It is monitoring. It is a simple, non-invasive test performed 
at the hospital. The test is named “non-stress” because no stress is placed 
on the baby during the test. It is not a stress test, which would be giving a 
woman oxytocin to trigger some contractions to see how baby reacts. NST 
involves attaching one belt to the mother’s abdomen to measure fetal heart 
rate and another belt to measure contractions. Movement, heart rate and 
“reactivity” of heart rate to movement are measured for 20-30 minutes. 
If the baby does not move, it does not necessarily indicate that there is a 
problem; the baby could just be asleep. It may be performed if you sense 
that the baby is not moving as frequently as usual, if your placenta is not 
functioning adequately, or you are past your due date. Although fetal risks 
are still very low, the Society of Obstetricians and Gynecologists of Canada 
recommends regular NST after 41 weeks pregnancy to make sure baby’s 
oxygenation is optimal.

2  When babies are past 41 weeks a combination of non-stress tests and an 
ultrasound can be done to see how baby is doing. A non-stress test is when 
a woman is asked to come to the hospital to listen to baby’s heart rate and 
check for variability. The recording usually lasts at least 30 minutes, but 
can be as short as 5 minutes or last several hours. It all depends if baby 
is reactive—that it moves. The biophysical profile is an ultrasound that 
assesses fetal body movements, breathing movements, tone, and amniotic 
fluid volume. It lasts 30 minutes. One way to make sure that the tests don’t 
last too long is to make sure that they occur when your baby is awake. If 
the test is done at a time when you know your baby is usually sleeping, 
reschedule during awake times! The perception of lethargy will affect the 
results of the tests and may put you on a path of interventions.

3. The mucous plug is the plug that closes the cervix. When the cervix opens 
up it releases the plug. The plug is a blob of mucous, it can be clear or be 
tainted with blood. The blood often comes from the vessels that are being 
stretched and bleed a little during the dilation and effacement of the cervix. 

It is normal. It can come out in several pieces or in one piece. It can be 
released in early labour or weeks before going into labour. It is a sure sign 
that your cervix is changing and your body preparing to go into labour.

4  A posterior baby means the baby is positioned face against the mom’s 
spine. It can be due to shape of your pelvis, angle of the uterus, an inactive 
lifestyle, or even stress. Posterior presentations are the main source of the 
“failure to progress” diagnosis and exhaustion in labour, which in turn leads 
to cesarean sections. The main reason for it is that the part of the baby’s 
head which is presenting is wider in this position. This means that the head 
needs to do lots of molding to fit, which takes extra time. Sometimes the 
baby’s body also needs to rotate more for the baby to be in a more optimal 
position, which also takes extra time. Patience and lots of support is needed 
with a posterior baby.

5  The Webster Technique is an adjustment created by the late Larry Webster, 
founder of the International Chiropractic Pediatric Association (ICPA), 
wherein balance is created in a mother’s pelvis, thereby relieving stress on 
the uterus and supporting ligaments. Clinical studies have shown that the 
technique can help achieve optimal baby positioning in the uterus.

6 . See www.spinningbabies.com 

7  Unassisted births, also called freebirths, refer to women who give birth 
unassisted, that is, without the support of a childbirth professional (doctor, 
midwife or nurse). Some women choose to have a friend, a parent, a spouse, 
or a doula present—others are very clear that they want no one around so 
they can birth undisturbed. Most women who choose to birth in this way are 
well-informed about the risks, educate themselves, and do not enter into it 
lightly.

8  These are the membranes surrounding your baby inside the uterus. It looks 
like a water balloon and is very thin and strong and attaches itself to the 
placenta. It functions to protect the baby from infections.

9  The placenta is a temporary organ joining mom and baby. It is imbedded 
into the uterine lining. It transfers oxygen and nutrients from the mom to 
the baby, and permits the release of carbon dioxide and waste products 
from the baby. The placenta is rich in blood vessels and is born not long 
after the baby. A healthy placenta is essential to the life of your baby.

Shayna Pritchard believes birth is powerful and has gained 
more courage and strength in herself after bringing each of her 
daughters into the world. She is an ever-evolving mother, wife, 
and registered nurse who loves to teach, play, and be creative, 
most recently, through photography. ❖

Labour of Love
Dyvonna Inkster

Birth Doula

www.labour-of-love.com

780-921-3397
E-mail: dyvonna@telus.net
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OWNING MY BIRTH STORY:  
HEALED BY MOTHERING ELIDA  
By Sonja Moore

i had my first child when i was 39 years old. i 
felt like i had been patiently waiting for that 
moment forever. I had been practicing half my life for that 
instant when I birthed my own little human being into the world. I 
spent nine months reading and researching. I watched The Business 
of Being Born repeatedly. Ina May’s Guide to Childbirth was my 
childbirth bible. I could visualize my home water birth. I have child-
bearing hips and I trusted my body to do what it was built to do. I 
knew I would push my child into my own waiting arms at home and 
without drugs. I was ready. I was confident. I was so excited to birth 
my baby at home. I was beyond prepared. Except for one thing, I 
knew things could go wrong, I knew there could be complications, 
I knew interventions may be necessary, but I was so focused on my 
ideal birth that it didn’t even occur to me that I might need help. 

When my midwife came and checked my blood pressure only one 
hour after my bag of water1 broke, she told me it was alarmingly 
high and we needed to go immediately to the hospital because  
I could stroke out. Shock and disappointment don’t even begin  
to describe my initial reaction. My pregnancy had been healthy  
and normal. 

My birthing pool was set up. I had my birth music cued. My 
aromatherapy candles were ready to be lit. I had my pain 
management skills honed. I was ready for a home birth. But you 
know what I didn’t have? A bag packed in case I had to go to the 
hospital. I was 40 weeks pregnant and hadn’t made any  
contingency plans. 

Nonetheless, I gave my head a shake and thought, “I can still do this 
my way, it will just be in the hospital”. Even though everything went 
off the rails from the very beginning, I can still honestly say that 
once I got over the fact that I wasn’t going to get my dream birthing 
experience and came to terms with the fact that I was going to 
labour in a hospital, I was alright with it. Despite the circumstances, I 
still felt like I had some control, in saying what I did and didn’t want.

I laboured for 12 hours with major back pain and vomiting with 
almost every contraction before I finally asked for an epidural2. I was 
reluctant because I knew how an epidural could affect labour and 
my baby. But I was exhausted and at that point I just needed relief. I 
had done what I could do on my own strength. It took me 2 hours 
to make that decision, but when I finally asked, it was me asking and 
not someone telling me I should. 

Of course, the epidural did what it is almost guaranteed to do, took 
away my pain and slowed down my contractions. I was not surprised, 
but by then I was back in my right mind and pretty irritated that now 
I needed an oxytocin drip3 which never did bring my contractions 
back as strong and regular as they had been on their own. Then 
after an internal examination by my obstetrician, we discovered that 
my baby was face up4 instead of the preferred face down position 
for birth. We waited, hoping she would turn. The doctor tried to 
physically maneuver her with no result. 

Finally, after a full 24 hours of labour, I was 10 centimetres dilated, 
with a posterior baby and irregular, weak contractions. I should have 
seen it coming, but I was still shocked and devastated when the 
obstetrician sadly told me he would need to deliver our daughter by 
caesarean, for her safety and mine.  

Bottom line, I landed in the hospital because of high blood pressure 
and my baby was delivered by c-section because she was posterior 
and her 8 lb 11 oz head got wedged into my pelvis. At the end of a 
very long day, I felt like I did everything I could to deliver my baby. I 
was at the exact opposite end of the childbirth spectrum than where 
I thought I’d be.  I knew in my heart before the obstetrician even said 
the word c-section that her birth wasn’t going to be my envisioned 
ending. I sobbed. I was so tired. I felt like I had failed. This wasn’t 
supposed to happen to a mother-to-be who was so prepared for a 

natural home birth. But I had amazingly supportive people around 
me, my husband, my family, my midwives, even my obstetrician  
and nurses. 

So as I was lying on the operating room table and they prepared to 
cut my child out of my womb, I had a few moments to think. First, 
I admitted that I was scared. Second, I realized that I worked really 
hard to get to this point and I was about to meet my daughter. That 
single thought made me excited again. I was going to see her face 
and hear her voice. My husband held my hand tight and we waited. 

When I heard that first gurgle and then her loud, protesting cry, we 
looked at each other with tears in our eyes. I wasn’t thinking about 
how I wished I was back in my birthing pool. This was our reality and 
my heart was bursting with love and joy. Looking back now, I can’t 
imagine her arrival any other way because that is her story, hers  
and mine. 

Don’t get me wrong, in the days and weeks following her birth 
there were times that I felt pangs of regret, sadness for a missed 
opportunity. I remembered the unpleasantness before Elida’s 
delivery of lying strapped down, staring up at bright lights, shivering 
uncontrollably, nauseous and exhausted. I thought about how I felt 
slightly disconnected and wishing I could hold her against my skin 
and put her to my breast instead of groggily looking at her bundled 
up in her father’s arms while surgeons sewed me closed. But I did 
not allow myself to feel like a failure again. 

If I had it to do over again would I still wish for my home water birth? 
That would be a huge yes! But going through my experience only 
proved to me that even though she and I didn’t get the birthing 
experience I had hoped and dreamed for us, she still has one  
strong momma! 

How did I do it? The same as any mother does. You focus on your 
baby. That is what becoming a mother is all about, giving life to 
your baby. It is what drives us to go through this whole life changing 
experience, from conception to birth and beyond. So you just do 
it. And maybe you cry for a few minutes when you realize that your 
child’s birth isn’t going to be what you wanted it to be. But she was 
born and she is ours and it was still amazing. Why beat yourself up 
about that? It is just one chapter in a lifelong saga. I want women 
to know that the experience of giving birth can be many things, 
some of which you can control and others you cannot. But just be 
informed. Know all your options. But most importantly, be open.

I am Elida’s mother and that role means so much more than just 
how I brought her into the world. A mother once said the most 
profound thing that resonates with me to this day. “Be healed by 
your mothering.” As mothers, we are doing our very best for the 
most important people in our lives. Just do your best. That is all 
that matters. Embrace the fact that you care this much. We want 
everything to be perfect. I know. But life happens. So mourn any 
disappointment you might have and then celebrate their life.

And finally, support each other. I smile at mothers every day. I look 
in their eyes and I feel a connection with them. I have no idea how 
they birthed their babies. But I see myself in them. I see the love and 
the tears, the laughter and the frustration, the pride and joy, the fear 
of the unknown. I know them now. Mothers are mothers.

Notes:
1  It is the membranes surrounding your baby inside the uterus. It looks like a 

water balloon! It is very thin and strong and attaches itself to the placenta. It 
also protects the baby from infections.

2  Epidural analgesia is an injection of a cocktail of drugs, including narcotics, 
into the epidural space of the spine. It blocks the highway of information to 
the brain, allowing a woman to not feel pain. Depending on the strength of 
the cocktail and her body’s reaction to it, she may feel nothing or will still 
feel a certain amount of pressure but without pain. It is used to help women 
cope with the pain of childbirth, allow a woman to relax (being high-strung 
would prevent her baby to descend into her pelvis), and have a vaginal 
birth rather than a cesarean section. An epidural has been associated with 
an increased risk of interventions—one intervention leading to another to 
compensate for the negative effects of the previous intervention. She will 
have a catheter placed, IV, saline and synthetic oxytocin administered, blood 
pressure cuff, continuous monitoring, and bed bound. Epidurals slow down 
contractions and cause malpositioning. The epidural also affects baby as the 
drug passes to baby via the blood stream. Because narcotics are respiratory 
suppressants and babies have immature lungs, epidurals increase the risk 
of having poor fetal heart tones, low apgar scores, and babies that will 
need resuscitation after birth. These risks depend on when the epidural was 
placed (at 4cm or 8cm) and for how long it has been in the body.

3  It is the synthetic form of the naturally occurring hormone oxytocin. It can 
also be called syntocinon or pitocin. It is administered with an IV. It is used to 
contract smooth tissues in the body, which causes uterine contractions. It is 
given when a woman has an epidural, during an induction or an augment. 
There may be different reasons for it: perhaps your labour is long and you 
are tired, your contractions have slowed down, your contractions are far 
apart, your contractions are not long enough, we need to start labour, to 
rotate a baby in a more optimal position, or to prevent your labour to stop 
altogether. Sometimes if your bag of water has broken some caregivers like 
to speed labour with this form of synthetic oxytocin to minimize the risks 
of infection. When present, it reduces the ability of the body to produce 
the natural form of the hormone, which in turn means that a woman will 
have to keep the IV for several hours postpartum or until her uterus is firm 
and low. It may impede with breastfeeding and increase the feeling of being 
sick and dependent. In any case, when you are administered this form your 
labour is now managed and mobility reduced.

4  A posterior baby means the baby is positioned face against the mom’s 
spine. It can be due to shape of your pelvis, angle of the uterus, an inactive 
lifestyle, or even stress. Posterior presentations are the main source of the 
“failure to progress” diagnosis and exhaustion in labour, which in turn leads 
to cesarean sections. The main reason for it is that the part of the baby’s 
head which is presenting is wider in this position. This means that the head 
needs to do lots of molding to fit, which takes extra time. Sometimes the 
baby’s body also needs to rotate more for the baby to be in a more optimal 
position, which also takes extra time. Patience and lots of support is needed 
with a posterior baby. 

Sonja Moore, born and raised in Nova Scotia, now lives in 
Sudbury, Ontario. She and her husband Josh are the proud 
parents of 2 year old Elida Lexi. Besides loving motherhood, she 
enjoys a good book, getting her hands dirty in the garden and 
days on the beach back home. ❖

Acupuncture & Beyond inc.We treat a wide range of conditions and ailments; fertility, headaches, 
morning sickness, induction, weight loss, increase milk production, 
menstrual difficulties, anxiety and so much more! 

Acupuncture 
& Beyond Inc.

Location: 323 McLeod Ave, Spruce Grove (beside fas gas)

Phone:  780.946.7984
email:  info@acupuncturebeyond.com
website:  acupuncturebeyond.com

weekday, evening and Saturday  
appointments available
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Posterior babies, back labour,  
and how to prevent having a cesarean
By Jen McKinnon

Many pregnant women hear about the horrors of back labour from friends, family and even from strangers 

at the grocery store. I know that I have contributed to this unfair treatment of fellow women, sharing my 

experiences with back labour. I am hoping that I can make amends for my contribution to this phenomenon  

by giving some real information about back labour. 

A posterior position is the most common cause of back labour 
that many women complain about. Back labour is when you feel 
discomfort in your lower back or around your sacrum (which 
is the back of your pelvis). It is difficult to say whether or not 
back pain is mild or intense because every woman will tolerate 
discomfort differently. The consensus, however, is that it makes us 
less relaxed. 

I would like to start by saying that if you have back pain that does 
not mean that your baby is presenting posterior. You may be 
relieved, or not, to hear that sensations in your back can be due to 
labour itself. 

Some of the reasons for this are physiological. Did you know 
that your uterus is attached to your pelvis in four different areas? 
There are two ligaments in the front of the uterus attached to the 
pubic bone area and two in the back of the uterus attached to 
your sacrum. When the uterus contracts it also contracts the four 
uterine ligaments. This causes a chain reaction—the ligaments 
pull on the pelvic areas where they are attached. Back pain, and 
even pubic pain, can be due to that constant strain. 

Another physiological reason is that your pelvis is very flexible 
at the end of pregnancy. You must have noticed that by the end 
of the day your back aches. It’s from the weight of your uterus 
pushing you forward but also from the fact your pelvis is not 
tightly fastened as it usually is. It is usually fused in one spot in the 
front and in two spots in the back. But during pregnancy that gets 
loosened and your suddenly experience the Penguin wobble! 
That’s a good thing during labour because that gives more room 
for baby, but it also causes a lot of strain on the ligaments because 
the structure is loose, which causes them to be constantly pulled 
around…a little like holding the hands of 2 children instead of 
having them in a stroller.

There are emotional and psychological causes to back pain. You 
may be one of these women who normally get back pain when 
she is anxious, stressed, or scared. Labour can also trigger those 
emotions and therefore trigger that area to feel pain. If you have 
any traumas from your past, you may also carry, and bury, them in 
your back. 

Finally, if a woman has had injuries in her back, or has certain 
health conditions, her back pain may be increased.

Now that all this has been said, let’s talk about back pain caused by 
a baby who is in a posterior presentation. Most babies are born in 
an anterior position, which means that the baby is head down and 
faces moms back and baby’s back is against mom’s belly  
(sunny-side-up). Posterior positioning is when baby is also head 
down but faces moms belly and baby’s back is against mom’s back 
(back-to-back). 

so why do posterior presentations hurt our 
lower backs?
You may have already guessed by now. Posterior positioning 
means that baby’s head is pressing against mom’s sacrum. The 

hard head is pressing against the hard sacrum. It would not hurt 
as much if the soft face was pressed against the hard sacrum, at 
least for mom (baby may not like it that much though). This hard 
pressure creates back pain.

To make matters worse, the pain often does not last only during 
contractions. It also continues in between contractions. As labour 
progresses baby is negotiating a tighter and tighter space and is 
putting increased pressure on the sacrum.

And to top it off, the posterior baby’s head is bigger than the 
anterior baby’s head. What I mean by that is that the part 
presenting is not the same size if it is anterior or posterior. It’s hard 
to visualize, but let’s try. Imagine a baby’s head tucked into her 
chest. Visualize the top of the head: there is the flat part directly at 
the top. Imagine your hand caressing your baby’s head. Slide your 
hand forward, you will find it slides down over a ‘ridge’ onto the 
forehead. Okay so the anterior baby will present the part that is 
above the forehead when you slide your hand over the ‘ridge’. The 
posterior baby will present the part that is just before the ‘ridge’. 
Although this may seem insignificant, inside the pelvis it makes a 
huge difference. It is a matter of one extra inch. That’s a lot. 

This will mean that with a posterior baby you will have to dilate 
that much more to give birth to your baby. You will need to have 
enough patience to allow baby’s head to mold to fit and you will 
need extra time to allow your baby to corkscrew herself and re-
position in a position that is not so posterior. If you hear the words 
“direct OP” it means that the back of your baby’s head is directly 
against your sacrum. You can have a posterior baby that is only 
slightly posterior because her head is partly against your sacrum. 
In any case, that extra inch will increase the length of your labour 
and the time you have with back pain. 

how do i know i have a posterior baby?
If you experience all of the following things, you have  
a posterior baby.

1. When you are in labour, your caregiver can do a vaginal exam 
and check how the head is presenting. This is a deeper vaginal 
exam, but it is information which can help your caregiver give 
you advice as to which positions to adopt to help rotate your 
baby. 

2. Your contraction patters. In an anterior position, your 
contractions come at (usually) a regular time with a rest in 
between. Contractions will come closer together and last 
longer, until you feel like pushing. There is a clear pattern. But 
in a posterior position there is no pattern, or perhaps it does. 
It has a start-and-stop stop-and-go pattern. It will start slowly, 
often over several days. You will think you are in labour and 
then after hours of labour contractions will space apart and 
stop only to start again the next day or during the night! This 
is not active labour this is a long early labour stage. If your 
caregiver checked you, you would probably be under 4 cm 
dilation even after several days of this pattern. 

ILLUSTRATION BY:  Caitlin Crawshaw 
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3. Contractions don’t seem to ease up. They can often feel 
unusually long and intense followed by a smaller contraction. 
However, stress and anxiety can also cause this.

4. You are experiencing constant back-ache that continues 
during the entire labour. It does not ease up in between 
contractions like it would normally with an anterior baby.  
The feeling can range from a dull but uncomfortable ache  
to a significant pain. This constant aching/pain can be 
extremely tiring. 

Why is the contraction pattern like this?
It may surprise you but if unmanaged the contraction pattern 
is very efficient. It will eventually result in you going into active 
labour like any woman and giving birth naturally. The reason 
for this pattern is because the uterus is helping the baby rotate 
and reposition itself. It is also helping put pressure to help with 
the molding of the head. It would be way too hard to do that 
in one go. Both you and baby would find it too intense. The 
uterus is protecting you and baby by taking breaks. Work work 
work… break. Work work work… break. Work work work… break. 
Eventually, your baby is in a position that is optimal for birthing.

so, what i can i do to have a vaginal birth with 
a posterior baby?
Although difficult, posterior positioning is a variation of normal. 
It is still a form of natural childbirth and is not something to be 
feared. Many women have successfully given birth vaginally, 
unmedicated or medicated, and have found the experience both 
empowering and life-changing. 

There are many things that a mom and her birth team can do 
to help give her relief if she has a posterior baby. Many things 
can significantly impact a posterior labour such as patience, 
collaboration, encouragement, distraction, interventions,  
and positioning.

1 Patience

There are three main reasons for not being able to have a vaginal 
birth: baby’s heart tones are poor, mom’s life is in danger, and 
mom quits. You can have the best team in the world, the best 
prenatal education, the best hospital, the best home environment, 
the best labour, the best health, and the best fetal heart tones; 
but without patience those things will do you no good. Just like 
any Olympic athlete, or long-distance runner, you need to keep 
emotionally stable and mentally focused. To achieve this state, 
patience is needed.

There are far too many situations when a woman has a caesarean 
section not because her life or the baby’s was in danger but 
because someone on the team quit; because they felt it was 
taking too long. For example, mom was patient and focused, but 
after hours of active labour and no cervical dilation her team 
put pressure on her to accept interventions or to get things 

moving more quickly. Or all was moving along well, and the mom 
suddenly declares she doesn’t want to do it anymore. I have seen 
both situations occur. In the first example, a woman will feel that 
no one believes in her ability to give birth within her own time. 
She may feel isolated, and it is a burden too heavy to bear at the 
height of labour, or after a long labour, and she will give up. After 
all she is in a fragile and suggestible space.  It’s tough to have to 
advocate for yourself when you are emotionally exhausted and 
are barely holding it together.  In the second example, the medical 
team as well as the spouse or doula will be absolutely encouraging 
but to no avail. The mom has made a decision and she won’t 
budge, even though one may think that if she could re-focus she 
would have the ability to give birth without interventions. In both 
cases, a feeling of doom descends on the team and all that can be 
done is often a forceps, vacuum or caesarean delivery. 

To prevent this situation the team; mom, doctor, midwife, nurse, 
spouse, family, doula, etc. all need to be patient. The mom also 
needs to be patient with herself and the process. Not to get 
discouraged by the stop-and-go pattern, the perceived lack 
of progress, the back pain, the length of her labour, the when 
and the why. Expectations can cause lots of sorrow. Each birth 
experience is unique and special. I have heard pregnant women 
say that they feel expected to ‘perform’ during birth in a certain 
way and the moms feel unsure that they will be able to do it.  
Trust yourself and trust your baby. Let go of all of that baggage. 
This is your birth. Do it your way. If you allow yourself, it is  
amazing how babies do get into proper positioning and are  
born without interventions. 

2 Collaborative care

Every woman has a birth team. Who will be on your team is up 
to you. One of the most important aspects of a birth team is 
collaborative care. Working as a team and being collaborative 
means that you, the mom, are very involved. It is necessary to 
ask questions and make decisions. Talk to your spouse and your 
doctor about what you want. Where do you want to give birth? 
What kinds of interventions are you comfortable with, if any, and 
what are you not comfortable with? This is where an involved 
spouse is vital because when mom needs all of her strength to 
focus on labouring—her spouse is available to answer questions 
to the staff and to ask the questions about what is happening. 

To make this happen, you want to make sure that you and your 
spouse are supportive of each other, and that you are on the 
same wave-link. Of course you want that from your caregivers 
too. Make sure you choose your caregiver wisely and in case 
your caregiver is not on call when you go into labour, be sure to 
show them your birth plan. Be pleasant and polite. Firmness and 
confidence about your choices are not out of place. Be honest 
too. Make sure you do listen to medical advice and make your 
decision based on your health, goals, and values.  Everyone wants 
to be appreciated. Honest collaboration allows a healthy work and 
birthing environment.

So this means that the mom accepts responsibility and that 
medical providers relinquish it. You will need to work together in 
a way that allows you to have a satisfying birth experience while 
maintaining safety. This balance is often difficult to achieve as 
caregivers have pressures that may impinge on their ability to 
let go of control (e.g. colleagues, College, hospitals, insurance 
companies, etc). Our current obstetrical environment is a real 
challenge in this regard. But it is possible and as consumers we 
need to be aware and to encourage this new paradigm. 

3 Encouragement

It takes a woman’s full attention and energy to give birth to a 
baby so it is very important to say encouraging words and to help 
verbally guide her through the process. Always be positive. Praise 
her for what she has accomplished. Remind her that she has 
already done it before and she can do it again (if she has given 
birth previously). Tell her you understand. Validate her feelings, 
even when she is discouraged and at a loss. Hear her. Never scold 
her or lose it. Nothing she says is personal…

If a mom is giving birth in a hospital, help mom to tune out the 
sounds of the hospital (monitor, pumps, people coming and going 
outside her room, discussions in her room, etc.) and to focus on 
her body and baby. She needs to turn off her brain and enter her 
body like an animal would.

Help her to visualize her baby moving into, through and out of 
the birth canal. Encourage her to visualize opening and dilating 
as well as concentrating on her breathing which should be slow 
and relaxed, filling her lungs each time with oxygen to fuel herself 
and her baby. Try to ignore everything else and just be completely 
present for her.

4 Distraction

It is common to go into the hospital early but research shows 
that the longer you are at the hospital, the higher your chances 
are of having interventions. There is no need for that. So stay 
home and attempt to move labour along while in the comfort 
of your own home. In early labour, have a nap, take a bath or a 
shower, play with your children, make dinner, or watch television. 
In early labour you don’t need to concentrate as much. You may 
feel uncomfortable, but you are still quite chatty and able to 
communicate in between contractions. It may be several days… so 
take it easy! Once you are in active labour, also resist the urge to 
go to the hospital or to have your midwife with you (although she 
may come for a check and leave). You will need to concentrate 
more but keep distracting yourself. You will probably need your 
spouse, mother or doula to help you. Walk around the block, walk 
your stairs, rock your hips while on all fours on the floor or on 
your bed, take another bath or shower or even cry!. All of these 
activities help to distract you from the labour and also from the 
time going by. 

5 Interventions

If you are planning a hospital birth you may feel stressed about 
when to go. Again; research has shown that the chances for 
interventions are increased the longer you are at the hospital. 
If you arrive in early labour, at 3 or 4 cm dilation, statistically 
speaking, you have a higher chance of medical management. 
Once you are at the hospital, you enter a system, not that it is evil 
or out there to get you, but it does have a life of its own. It has its 
own rules and goals. So ignore that you are in labour and distract 
yourself as long as you can. 

Sheila Kitzinger in her book, The Complete Book of Pregnancy & 
Childbirth states, “If the baby is posterior, there are some good 
reasons that the membranes should not be ruptured artificially. It 
is much easier for the baby to rotate if it is still floating free. When 
membranes are ruptured, the baby often drops down into the 
pelvis in a posterior position and is fixed rather like a cork stuck in 
a bottle.”

Keeping this in mind, it is imperative that a couple be educated 
about all the pros and cons for any intervention—as they 
may start a cascade of unexpected effects, which may lead 
to more interventions. Knowing about the effects of laughing 
gas, morphine, epidural analgesia, synthetic oxytocin (Pitocin, 
Syntocinon, Oxytocin), breaking the bag of water, augmenting 
labour, induction, forceps, vacuum, and cesarean sections, can 
help you decide how you want to proceed and what choices you 
want to make. This is what we call making an informed decision. 
Without it you don’t know what you are accepting. It would be like 
signing a contract without reading it beforehand.

On that note, knowing your rights is important. The hospital is 
not a prison and you are not an inmate. If a medical provider tells 
you, “Oh no we can’t do that, that’s not protocol”, “That’s not the 
way we do things”, “We have to do a vaginal exam every 4 hours”, 
or more disturbing “The doctor ordered it and you have to do it.” 
I have heard these in hospitals and they are false. You don’t have 
to do anything. Medical providers are bound by protocols and by 
their profession, but you are not. They will assume consent unless 
you state refusal and unless you say no. Because it is rare that a 
patient refuses the course of care advised by her team, do not 
be surprised that you may experience resistance if not contempt. 
Sometimes even bullying. Things are changing however in 
hospitals all across Alberta. Change needs to happen with moms 
first though. Like I said earlier, this is your birth so do it your way.

6 Positioning

Earlier we spoke about the fact that a posterior baby presents 
a larger part of her head. Also they can rotate into anterior 
presentations. These two facts mean that a woman needs to 
concentrate on proper positioning. Positions that take advantage 
of gravity or widen the pelvis are especially helpful and will enable 
her to achieve a vaginal birth. Here is a list of several positions that 
are recommended during contractions:
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Kneeling: Kneeling on all fours on the floor or on the bed with a 
wide stance widens the pelvis giving baby extra space to turn. It 
also takes the pressure off the sacrum, because baby falls on the 
belly. It may also encourage baby to turn as she is now flat on  
her face.

Lunges: Raise a leg onto a chair, stair, stool, or even toolbox 
(one foot high is enough) and lean into the lunge during each 
contraction. Do not go back and forth, stay into the lunge 
during the whole contraction. You can switch sides after each 
contraction, or do 5 on one side and then 5 on the other. Your 
support person can move the stool or toolbox. This position also 
helps widen the pelvis while also using gravity to bring baby down 
or rotate further into the birth canal. If you see a mom in labour 
who leans forward while standing and slightly twist one of her legs 
and feet (or raises a foot), this may mean she is intuitively trying to 
rotate her baby in a more optimal position. This is your definitive 
cue to put the stool under her foot.

Squatting: Works the same as lunges but widens the pelvis 
even more. You can squat by dangling on a person, from your 
kitchen sink, ramp, bed (bring hospital bed up), and furniture. 
Keep your feet flat on your floor and have someone hold you in 
your back. Once you are done, someone can help you up. Squat 
as a contraction starts and then take a rest position between 
contractions. This is the best position to use however squatting 

can be tiring so be aware to manage your energy. You may also 
feel more pressure and that increased intensity may be difficult to 
manage. Think of doing 1 squat and 2 contractions standing, then 
1 squat in 2, and eventually only squats. 

Double-Hip Squeeze: Using a flat hand a birth partner or 
nurse can press on the flat paddles of the hip-bones during a 
contraction. The pressure pushes the meat of the bum together, so 
think that you are trying to press your hands together. It requires 
the person who is doing it to be quite close to the mom’s body. It 
flares the pelvis at the pubic joint which creates more space for 
baby to turn. It also very efficient at alleviating back pain. It is one 
of any labouring mom’s favourite.

Pelvic rocking: Rock your pelvis continuously during 
contractions. It can be done on a birth ball, on all fours or even 
while slow dancing with your partner. It helps the rotation of 
your baby’s body and distracts you. Remember that a baby is 
not sliding out, she is rotating out. By rotating your hips, you are 
accompanying the natural movement of your baby by allowing 
your hips to open in a rhythmic manner. It is not that easy to 
remember to move your hips, so your birth team can be behind 
you and slightly press on one side and then the other of your hips 
to remind you to move.

These positions will not hurt baby if baby is in an anterior position 
but will significantly increase your chances of baby turning if 
indeed baby is posterior. 

Giving birth to a baby can have many faces and posterior 
positioning is just one of those faces. Knowing your body, 
understanding the progression of labour and having the support 
necessary are all the tools you need to complete your journey into 
motherhood.

Resources: 
Sheila Kitzinger, The Complete Book of Pregnancy and Childbirth, Alfred A. 
Knopf, NY: 2011

Henci Goer, The Thinking Womens Guide to a Better Birth, Berkley Group, NY: 
1999 

Elizabeth Davis, Heart & Hands; A Midwives Guide to Pregnancy and Birth. 
Berkley Group, NY: 2004 

Jen McKinnon lives in Cochrane with her husband, four 
children and her dog. Jen homeschools her four kids, is a writer 
and a doula. ❖
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ASAC FALL LECTURE SERIES:  
PRENATAL AND BABY CARE

When: September to November

Where: Located at the ASAC office  
7219 - 106 Street (side door)

FREE!  
Please Pre-register: 
presentations@asac.ab.ca

               
                    
          

September 20
Cycle Charting for Fertility Awareness and Overall Health

September 27
Nutrition for Fertility and Pregnancy

October 4 
Pelvic Floor Health

October 11
Alternative Health Care during Pregnancy: Homeopathy, 
Chinese Medicine, Naturopathy, Chiropractic

October 18
Birth and Postpartum Doulas, Prenatal Class options

October 25
Making the Most of Your Hospital Birth

November 1
Cesarean Prevention

November 8
Art of Breastfeeding

November 15
Baby Wearing, Cloth Diapering, Diaper Free

November 22
Postpartum Depression Prevention

November 29
Daddy Duty, a day for just the dads (sorry mom’s)
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How can my baby be in the best position? 
Preventing posterior presentations when your are pregnant
By Claire MacDonald

Over the past decade I have accompanied many 
women during the births of their babies. I am now 
starting to attend the births of their 3rd children. As I have become 
more experienced, there is one thing that sticks out, when a baby 
is in an optimal position, labour is shorter.

A labour under 12 hours is everyone’s dream. It’s easier on the 
labouring mom because it is less tiring physically, mentally and 
emotionally. She has a higher chance of achieving a natural, 
unmedicated birth and feeling more empowered in the process. 
She is less tired after the birth, and thus has more energy to devote 
to her newborn and their breastfeeding relationship. She is less 
likely to have to deal with any emotional trauma, which can come 
from medical interventions after a long birth, or by the feeling that 
she could have done better.

So, all in all it is a win-win situation to have a birth that isn’t long. 
The question I had for years was: How do we do it? Of course there 
is no simple answer in obstetrics, yet one thought I had was: “How 
about getting the baby in an optimal position during pregnancy?”

When I started teaching prenatal education I became very 
interested in anatomy and physiology. The more I studied the 
drawings of women giving birth, the more I came to realize that 
in an ideal world I would want a baby to be head down, facing the 
sacrum1, chin tucked tightly against her chest, baby’s back making 
the nice curve of mom’s belly, limbs tucked nicely beside mom’s 
spine, and head engaged deep into the pelvis by the pubic bone. 
That would allow the baby to corkscrew easily, the head to apply 
maximum pressure on the cervix, the head to present its smallest 
part, all enabling a short pushing stage.

If labour starts without a baby in this optimal position, many 
hours of seemingly non-progressing contractions (because 
cervical dilation may not be increasing) may be spent helping 
a baby realign.  Achieving this optimal positioning prenatally 
would minimize the need for the head to mold or for the body 
to reposition itself which would translate to less time needed to 
reposition baby, thus less time spent in labour. It would also mean 
that your body would not need to contract for a long time to 
push baby deep into your pelvis which would translate to less time 
needed to push your baby out2.

As I realized this I started being very pro-active with my clients, 
insisting and almost ‘preaching’ to them about the benefits of 
making sure their babies were in an optimal position.

I have to be honest, not all were able to share my enthusiasm. 
But those that did, I noticed a significant difference. My proudest 
contribution was at a birth last summer of a mom who had had 
2 previous cesarean sections. She had never given birth vaginally, 
despite all her efforts. She had a doctor the first time, a midwife 

and a doula the second time that didn’t help achieve a vaginal 
birth. When she hired me I asked her about her previous births. 
She said that she had never dilated past 4 cm, that her babies were 
high in her pelvis (minus 2 station3), she had epidurals and her 
bag of water artificially ruptured4 each time. Her contractions had 
also been augmented5, but she was never able to get past those 4 
cm and her baby was never able to go past the minus stations—
which is far from the pubic bone. She also told me, and this was 
confirmed to me by her caregivers, that she had a cesarean 
because she had “failed to progress.” Her pelvis was deemed too 
small for the size of her babies.

This “failure to progress” diagnosis is the leading cause of cesarean 
sections. The diagnosis is a catch-all for “We don’t know why but 
her labour did not progress at the rate that seemed right and baby 
started sounding poor so we proposed a cesarean.” Research has 
shown that not all women who have had this diagnosis actually 
needed to have a cesarean section6. Under certain circumstances 
they could have achieved a vaginal birth.

Knowing this, both her husband and she were motivated to 
achieve a vaginal birth. They innately knew they could do it and 
were hoping that the 3rd time would be the charm.

So I said, “Lets do what you have not done before.” This is 
the same advice I would give to any woman out there; take 
responsibility, be physically active, relax, and address your fears. 
Although we were designed to give birth, that does not give us a 
license not to take charge of how it will happen.

Take responsibility.

This is your pregnancy, your body, your baby. Do not give your 
responsibility away to your doctor, midwife, nurse, or the hospital. 
Educate yourself, look for mom groups, go to ASAC meetings, 
take an advanced prenatal class series (as listed at the back of 
this magazine), and talk to moms who have experienced natural 
childbirth. Surround yourself with people who are positive and 
believe in your ability to give birth. Stay away from nay-sayers and 
fear-mongers. It’s tough enough to feel positive anyway, so no 
need to be reminded that it’s work.

Don’t hide behind excuses such as: I’m too busy, I have to work, I’m 
too tired, I have another child to take care of, I believe my body 
is designed to give birth, I’m freaked out, I can’t handle pain, I’m 
terrified. Okay, remember that pregnancy is your first step into 
motherhood. The day you conceive is when motherhood starts. 
What is it going to be? Are you going to be the kind of mother 
who engages in her role as an engaged steward of her offspring, 
or as a blind mother who has no idea what is coming at her?

Taking responsibility means taking responsibility. If you want 
to be able to criticize others, for their lack of support or their 

interventions, you too have to do your homework. It is very 
difficult for me to say this, but I have seen many women who are 
quick to accuse their doctors and midwives while they are not 
willing to look at their own shortcomings. This does not mean 
that women have it all wrong. No no no. And this does not mean 
that women are lazy and stupid either. It just means that women 
have a measure of responsibility, and just like doctors, nurses, and 
midwives pregnant women need to stay humble. We need to 
let go of ego and be willing to look at what we could have done 
differently or better.

For some this may mean that they have to change caregivers. 
Maybe they need a different doctor or choose to have a midwife 
instead. Maybe they need to give birth in a hospital that does not 
have high cesarean section and epidural rates or they may want 
to seriously consider having a home birth. Question yourself, 
question your assumptions, open yourself to new ideas. At the very 
least allow yourself to explore the idea. It may be exactly what you 
needed after all.

Be active.

We live in an interesting contradiction. Our lifestyle is exhausting 
yet inactive. When I spoke with my client who had had 2 cesareans 
we spoke about the fact that we drive our cars to work, sit all day 
at a desk, drive our car back home, eat, watch television and go 
to bed. Our lives have very limited walking or physical activities. 
We rarely truly actively walk, which means walking for at least 30 
minutes at a fast pace. You cannot get into a stride when you walk 
at the mall or around the house. There is minimal physical exertion 
in our modern lives. Yet we feel so tired at the end of our days!

The lack of physical engagement is an issue for a pregnant 
woman. Physical activity, especially for a first time mom, allows her 
baby to descend deep into her pelvis by the pubic bone and to be 
positioned in the most optimal way. Plain and simple.

Being active means walking briskly, or doing physical activities 
every week. You can go to the gym, run, swim non-stop for half an 
hour, do yoga, dance, spin classes or any cardio you like. During 
your last trimester it’s okay to slow down, but that does not mean 
stopping all activities. It may mean just doing prenatal yoga or 
swimming or cycling or speed walking on the treadmill.

Apart from physical exertion, being active also means adopting 
positions that are engaged. Rather than sitting passively, think of 
positions that engage your body and pelvis. For example, sit on 
your kitchen chairs as if you were horseback riding. You don’t 
lean back on the chair, rather you turn it around and lean on the 
back. This forward position opens your pelvis wider thus allowing 
your baby to move deeper into it. It also stretches your lower back 
which may be tired at the end of the day. Other forward leaning 
positions include sitting or kneeling on the floor. A great way to do 
this is when you are playing with children, or if you have a dog. It 
gives you more mobility in your hips and allows, again, your baby 
to sink deep into your pelvis.

The most passive position of all is on the sofa. Not only is it 
completely inactive (our pelvis is not moving and not engaged) 
but also we tend to put our feet up. This position tilts our pelvis, 
which prevents babies from entering deeply into the pelvis. Baby 
will actually float quite high up. It also tends to put baby in a 
posterior presentation. Think of it this way, if mom is lying back 
with her feet up so is baby! Baby is not going to face your spine, or 
else their faces would be smooched into it. It is much cozier for 
baby to be laying the same way you do. Stay away from lying back, 
putting your feet up, and having your ankles higher than your 
pelvis, even slightly. If you really need to be on the couch, then 
at least use a more neutral position, such as lying sideways and 
upward propped up on pillows (or your spouse). This way gravity is 
doing some work.

Relax

Interestingly while our lifestyle is often physically inactive our 
mental and emotional side is quite active. Our minds are busy 
bees. We have a variety of stressors whether financial, work, or 
family. We drive around getting things done and collapse at home.

We so need to laugh and relax. I truly believe in the importance 
of appropriate relaxation. Relaxation of the body and mind is 
absolutely paramount. Without it, you would become a little ball 
of tight nerves. Your back would be aching, your muscles and 
ligaments in knots, and your mind would become depressed. That 
is not the state in which I want you to start labour.

Although the television and the sofa are not recommended when 
you are pregnant, other wonderful things are. I guarantee you will 
have a smile very soon. Equal parts active, equal parts relaxation. 
That means I want you to find the things that ‘physically’ and 
‘mentally’ relax you. I highly encourage you to get together with 
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your friends and have tea, got out for a long walk, and go to the 
spa to get massages and your nails done. All this will relax you and 
get rid of all the tightness in your body.

Another way to get rid of muscle and ligament tightness (and 
aches) is to go to regular appointments with an acupuncturist, 
chiropractor and massage therapist. If you can, do all three, please 
do one a week. If you can only afford one, then do one a month. 
When you get to 37 weeks of pregnancy, and your prenatal 
appointments switch to every week, start going every week to the 
modality that works best for you.

This is something that the mom who had 2 caesarean sections 
had not done before. She was very diligent about it, had both an 
acupuncturist and chiropractor, and it made a huge difference for 
her as you will find out at the end of this article.

The reason why I insist on making these appointments a regular 
part of your weekly routine, is not just because it relaxes your 
mind but because it relaxes your body. You may not realize how 
much tension you are experiencing. Oh, you know, you may have 
aches; but these aches are the tip of the iceberg. They are the 
manifestations of very tight ligaments and muscles that are pulling 
your structure in all directions. This can put, and keep, your baby in 
a position that is not optimal. After all, our bodies are amazing and 
they are able to give birth to babies in all kinds of ways. However, if 
you want to have it easier, then you might as well relax those tight 
spots so that baby can be placed in the best position possible.

Address your fears.

We also have a number of fears. The first one being about birth. 
We live in a culture that teaches us from a very young age 
that childbirth is hard, scary, and dangerous. Watch any movie 
that depicts a scene with childbirth, and your adrenaline starts 
pumping! You may also have fears and doubts about your ability 
to cope and to handle childbirth. You may not be sure about what 
to do and who to trust. You may have had an abusive relationship, 
or an abusive past. All this can cause you to have tight ligaments 
and muscle groups, which as you now know, can put your baby in 
a posterior position and may not allow your baby to descend deep 
into your pelvis.

Some women may have so much fear that they are unable to think 
about childbirth. I have met some women who are so stressed 
that I would say they are already experiencing signs of trauma. 
Unfortunately, I could almost place bets on the type of birth they 
will have. This is no laughing matter, as it can be so stressful that 
they leave the planning for their birth to the last minute, which 
is as good as doing nothing. No marathon runner is able to run a 
marathon without training.

I have noticed that in those cases, regular visits with a psychologist 
during pregnancy are very helpful and empowering. They can give 
you the tools you need to feel in control. If you have experienced 
traumas, physical or psychological, this can affect your ability to 
believe in yourself or to advocate for yourself. You may have fears 
and anger that could prevent you from being able to cope with 
the intensity of childbirth. With appropriate counselling, with a 

loving and caring professional, it is amazing how the past does not 
have to determine your future. Do go and see a psychologist. You 
are worth it.

Hypnotherapy and hypnobirthing classes are also excellent 
additions to dealing with fears. They give you tools that also help a 
woman feel in control.

Whether this is your first baby or your third, whether you have had 
cesareans or not, it’s all the same. Doing this will make a world of 
difference and will allow you to feel you have done everything 
you could to give yourself and your baby the best chances before 
labour starts. The more active and loose you are the better.

I am proud to say that the mom who had 2 cesareans had a vaginal 
birth. It did not come easily, but when we arrived at the hospital 
she was already past 4 cm dilation and her baby was in plus one 
station in her pelvis. She took an epidural at 5 cm dilation, and 2 
hours later she started pushing. Her baby arrived in 30 minutes of 
pushing, before her obstetrician could make it. He was so happy 
for her and impressed, “Wow you are a first time pusher, wow, 
well done!” You should have seen the mom and father’s faces. 
“I’m not broken, I did it” She said. Yes, her pelvis was not too small 
after all; she just needed to be more pro-active when pregnant. 
It still makes me weepy. I hope that more women get a chance to 
experience a birth, and feel proud of their bodies.

Notes
1. The sacrum is the lowest part of the spine. It creates a joint with the hip 

bones forming the back side of the pelvis and ends at the tail bone.

2. Senecal, Xiong, and Fraser. “Effect of fetal position on second-stage 
duration and labor outcome”. Obstetrics and Gynecology, Vol. 105, No. 4 
(April 2005): 763-772.

3.  A station is a measurement that describes how low the baby’s presenting 
part (usually the top of the head) is in the mother’s pelvis. When the baby’s 
head has not moved down into the bowl of her pelvis yet, it is said to be 
floating and is at a minus 5 station. Each station is 1 cm lower than the 
previous. Zero station is half way down. At plus 5 station the head is past the 
lowest part of the pelvis and you can see the head starting to show.

4.  The artificial rupture of membranes (AROM) is when a caregiver artificially 
breaks the bag of water, which is the thin membrane surrounding your baby 
in utero, during a vaginal exam (using fingers or a hook). Because AROM can 
increase the risk of infections, as well as impact the rhythm of contractions, 
some women prefer to keep their membranes intact as long as possible, or 
to squat during a contraction to naturally break their own membranes. 

5. If a labour is not progressing at a certain pace, if you are showing signs of 
exhaustion, and if baby is showing signs of exhaustion, some caregivers 
may suggest help to get your labour moving faster. It is usually a medical 
intervention, which involves a ‘drip’, which administers the synthetic form 
of oxytocin (called either pitocin, syntocinon or oxytocin) via an IV. Your 
caregiver may also suggest breaking your bag of water and accepting 
epidural analgesia.

6.  Ellice Lieberman, Karen Davidson, Aviva Lee-Parritz, and Elizabeth Shearer. 
“Changes in Fetal Position During Labor and Their Association With Epidural 
Analgesia”. Obstetrics and Gynecology, Vol. 105, No. 5 (May 2005): 974-982. 

Claire MacDonald is not currently physically active and has 
a past with physical and emotional traumas. She is actively 
dealing with her past and getting into shape so that she can 
have the birth she has always dreamed of. She finds it hard 
work, but she knows it is worth it. Sometimes though she allows 
herself to sit in the sun like a lazy lizard! ❖

   Heather Hill 
  DONA Trained, BSW 
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IntErvEntIon In cHIldbIrtH:   
Risks and benefits
By Angela Anderson

In a low-risk pregnancy, having a normal birth is 
probable; it is even possible to have a birth free from 
medical intervention. Yet, obstetricians are criticized for 
their high intervention rates, for not providing enough information 
about the risks of certain procedures, and, “for not allowing women 
to participate in decisions about their maternity care” (Johanson, 
Newburn, & Macfarlane, 2002, p. 892). 

On the other hand, an article in the Edmonton Journal describes 
midwifery as, “promoting overall well-being, informed choice, 
and taking responsibility for and control over one’s own health” 
(Schewegel, 1999, p. A9). 

The 2008 Joint Policy Statement on Normal Childbirth1 states, “A 
normal birth is spontaneous in onset, is low-risk at the start of labour 
and remains so throughout labour and birth. The infant is born 
spontaneously in vertex position [head down, facing the mother’s 
back] between 37 and 42+0 completed weeks of pregnancy” 
(p. 1163). Further, the “Joint Policy” states that normal birth also 
consists of skin contact between the neonate and mother including 
breastfeeding within one hour of delivery; normal birth is not 
restricted from having postnatal complications, or “intervention in 
appropriate circumstances” (p. 1163). 

On the 2009 Alberta Prenatal Record, pregnancy risk is a 
standardized, scale assessment, which includes the number of 
previous births and pre-pregnancy weight. Obstetricians assess 
risk based on the delivery method of previous births as well as 
complications that occur in previous deliveries. Maternal weight is 
also used by obstetricians to assess risk in pregnancy. For example, 
a woman who is in her forties or overweight may experience 
complications based on her size, health, and age.

Despite all of these statements and joint policies, many women still 
feel they are labeled based on discrimination. The reason behind 
it is that it is true that some women are deemed high-risk when 
there are no viable medical explanations. For example, when a 
woman has a high BMI, but shows no other complications such as 
high blood pressure, and yet she is still deemed high risk. She may 
be advised to have a planned induction early on in her pregnancy 
although medically-speaking she may not need it and her baby 
isn’t macrosomic. In some cases, these labels tend to cause more 
medical interventions than should have been needed. 

Many medical interventions are possible during a normal delivery; 
the most common are electronic fetal monitoring, induction, 
amniotomy (artificial rupture of bag of water), epidural, and 
sustained pushing. 

Electronic fetal monitoring is used during the majority of North 
American births. Generally, a woman will go to the hospital when 
she is in labour, at which point the nurse will attach an Electronic 
Fetal Monitor (EFM) to track the baby’s heart rate and the uterine 
contractions. Johanson, Newburn, and Macfarlane noted that, 

“major reviews of the evidence have concluded that electronic fetal 
monitoring should be reserved for high-risk pregnancies” (p. 893). 
Likewise, Mary Gabay, a public health Senior analyst from University 
of Maryland-Baltimore County, and Dr. Sidney Wolfe, Director of 
Public Citizen’s Health Research Group in Washington DC, report 
that, “79.6% of all live births”  use EFM: “EFM increases obstetric 
intervention (both cesarean delivery and use of forceps or vacuum 
extractor) with no clear benefit for the fetus” (Gabay & Wolfe, 1997, 
p. 389). In some cases it may be safer to use less technology and 
more intuition during labour, considering the risks of EFM.

An increasing number of women, and their medical providers, 
desire to shorten labour, plan the timing of their births through an 
induction, and to have an epidural. In the past most of these births 
would have been natural and spontaneous in process. Today a 
startling number of women choose to be induced, Margaret Munro 
, columnist for Times in Vancouver, states, “one in five women 
now opt for medically induced birth” (p. A9), yet many women 
report that having an induction increases the pain felt in labour. 
Presumably, the increase in pain is positively correlated with a high 
demand for epidurals and other pain relief. 

Another method of speeding labour is amniotomy; which is 
breaking of the amniotic sack. Oberg cautions against the routine 
use of amniotomy and outlines the risks involved: “Amniotomy 
increases incidences of fetal heart irregularities—an indication 
of fetal distress—by reducing the amount of fluid in the womb, 
compressing the cord and restricting blood and oxygen flow” (p. 
10). She also suggests that artificial rupture of membranes may be 
contributing to the increasing number of children with Attention 
Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD). Oberg’s  research claims 
that, “the amniotic membranes will help dilate the cervix by bulging 
through and acting as a wedge, using hydrostatic pressure to gently 
and evenly open the cervix” (p. 10). Women need to carefully weigh 
the risks and benefits of these two methods to expedite labour.

The need for epidurals is approaching great proportions. The 
Calgary Herald’s Chris Zdeb  reported, “in Edmonton in 2009, 57 per 
cent of the 11, 782 women who gave birth in hospital asked for an 
epidural,” even though “thirty years ago only two to four percent 
of women had epidurals” (p. B7). The growing number of women 
having epidurals is not a sign of them being less weak then their 
ancestors, but a sign of the ever-growing fear of labour and delivery. 
Some women feel they are incapable of enduring the pain of labour. 
It is also a growing trend  for women who already have children to 
share horror stories with the permeable first time mothers. No first 
time mother should be subjected to the tales of women having 40 
hour labours, especially when most of them may count early or pre 
labour as active labour, thus making matters worse! 

Also as reported, “Dr. Michael Klein, a respected family physician, 
pediatrician, neonatologist and researcher who teaches at the 
University of British Columbia, thinks the trend reflects the lack 

of knowledge that women having first babies, have about labour 
and delivery” (Zdeb, 2011, p. B7). Klein is recorded listing the risks 
of having an epidural: epidural headache, neurological problems, 
lengthened labour, epidural fever, increased need for forceps or 
vacuum, increased risk of episiotomy, or cesarean. Women need 
to be active in researching and questioning authoritative experts 
about these risks rather than unquestioningly accepting medical 
interventions that could be life threatening.

When labour is depicted on television, often women are seen 
holding their knees, and pushing until they are blue in the face. 
According to a 1996 report, “directed, sustained pushing in the 
second stage of labour is currently the dominant form of second 
stage management…but it may have more adverse effects 
compared to spontaneous pushing by the woman” (Studies of How 
Childbirth is Best Managed and by Whom, 1996, p.146). The woman’s 
body is exceptional, and it is possible for a woman not to push at all. 
Instead she can allow her natural contractions to slowly and gently 
move the baby through the vaginal canal. Another more common 
pushing technique is advised: “Spontaneous pushing may reduce 
maternal exhaustion and negative changes in the baby’s oxygen 
supply and heart rate” (p. 146). 

This means that a woman waits for the “Natural Ejection Reflex” 
before pushing, rather than pushing when she is told she is 10 cm 
dilated. All mothers can experience this if they are given enough 
time and space. The added advantage is that this is less strenuous on 
the pelvic floor. Indeed it reduces the incidence of perineal tears, 
which is important as no woman wants to experience incontinence 
(or organ descent) later on in life, and most women want to 
maintain their right to satisfying sexual intercourse. When a woman 
is weighing the evidence, the exhaustion caused by sustained 
pushing and the meager shortening of labour are not equal to the 
baby’s well-being and the mother’s intact perineum.

Encouraging upright positions while delivering can provide an 
alternative option to sustained 
pushing. The 2005 Guidelines 
for Operative Vaginal Birth2 
says, “flexibility in management 
of the second stage of labour, 
including upright position . . . 
and delayed pushing . . . can also 
reduce the need for operative 
vaginal birth” (p. 231). Studies 
“show that women who laboured 
in the upright position had less 
discomfort and intolerable 
pain, less vulva[l] oedema3 and 
wound infections, less backache, 
reduction in mean duration 
of second stage and fewer 
abnormal deliveries” (Studies of 
How Childbirth is Best Managed 
and by Whom, 1996, p. 146). 

Midwives are known to 
encourage women to try a 
variety of positions including 
standing, kneeling on all fours, 
and squatting. This can be done 

on the floor, in a birthing tub, sofa, and on a bed. Obstetricians, 
however, prefer women in a semi-reclined position on a hospital 
bed. This position is convenient for caregivers, as it allows them to 
have full control of the pushing stage and direct eye contact with a 
woman’s perineum. However, it has been shown that this position 
does not maximize results, is uncomfortable and disempowering to 
the birthing mother, and does not lead to better birth outcomes.

Another intervention is instrumental vaginal birth. The 2005 
Guidelines explain,

Instrumental vaginal birth involves use of the vacuum 
extractor or obstetric forceps to allow the operator to in-
crease the forces along the pelvic curve. The vacuum ap-
plies suction and traction to an area on the scalp covered 
by the suction cup. Forceps cradle the parietal and malar 
bones of the fetal skull and apply traction to these areas, 
as well as laterally displacing maternal tissue. (p. 231). 

These instruments are not only uncomfortable for the mother, 
but also painful for the baby’s head. The 2005 Guidelines outline 
several risks involved with these instruments including maternal 
“lacerations,” “retinal hemorrhages,” “facial nerve palsies,” and in 
severe cases “neonatal death” (p. 232). However, a Californian study 
found infants were no more likely to die from instrumental vaginal 
birth than from any other vaginal delivery, but that caesarean 
delivery caused more fatalities. Given the risks of instrumental 
delivery, women should try other methods of vaginal delivery before 
conceding to this painful method (e.g. changing positions, extra 
time, use of gravity, etc.).

Increasing numbers of caesarean rates in North America should also 
be alarming to those who will give birth. Today 26.9% of women 
delivering in Canada are having this major abdominal surgery 
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(Canadian Institute for Health Information, 2012, p. 3). Not only are 
these operations expensive for our provincial health care systems, 
they require longer recovery for the mother, and may have serious 
ramifications for the postpartum mental health of mother and 
her breastfeeding success. In Canada in 2005, numbers surpassed 
the U.S. to 26.3% of women having caesareans, up 10% from 2004 
(Lalonde, 2008, p. D1). This is thousands of Alberta women having 
caesareans each year. 

The 2005 Guidelines admit, “babies delivered by caesarean 
section have more respiratory difficulties, including that requiring 
ventilation. Caesarean section increases the risk in subsequent 
pregnancies of uterine rupture . . . [It] also increases the risks 
of placenta previa4, placenta abruption, and invasive placenta 
disease” (p. 234). Maternal risks include, but are not limited to, 
“increased maternal mortality” (p. 234) by four times that of vaginal 
delivery. Although these statistics are troubling to some, there 
are “appropriate circumstances” for interventions (Joint Policy 
Statement on Normal Childbirth, 2008, p. 1163). Women should 
think twice before considering having a cesarean, especially 
an elective non-medically necessary cesarean. If a woman is so 
scared she does not want to go through childbirth, she should be 
encouraged to see a psychologist and attend one-on-one prenatal 
classes which could educate and empower her about her ability to 
give birth.

The interventions offered by most obstetricians do have an 
appropriate place in childbirth. However, these methods and 
procedures should only be used as a last resort for women and 
babies in danger of serious harm including death. As Michelle 
Lalonde states in the Gazette, “some births are complicated, 
so medical intervention is necessary to save lives or reduce 
harm” (2008, p. D1). The 2005 Guidelines present the benefits to 
intervention: “in cases of nonreassuring fetal status, operative 
delivery may prevent hypoxic brain damage or fetal death. Maternal 
indications include congestive heart failure or cerebral vascular 
malformations” (p. 230). Operative vaginal birth and caesarean 
sections should be considered when normal vaginal delivery is 
unsuccessful, or when a delivery is considered high-risk to the 
mother or fetus. The Guidelines confirm, “when operative vaginal 
birth is unsuccessful or felt to be unsafe . . . caesarean section is 
the appropriate choice” (p. 234). Most importantly, “appropriate 
intervention needs to be chosen on an individual basis, within the 
context of each woman’s unique circumstances” (p. 235). Whether 
a woman is in the care of an obstetrician or a midwife, she should 
trust that her caregiver will help her make informed decisions,  
and in the face of adversity, together they will have a plan of 
emergency interventions.

Women face many choices in planning the births of their babies. 
Those who actively seek information about the risks and benefits 
of all options will be capable of making choices that will provide 
them with an experience to remember with joy and satisfaction. 
Electronic fetal monitoring, induction, amniotomy, and epidural are 
not free from risks; their benefits may not outweigh their risks; also 
the use of forceps, vacuum extractors, and caesareans should be 
reserved for complicated deliveries. 

It is my purview that women should not be coerced into having 
unnecessary interventions; also women should be informed about 

all risks and benefits prior to delivery and potential need for such 
medical interventions. 

Just like most pregnancies are healthy and normal, so will it be true 
with most labours and births. Expectant parents should not be afraid 
about childbirth. Rather they should take the time to consider all 
situations, and research all options carefully, and remember that 
women have been giving birth for millennia.

Notes: 
1.  This policy statement has been reviewed and approved by the Executive 

and Council of the Society of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists of Canada 
(SOGC), the Association of Women’s Health, Obstetric and Neonatal Nurses 
of Canada (AWHONN Canada), the Canadian Association of Midwives 
(CAM), the College of Family Physicians of Canada (CFPC), and the Society 
of Rural Physicians of Canada (SRPC).

2.  These guidelines have been reviewed by the Clinical Practice Obstetrics 
Committee of the Society of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists of Canada 
and approved by the Executive and Council of the Society of Obstetricians 
and Gynaecologists of Canada.

3.  Vulval oedema is the swelling of the vulva. This can happen during 
pregnancy and childbirth.

4.  The placenta is the life source for the fetus. Placenta previa is when the 
placenta covers the opening to the cervix. Placenta abruption is when the 
placenta separates from the uterine wall. Placenta disease compromises the 
function of the placenta.
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Informed and personalized birthing choices:  
exploring alternative options
By, Ava Curtola, RN

Well before hospitals, medical insurance, pain or 
inducing drugs and other medical influences on our 
planet, moms have been successfully birthing happy and 
healthy babies. 

Birthing in today’s world can be a very complex event. Whilst 
researching on the internet, you can get too much information 
and there comes a point where it starts to get confusing and 
contradictory. You can be bombarded with “way too much” 
information and much of it can be from unreliable sources, or 
from other places in the world - from other cultures that may 
not make sense for you. How does one make informed birthing 
choices? I suggest talking to knowledgeable people that you trust 
and who reflect the same values as yourself. 

Answers you usually receive will differ from expert to expert. 
Depending on their specializations and perspectives. It will 
also depend on their training, their mentors, birth experiences, 
traumas, and the types of births they see regularly. Remember 
experts are humans not robots, not only their training but their 
emotions come into play too!

Keep in mind, that caregivers who mostly care for high-risk 
pregnancies and attend high-risk births will have a different 
perspective on birth than caregivers who attend low-risk 
pregnancies and births. The first group may be looking at birth as 
a danger-waiting-to-occur while the second group may not. 

In most cases doctors and obstetricians attend both low and 
high-risk births. As pathologists they are trained and taught to 
look for signs of sickness, problems and medical emergencies. 
Thanks to this training they are experts at problem solving and 
risk assessment, which can lead them to be conservative in 
their medical advice and prone to suggest a controlled birthing 
environment. Midwives only attend low-risk births and although 
they are also trained to assess risks and safety, the difference in 
their training is that they are taught that pregnancy and birth are 
healthy normal components of the human life cycle. This enables 
them to be more trusting and patient with how pregnancy and 
labour progress. They tend to look at the myriad of influences on 
a woman’s life. This helps a midwife to identify if anything may be 
causing stress (in physiologic as well as emotional, spiritual and 
psychological manifestations) and thus the resulting health issues. 
The midwife tends to require from the pregnant woman to be 
a fully engaged team member. Together they work to improve 
nutrition, reduce stress, and increase her education.  
This woman-centered approach builds relationship and allows 
a woman to feel in control of her pregnancy and empowered 
during her birth experience. 

Take the time to sort through the information you access through 
your pregnancy so you can authenticate and incorporate what 
makes sense for you, your philosophy of life and lifestyle on all 
levels. Talk it over with your partner. Don’t merely intellectualize 
the information, but also ‘feel’ what is right for you and your new 
family to be. Use all of your six senses, not just five. By maintaining 
an open communication with your partner and caregiver you are 
more likely to prevent unnecessary interventions, according to 
expert researchers in child birthing matters like Dr. Michael Klein. 

Be honest, connect and share your fears, your joys, your 
experiences and your birth plan with those that are participating; 
as this will dramatically increase the likelihood of the events 
successfully unfolding as you envision. Find a place in your heart 
and mind where your decisions feel good for you, your partner 
and this baby. It is your obligatory right to question and ask 
your caregivers and relevant staff in your chosen birth location 
regarding their protocols and routine medical procedures. For 

example; what is their view on the use of the epidural. What is their cesarean section rate? 
It is the care provider’s job to give non-biased advice and accurate information to the 
women they serve. They are also responsible for providing the research which supports 
their advice. It is not ethical of them to respond that they don’t have time or that your 
appointment is up. They are your caregiver and part of their mandate is to help you have 
all the information possible to make an informed decision. Although the information you 
receive may well be accurate, timely and concise, it will often tend to express the opinions 
and environment where the caregivers work. Again, this may not fit well with your own 
value system, and equally accurate information which does uphold your own values may 
be received from different individuals.

While exploring what procedures and protocols may work for you, it is important to take 
your own personal health, medical history or pain thresholds into the equation. In many 
cases, you can prevent unnecessary hardships for yourself by being realistic regarding  
the kind of preventative care you should surround yourself with in advance of the  
actual event.

In addition to finding the caregiver and birth location which suits you and learning how to 
access and evaluate information, you may also find it valuable to learn tools and pain relief 
techniques to assist you in embracing labour and delivery with comfort and ease.

Hydrotherapy1, massage, meditation, hypnosis, foot reflexology, acupressure points, and 
maybe even an energy class like Reiki or therapeutic touch. These are easy techniques 
that will help any labour and delivery, fully natural or highly medical. Look at a variety of 
options so you can select what is the best for your situation. Always remain open to new 
ideas.  Have fun. Let go of any fear. Relax, breathe and prepare. 

When you are in a state of fear, tension or pain, catecholamines are released and reduce 
the oxygen to your blood cells and to your baby. Meditation can pivot you from fear to 
love and acceptance. When we meditate or daydream the subconscious is able to quiet 
the confusion so balance is once again restored in our mind. While in this peaceful alpha 
state we balance our energies and receive profound results - we actually motivate and 
reprogram our thoughts with positive intentions and life enhancing affirmations. 

Meditation is accomplished by distracting the consciousness and clearing the mind from 
the influence of daily chaos, or monkey chatter. By focusing on just one thing - a mantra, 
a color, creating a single sound vibration (toning like OM), listening to pre-recorded 
meditations, walking in the woods, or breath work in yoga - the brain responds. It requires 
less oxygen, slows the heart rate, and stimulates theta wave cycles2. Try these meditations 
while walking, taking a bubble bath, resting under your favorite tree or ‘zenning’ in your 
sacred space. It is with practice that we learn these techniques, which them become 
a habit that can be easily accessed when we need them. Learning how to meditate in 
advance of the labour and delivery will be an extraordinary asset that will compliment all 
medical, spiritual and physiological concerns that could arise. Learning to find your zen 
under pressure may serve both you and your baby if things get extreme. In meditation the 
mind, body and soul rejuvenate and heal. 

Hypnosis can help you work on any personal issues, or reinforce positive aspects. It is also 
extremely effective in creating a positive experience for pregnancy, labour and delivery. 
Hypnosis can help you to feel confident about yourself now as well as in the future. Use 
this tool to decrease pain in labour, have effective contractions, easy birth and recovery. 
Any time you use interventions in birth such as an oxytocin drip or an epidural, there is 
a slight increase in risk factors for mom and baby, as everything comes with side effects. 
Look into hypnosis. Be open to a new way of handling stress and pain. Your mind is a very 
powerful asset. Use it to your benefit and for your baby. Learn to breathe deeply and with 
intention. This will keep you focused in your labour and delivery. 

Most importantly, find a place of balance between being completely informed and 
proactively in control and all the things that can go wrong. You can play the “what if” 

Lone (Lo-na) Odgers BSc, RAc, Dip TCM

Registered Acupuncturist &  
Chinese Medicine Practitioner

ÑÑ Acupuncture

ÑÑ Pregnancy & Post-natal 
Acupuncture

ÑÑ Prebirth Preparation

ÑÑ Labour & Induction Support

ÑÑ Acupressure Support for Labour

Nourish, Balance and Regain Healt
h

w

ww.seedsofhealthacupuncture.com

contactseeds@shaw.ca
780 996 7361

PHOTO BY:  Arrivals Birth Photography
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game so far that it won’t serve you or the baby. Your attitude 
and mental acuity creates the environment that your baby is 
growing in. Every choice has a risk factor, and the level of risk 
you are comfortable with will be influenced by your health, your 
lifestyle choices and personality. Allow for adaptability as the 
events unravel, as there may be decisions that need to be made 
spontaneously as potential concerns arise. Choose to always focus 
on ending on a positive mental note, reflecting on a peaceful, 
gentle and loving birth, where mom and baby are healthy, vibrant 
and strong. Trust yourself.

As things progress in labour, know that you have good support 
people around you that can and will share more information as 
the event unfolds so you and your partner will be empowered 
to make the correct choices according to your birth’s unique 
path. If your family support is not going to be enough, look into 
connecting with an experienced Doula who can come to support 
you during your labour and provide you with the little extras you 
feel you need during the birth of your baby.  

Prepare yourself energetically, mentally, and physically for your 
amazing journey. Birth may never be what you expect it to be it 
may be better. This is an experience you will share for a lifetime. 
This is your baby’s first life experience, and many experts believe 
that a happy, healthy birth makes a significant difference in the life 
of the child ... all of you deserve the best.

Notes
1. Although water birthing is relatively new to western culture, our experience 

has shown that birthing in water is an amazing alternative to land births. 
Barbara Harper, R.M., certainly is an expert in the water birth area.  My 
experience, with the midwives I have worked with, is that mother’s use less 
or no analgesics, narcotics or epidurals when they labour and birth in the 
water. Water therapy is the easiest, most accessible form of pain relief.  It 
brings in the energy of mother earth and one of the basic four elements 
of nature; earth, water, fire and air. Birth Issues; Volume XXVII, Number 2, 
Winter 2011 and Volume XXVI, Number 3, Spring 2011, both have extensive 
articles extolling the benefits of water in birth. As you quench your thirst for 
knowledge learn about the powerful healing of water, either with a shower 
or tub.

2. Theta brain waves are the brain state of REM sleep, meditations, dreams, 
hypnosis, and the conscious state just before sleeping and just after waking 
that foggy state. Theta bridges the conscious and the subconscious. By using 
the Theta brain wave cycles, we can influence the powerful part of ourselves 
that is normally inaccessible. While in the Theta state, the mind is capable of 
deep and profound learning, healing, and growth. Your higher self connects 
with your earthly self, if you want to get metaphysical.

Ava Curtola is an author and became an obstetrical Registered 
Nurse in her home-town of Toronto, specializing in natural 
land and water births. Ava feels privileged to be the mom of 2 
extraordinary men, Chris and Michael, who helped define who 
she is today. She cherishes, respects and reveres the powerful 
relationship of unconditional love between parent and child 
above all else. ❖
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The Association for Safe Alternatives in Childbirth presents

               
                    
          ASAC Screening of  

More BuSineSS of Being Born

Down on The Farm: Conversations with 
Legendary Midwife Ina May Gaskin 
Follow Executive Producer Ricki Lake and 
Director Abby Epstein to The Farm Community in 
Summertown, Tennessee, where pioneer midwife 
Ina May Gaskin talks candidly about the latest 
birth trends and the art of midwifery. Gaskin, who 
was featured in the original The Business of Being 
Born, sparked Lake’s initial interest in natural birth 
and has continued to inspire the filmmaking duo’s 
advocacy efforts. Also on the journey is pregnant 
actress Kimberly Williams-Paisley, who has enlisted a 
midwife to attend the birth of her second child and 
joins the filmmakers in meeting The Farm’s famous 
midwives and touring the picturesque birth cabins 
in the woods. In the poignant final sequence, Gaskin 

exhibits her Safe Motherhood Quilt and calls for a 
deeper examination into the rising maternal mortality 
rate in the US. (Running Time: 55 min)

Special Deliveries: Celebrity Mothers Talk 
Straight on Birth 
Featuring celebrity moms Laila Ali, Gisele Bundchen, 
Cindy Crawford, Alyson Hannigan, Melissa Joan Hart, 
Kellie Martin, Alanis Morissette, Christy Turlington-
Burns and Kimberly Williams-Paisley, Special 
Deliveries is a collection of intimate birth stories from 
a diverse group of mothers. Whether they chose to 
deliver at a hospital, home or birthing center, these 
heartfelt and humorous testimonies speak to the 
lasting power of the birth experience. True inspiration 
for any mother-to-be, this group of women trusted 
their bodies and intuitions, taking responsibility for 

Exhibitor HallRita Ramkissoon with her baby 

Birth Pool Rentals

On May 5th, on the occasion of the International Day of the Midwife, ASAC hosted a free screening of  
More Business of Being Born at the Citadel Theater. 

The two parts of the movie that were shown were “Explore your options” and the “VBAC dilemma.” The 
screening was well attended: over 100 people came out - some even from as far as Saskatchewan. It was 
followed by a lively panel discussion. The panel consisted of local midwives, doulas and representatives of 
ASAC and the VBAC Association. A lively discussion and Question & Answer period ensued after the screening!

If you missed the screening, come visit the ASAC library in Edmonton. You can borrow the More Business of 
Being Born DVD if you are, or become, an ASAC member.

If you don’t know anything about the movie, here is why people came from so far to see this exclusive 
screening:

Cakes for attendees

Event sponsored by ASAC, publishers of
magazine

their birth decisions even when things didn’t go 
according to plan. None of these courageous women 
has ever spoken on the record in such compelling 
detail, and, on this DVD, the filmmakers weave 
together their passionate narratives as a celebration 
of the journey to motherhood that will leave viewers 
with a renewed sense of amazement about the 
power of women. (Running Time: 74 min)

Explore Your Options: Doulas, Birth Centers & 
Caesarean-Sections 
The most comprehensive and educational DVD in 
the series, Explore Your Options offers birth-planning 
guidance around key topics such as the role of 
doulas (labor support specialists), the advantages 
of birth centers and the alarming escalation of 
caesarean sections in the United States and Brazil. 
Epstein and Lake talk to doulas about why their 
profession is currently booming and uncover why 
having a good doula can make-or-break the entire 
birth experience. They look at the ever-growing 
rates of inductions and caesarean-sections, which 
have reached 50% in many US hospitals and more 
than 99% in some private hospitals in Brazil. How 
“safe” are these caesarean surgeries, and what are 
the health implications for the mothers and babies? 

Explore Your Options examines the pros and cons 
of birth centers, described as a perfect middle 
ground between home and hospital. Special features 
include Alanis Morissette and Alyson Hannigan on 
the advantages of doulas, Christy Turlington Burns 
on her unexpected complications at a birth center, 
Molly Ringwald on how she avoided a caesarean birth 
with her twins, and Gisele Bundchen and Michelle 
Alves on the caesarean epidemic in their native Brazil. 
(Running Time: 102 min)

The VBAC Dilemma: What Your Options Really Are 

The VBAC (Vaginal Birth After Caesarean) has 
become a hot-button issue in the modern maternity 
care system, as one in three new mothers will give 
birth via caesarean section. Are all of these mothers 
then forced to undergo a repeat caesarean the 
next time around? Epstein and Lake posed that 
question to dozens of experts, determining the 
surprising truth about VBACs. They also follow several 
women’s stories – both those who succeed and fail 
at attempting a VBAC – including that of filmmaker 
Abby Epstein, whose first caesarean-section delivery 
was depicted in the dramatic, final moments of The 
Business of Being Born. (Running Time: 51 min)

Emma daughter of Heidi Coughlin Registered Midwife helped make popcorn for the screening

Crystal Driedger with her belly casts
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Birthing Babies Together:  an educational 
documentary on Woman-Centered Care
by Danielle Lewis, Katie Stringer and Bailey Adams

Please allow us to introduce ourselves. We are a group 
of three medical students from the University of 
Alberta (U of A). We are creating an educational documentary 
about “woman-centered care” that focuses on the various 
birthing options available for low-risk obstetrics. Our mission is to 
bridge the gap between midwives and physicians with a focus on 
interprofessional education. We want to discover where common 
ground exists. 

As medical students, we have noticed a gap in our education 
in the role of ancillary health professionals, midwives included. 
To support our observation we conducted an online survey for 
both clinical and preclinical students at the U of A, to assess their 
current knowledge of midwives. In response to the question 
“does the current curriculum provide enough information about 

alternative birthing options such as midwives, doulas etc?” 69% 
(116/169) said “No, and I would like to learn more”. Many of 
the students were unaware that in Alberta midwives can order 
prenatal screening tests and prescribe relevant medications.

The following are anonymous student comments from our survey:

“I know nothing about midwives. More info would be great!”

– Pre-clerkship student, U of A

“As a fourth year starting a residency in OB/Gyn I have had a little 
exposure to midwifery and doulas. I think they can be a valuable 
part of the healthcare team but therefore need to be willing to 
work in a team to provide the best care for a mother and her 
child. The more education we get in medical school, the more 
ability we will have to make this teamwork a reality.”

– Clerkship student, U of A

Many medical students will become family physicians and it is 
vital that we are educated on what is available for patients seeking 
options for their birth experience. Since midwives are now 
funded by Alberta Health Services it is important that all health 
professionals recognize and understand the scope and capabilities 
of their practice. Our initiative intends to target learners, for they 
are the future of the health care system and the relationship that 
they have with ancillary health professionals depends on being 
well informed.

The Birthing Babies Together Goals:

1. To provide facts about midwifery including, but not limited 
to, midwifery education, scope of practice, role of the midwife 
in low-risk obstetrics and regulations surrounding midwifery in 
Alberta.

2. To promote normal childbirth to medical students, 
physicians, registered nurses, registered midwives, other 
health professionals and birthing families. The Society of 
Obstetricians and Gynaecologists of Canada (SOGC) and its 
partners state that;

“Birthing as a natural process should be promoted by all health 
care professionals who provide antenatal care.”1

“There should be a valid reason (evidence-based practice) to 
intervene in the natural process when labour and birth are 
progressing normally.”1

3. To educate medical students, physicians, registered nurses, 
registered midwives, other health professionals and birthing 
families on the role of collaborative woman-centered practice. 
The National Birthing Initiative for Canada states; 

“Public education is needed to provide information to women 
and their families about the options available to them in their 
communities for maternity care. Public education is also required 
to promote the benefits of the integrated, multidisciplinary 
approach to maternity care that improves the quality, 
effectiveness and efficiency of maternity care services in health 
care organizations.”2

4. The film is intended to foster respect for the contributions 
of all disciplines. The Birthing Babies Together team 
will not tolerate divisive language nor do we intend to 
propagate stereotypes or to create undue controversy. The 
Multidisciplinary Collaborative Primary Maternity Care 
Project§ states;

“Collaborative woman-centred practice designed to promote 
the active participation of each discipline in providing quality 
care. It enhances goals and values for women and their families, 

provides mechanisms for continuous communication among 
caregivers, optimizes caregiver participation in clinical decision 
making (within and across disciplines), and fosters respect for the 
contributions of all disciplines.” 3

§ The Multidisciplinary Collaborative Primary Maternity Care 
Project is a National Birthing Initiative for Canada. It is an inclusive, 
integrated and comprehensive pan-Canadian framework for 
sustainable family-centered maternity and newborn care.

Through the use of film and photography, we hope our work will 
inspire medical students, physicians, registered nurses, registered 
midwives, other health professionals and birthing families to 
create an open dialogue. 

For information on film screenings and DVD release, please 
check out our website at www.birthingbabies.ca. If you’d like to 
contact us, we can be reached at birthingbabiestogether@gmail.
com. 

To find out more about how you can support the Birthing Babies 
Project and receive a charitable tax receipt please contact us.

References:
1. Society of Obstetricians and Gynecologists of Canada. “Joint Policy 

Statement on Normal Childbirth.” Journal of Obstetrics and Gynaecology 
Canada 30, 12 (2008): 1163–1165. 

2. Society of Obstetricians and Gynecologists of Canada. A National Birthing 
Initiative for Canada. Page 8. Available at: www.sogc.org/projects/pdf/
BirthingStrategyVersioncJan2008.pdf Accessed June 4, 2012.

3. Society of Obstetricians and Gynecologists of Canada. “Multidisciplinary 
Collaborative Maternity Care in Canada: Easier Said Than Done.”  Journal 
of Obstetrics and Gynaecology Canada 29, 11(2007): 880–886.  Available at: 
http://www.sogc.org/jogc/abstracts/full/200711_Obstetrics_1.pdf Accessed 
May 28, 2012. 

Bailey Adams completed a bilingual Bachelor of Science from 
Campus Saint Jean at the University of Alberta in 2009. 
She will be getting married to the love of her life this coming 
summer. She is in the U of A Medicine Class of 2014.

Danielle Lewis holds a Bachelor of Arts in Economics from the 
University of Victoria. She has produced and directed seven 
short films with her film company Absence of Films. She is a 
mother to a vibrant three year-old son named Ivar. She is in the 
U of A Medicine Class of 2015.

Katie Stringer has a Bachelor of Fine Arts in Photography 
from Ryerson University. She has exhibited her artwork and 
operated a portrait studio, Photography by Katie Dawn, prior 
to starting medical school in 2010. She is also mother to an 
active five year-old boy, Kale. She is in the U of A Medicine  
Class of 2014. ❖

FiLM sCreening:
Please join us for our public film premier on Friday, November 23, 2012 at the Telus Centre (111 st & 87 ave) on the 
University of Alberta campus. Doors open at 7pm and the film will begin at 8pm. Tickets will be available to purchase 
through our website www.birthingbabies.ca or at the doors, pending availability.
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The December Moms

We call ourselves the December Moms. We all 
expected to welcome our babies to the world 
in December 2011 under the care of the Lucina 
Midwives. Our babies were born between 5th of 
December 2011 and January 5th, 2012. The five of 
us had a range of experiences: first time moms to 
seasoned moms, hospital births to birthing centre. 
And as you’ll see, we have a diversity of beliefs but 
one shared passion: for the loving gentle birth of our 
babies. These are our stories. . .

Finding Community
By Kellsie Conrad

The entire process of being pregnant and giving birth to our son 
Jude was the most incredible experience of my life. It was both 
my husband, Joel’s, and my heart to have a midwife for our birth. 
When we got a call back from a midwife at the Lucina Centre 
we were beyond ecstatic. Joel and I knew that it was a blessing. 
What I didn’t know was that along with having the privilege to be 
able to give birth with three amazing midwives I would have the 
honour of sharing the entire experience with the most amazing 
community of supportive women. 

Once a month the women who were due in December met, and 
one of the midwives would lead a discussion on various topics. We 
were able to have very open discussions. It was a place where we 
felt safe and supported to voice our own challenges, fears, hopes 

and dreams. I cannot put into words how incredible of an outlet 
this was for everyone. I know for my husband and myself, we did 
not have a lot of support, from people in our lives, with regards 
to having a natural birth not in a hospital. So for me to find this 
group of women who all had many of the same views as myself 
on giving birth and what our bodies could do, was like finding a 
safe haven. It was where I could discuss my excitement and joy for 
being pregnant and giving birth, without judgement. When we 
all met at the end of December, most of us had had our babies. It 
was wonderful to be able to hear each other’s birth stories and talk 
about things like breastfeeding, and what kind of diapers we were 
using. Having that support and encouragement was an amazing 
thing to have after giving birth. We continue to email and talk 
to one another if we have questions regarding anything for our 
babies. The only thing that has changed is that we now have our 
beautiful babies with us.

Having the opportunity to meet with these women consistently 
throughout our pregnancies was amazing. The most incredible 
thing is that we have made such a lasting bond with one another. 
To have this community where we can openly ask one another 
for advice is so wonderful. I feel so fortunate to have met these 
amazing ladies. I hope that with my future pregnancies I will have 
the same opportunity to come together with other women and 
build a community of support. 

Kellsie Conrad is married to her wonderfully supportive husband 
Joel. Together they have a beautiful son Jude, who was born into 
love at the Lucina Centre. Kellsie spends her time at home having 
the best time ever with Jude, and knitting.

Continuity of Care
By Kris Cramer

It wasn’t until having a child became a real possibility that I learned 
there was more than one option to maternity care and that I had 
a choice in the model of care I was provided. As I researched 
midwifery care my husband and I found it had many features 
that appealed to us. One feature that attracted us was the fact 
that the same midwife would provide care for myself and baby 
from pregnancy, through the birth and then for the first six weeks 
afterward. The idea that we would develop a relationship with the 
person who would be helping us navigate this new, sometimes 
scary, wonderful experience was ideal. While we knew that 
continuous care was important to us, it wasn’t until we actually 
experienced it that we understood its true value. During the 
prenatal appointments our midwife never rushed us spending an 
average of an hour educating us on what to expect and answering 
our questions. 

When it came time to welcome our little man into the world 
our midwife was there to guide us and provide encouragement 
and focus through the contractions and birthing process. When 
things became complicated and we had to move to the hospital 
where care was transferred to an obstetrician our midwife stayed 
by our side to ensure we were aware of and understood what was 
happening. She provided us with a calm confidence amidst what 
felt like chaos. Although baby had to be delivered by c-section our 
midwife stayed at the hospital to offer support and reassurance 
until baby was safely in our arms. Once we were back in our 
hospital room, our midwife helped me learn how to breastfeed 
and then checked in with us each day until we were discharged 
(after two days). 

Care was transferred back to our midwife who visited us several 
times at our home to provide postpartum care. During these visits 
she removed the staples from my incision, assessed my recovery, 
assisted me with breastfeeding challenges, assessed our baby’s 
health and most importantly, provided us with the encouragement 
we needed to feel confident in our new found parenting skills. 
From beginning to end it was reassuring to have the same person 
who knew us, our journey and our wishes by our sides through 
each step in the process. 

I am grateful to have had experienced midwifery for my maternal 
care. 

Kris Cramer is a first time mum, who along with her incredibly 
loving and supportive husband Tye, planned to birth her child 
at the Lucina Centre. Kris and Tye are constantly amazed by 
their son’s daily developmental achievements and are excited by 
the prospect of a full night’s sleep! 

the right place 
By Mary Greenshields

Control is not a word one usually associates with the birth process, 
or pregnancy in general, but it is exactly what brought me to give 
birth where and how I did. My long-standing fear of hospitals 
and mistrust of the traditional obstetric model, combined with 
the understanding that the more relaxed the birth environment, 
the more relaxed the labour, birth and baby, led me to seek an 
alternative way to give birth. After applying to every midwife 
in the Edmonton-area, I was fortunate to be accepted by two 
midwives who were working with Westside Midwives at the time. 
Though I had considered a homebirth, my husband, Kurt, was 
more comfortable with the idea of giving birth near a hospital. 
For my part, anything I could do to have as close to my ideal birth 
experience as possible was a definite plus. 

While meeting with the midwives, I was informed that a 
free-standing birth centre was being built in the west end of 
Edmonton, several blocks from my house. They joked that I could 
walk over once labour started. The birth centre option seemed 
perfect for my husband and me, a first time mother. I could 
labour in water without having to use an inflatable birth pool in 
my living room. All the pre and post-labour clean up was done by 
someone else. We would still have control over the lighting, noise 
and activity level, and have a say in any suggested interventions. 
The hospital was only two minutes away, and we would be served 
a celebratory breakfast after our baby was safely birthed. So, we 
decided to give birth in the centre before ever having seen it. 
In September, when the midwives had moved their offices to 
the centre, we finally got to see the building, albeit still under 
renovation. I knew then that we had absolutely made the right 
decision. The muted decor, the quiet and calm, and the overall 
harmony of the place put me at ease as soon as I walked through 
the front doors. 

When I went into labour on December 11, 2011, the grout had 
barely dried in the birthing room. I kept in contact with the 
midwife on-call to alert her to my progress and stayed at home 
for approximately 15 hours, as Kurt and I had planned based upon 
our research, until it became clear that I was in active labour. Then 
at 9:45 p.m. my capable birth partner drove me to the centre. 
We quickly made good use of ‘our’ room. We dimmed the lights, 
raised the head of the low, queen sized bed, showered, and finally 
shared the tub as our daughter swam into this world at 1:06 a.m., 
December 12, 2011. Because labour progressed so quickly and 
there were no problems, we did not have much time or need to 
access the parts of the centre outside our room. It does boast 
a beautiful garden, houses several other service providers, has 
a huge professional kitchen (where we stored some snacks, a 
birthday cake and, later, a placenta), and an extensive walkable 
indoor area. 

We also chose to limit the people in attendance to only those 
we felt were absolutely necessary, in order to minimize stress 
and activity, though we could certainly have invited others had 
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we wanted to. When the midwife guided Lydia to us underwater 
and I raised her to my chest, she had her eyes open and greeted 
the world calmly and alertly. After we were checked over, Kurt 
and the midwives christened the tub with a bottle of Prosecco 
we had brought, we all toasted Lydia and the centre, and enjoyed 
conversation in the softly-lit room as we wolfed down the best 
toast with almond butter and honey I have ever tasted. Once they 
had ensured that Lydia had fed and was doing well, the midwives 
bid us goodnight. We spent the night at the centre and were 
greeted with a customized breakfast in the morning: several 
weeks before my due date, the centre’s chef had contacted me 
to ask what we would like for breakfast and if we had any specific 
dietary concerns. Thus, we dined on a delicious vegetarian repast 
of dairy-free waffles, fresh fruit, and coffee with almond milk. 

The midwives checked us over one last time, ensured that Lydia’s 
latch was progressing well and sent us home at 11:00 a.m. where 
my mother and father waited to meet their granddaughter for the 
first time. One of the midwives came to our house that same day 
and another three times that first week, they also came back the 
following week after which we went to the centre for check-ups. 
We had our final six week check-up at the centre and have since 
found a doctor who respects our approach to health and wellness.

Because Lydia has been so healthy, strong, and alert since birth, 
we have not required any extra assistance to this point. We are 
truly thankful to have had the birth we visualized in such serene 
surroundings, and to have such beautiful memories of welcoming 
our daughter into this world. Lydia continues to amaze us daily 
and is a very relaxed little girl. 

Mary Greenshields is enjoying being a mother for the first 
time and is in no hurry to return to her day job. She lives in 
Edmonton with her husband, Kurt Ciesla, and their  
daughter, Lydia.

an evidence-Based approach 
By Sarah Hewko

I have Naomi Wolf, author of the book Misconceptions: Truth, 
Lies, and the Unexpected on the Journey to Motherhood, to thank 
for exposing me to the idea that women have options when it 
comes to care during their pregnancies. The book was not only 
well-researched and informative, but also touching, as it shared 
the author’s experiences during her first pregnancy. I read the 
book nearly five years before becoming pregnant with my first 
child, but the message that the North American medical system 
treats pregnancy as an illness vs. a natural process stuck with me 
and led me to secure myself a midwife as soon as I saw those two 
pink lines on the pregnancy test. I might have stopped to tell my 
husband the good news first; I can’t remember.

The fact that I have good memories of my experience birthing 
my son is a testament to the extreme competence of the midwife 
who cared for us. I was eleven days overdue when he made 

his appearance following some not-so-gentle (at least not for 
me) nudging from a labour cocktail (ask your midwife). I began 
having contractions at 5:30 a.m. on October 14th, 2009, and was 
fully dilated early that afternoon. Unfortunately, my contractions 
stopped - his head was de-flexed1, which made it too big to enter 
the birth canal. A caesarean section was recommended and by 
3:07 p.m. I had a healthy, 9lb 1oz baby in my arms. The obstetrician 
who performed the surgery was comfortable leaving my postnatal 
care to the midwife and told me that there was no reason to rule 
out future vaginal births. 

Fast-forward to 2011. We have moved from BC to Edmonton, our 
son is 17 months, and we are celebrating our second pregnancy. I 
immediately began filling out application forms for every midwife 
service in the greater Edmonton area - I was certain that I wanted 
to attempt a vaginal birth after caesarean (VBAC) and I knew  
that being under a midwife’s care would maximize my chances  
of success. 

It is worth noting here that I am, in most ways, conventionally 
minded. When making decisions I am far more likely to seek 
evidence-based reviews from peer-reviewed journals than I am 
to “go with my gut. If evidence is strong to support the use of 
conventional medicine, then 99% of the time that is what I will do. 
My process was no different when it came to selecting midwifery 
care after having a c-section. Evidence shows that the probability 
of a successful VBAC exceeds 73% and that to attempt labour vs. 
pre-scheduling a c-section enhances quality of life2. 

Additional steps were taken (and in some cases required) 
during my pregnancy and in planning for my delivery because 
of my history. For example I was referred to an obstetrician 
for consultation; this way there would be a surgeon familiar 
with my case if a second c-section was required. I delivered in 
hospital rather than in the Lucina Centre. I would have liked to 
deliver at the birthing centre but I accepted that this wasn’t an 
option. Although some Edmonton area midwives will attend out 
of hospital VBACs, this particular group’s policy is to plan for 
VBACs to be delivered in a hospital. An IV was placed in my hand 
and saline locked upon my admission to the hospital to ease 
operating room preparations if needed. I had to be quite forceful 
in order to get the IV saline locked; they wanted to have the IV 
running throughout but I felt it would impede my ability to move 
around, which would, in my opinion, make me less likely to have a 
successful VBAC. 

My daughter Ginny, 8 lb 11oz, was born naturally at 11:12 p.m. on 
December 13th, 2011. The next morning we were able to bring 
her home to meet her Grandma and big brother. If we choose 
to have another child I will make the same choice - to attempt a 
VBAC - without reservation. 

Sarah Hewko lives in Edmonton with her husband, two children 
and two cats. She will be pursuing a PhD in Nursing at the 
University of Alberta beginning September 2012.

including dads
By Thea Moss

Have you ever been at a restaurant and suddenly discovered your 
water or wine has been topped up, without noticing? It’s the best 
type of service; your needs and wishes fulfilled before you’ve even 
known they existed. During the pregnancy and birth of our baby, 
our midwife and doula looked at the experience Chad and I were 
creating and they stepped back, showing us trust and respect. 
They became resources and benevolent observers, giving us the 
information we needed, and standing by as advocates for our 
baby’s health.

This model of care was a revelation to Chad, a first time father 
who was initially hesitant but jumped in enthusiastically, like many 
new dads-to-be. To me, it was the type of service I knew existed in 
lucky communities throughout the world, and I was determined 
to become a part of. He watched a documentary about birth; 
“The Business of Being Born”, and became anti-hospital and 
‘mainstream’ obstetric care, perhaps a little fanatically. I wondered 
if he was saying ‘yes’ to midwifery care for the wrong reasons 
- fear and anger rather than hope. This was quickly debunked 
as I saw him forge an instant bond with our chosen caregivers 
at our individual appointments. They answered the many 
questions he had, helping him realize that this was a journey 
that he could experience in his own positive way. We met with 
our midwife every month, then more often. We discussed 
choices that would need to be made, and also spent time 
talking about the intricacies of our experience. Chad talked to 
other fathers not receiving midwifery care and realized that 
he was involved in the beginning of his child’s life on a more 
intensive level than many others get the opportunity to be. 
This experience was enhanced ten fold when we decided to 
take the Hypnobirthing approach, and attended classes. He 
became confident that he could care for me and our little 
baby inside. He came to see that he would be a great dad.

Because our midwives had come to know us so well, they 
confidently let us take the lead in our birth. The doula and 
midwives communicated with Chad, who then integrated the 
care into our hypnobirthing path. For the six hours of active 
labour, I listened to his voice and felt his touch. As it turned 
out, it was just about all I needed. When pushing started, the 
experience became overwhelming and exciting, and our care 
team guided us through. As they cared for me after the birth, 
Chad was able to care for our baby during his first moments. 

Our baby, Max, is the most unexpectedly amazing gift to our 
lives. But the other gift I received was to have my husband 
develop into a father before my eyes. Our midwives and doula 
enabled him to do that gracefully, and by himself. They topped 
up his glass without us even noticing.

Thea, Chad and baby Max Moss are spending much of 2012 
visiting family around Canada and Australia. They hope to 
spend the Fall in Edmonton preserving the harvest.

Our Closing Message
The December Moms wish that more women in 
Alberta had the shared experiences that we did. We 
encourage families who are curious about midwifery 
to talk to those who have used it, and seek out good 
information while making decisions about their birth. 
We truly believe that birth can be an empowering and 
awe-inspiring experience.

Notes
1. Flexion refers to how tucked the baby’s head is against his/her chest. This 

usually allows the smallest diameter of the baby’s head to pass through 
the mother’s pelvis. If the baby’s head does not flex fully the presenting 
diameter may be too large; this may also be referred to as Cephalo-Pelvic 
Disproportion (CPD)

2.  Catling-Paull C., Johnston R., Ryan C., Foureur M.J. & Homer C.S.E. “Non-
clinical interventions that increase the uptake and success of vaginal birth 
after caesarean section: a systematic review, Journal of Advanced Nursing 

vol. 67, no. 8 (2011): 1662 ❖

PHOTO BY:  Arrivals Birth Photography
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Community resource Listing

Doula Association of Edmonton 
Are you pregnant? Have you just given birth? Would you 
like extra professional support during your pregnancy, 
birth or even after? Talk with a doula from the Doula 
Association of Alberta:  
www.edmontondoula.org or  
780-945-8080 or  
info@edmontondoula.org 

Friends of Freebirth  
Planning to freebirth? Experienced freebirth? Support 
the freebirth option? Our growing community of 
families shares wisdom and resources: 
friendsoffreebirth@yahoo.ca 

Edmonton VBAC Support Association/ICAN of 
Edmonton 
Cesarean and VBAC parent meetings. Cesarean 
prevention class. RSVP to edmontonVBAC@gmail.com.  
Visit www.edmontonvbac.com and join our free online 
email group. 

Postpartum Depression Awareness 
Resources for families and women who suffer from 
postpartum depression. Find about the many groups 
and professionals that can support you. Contact 
Tascheleia Marangoni. 
780-903-7418  or info@ppda.ca   
www.ppda.ca

Friends of Medicare 
Do you care about your healthcare system? FOM 
is a non-partisan provincial coalition raising public 
awareness on concerns related to Medicare in Alberta 
and Canada, lobbying governments to maintain a 
health care system that adheres to the spirit and the 
letter of the Canada Health Act, and opposing investor-
owned, for-profit, two tiered or private health care.
780-423-4581
info@friendsofmedicare.org
www.friendsofmedicare.org

library picks 

LIBRARy PICKS
As the librarian for ASAC (Association for Safe Alternatives in 
Childbirth) I have the privilege of getting to read and recommend 
books on topics related to pregnancy, birth, breastfeeding, parenting, 
midwifery, etc. This is great because I love reading about these topics 
and I love sharing with other people. The ASAC library is a great 
resource for parents because it has books, DVDs, and CDs that are not 
readily available elsewhere. 

The library is open to everyone, do come around to borrow books and DVDs. 
ASAC library, 7219 106 street, Edmonton, side door. 
Wednesdays and Fridays from 10am to noon or every 2nd Tuesday of the month 
from 7pm to 9pm.

The following books provide further information about 
posterior presentations and how to achieve a vaginal birth.  
They are all available to borrow with your ASAC membership 
at the ASAC Library.

The Thinking Woman’s Guide to a Better Birth, by Henci Goer

Active Birth, by Janet Balaska

Ina May’s Guide to Childbirth, by Ina May Gaskin

The Birth Partner, by Penny Simkin

Heart and Hands, by Elizabeth Davis

The Labor Progress Handbook, by Penny Simkin

Pre-Natal Yoga Class
Pre-register
8 weeks
$105

Om Shanti
Momma!
Pre and post-natal 
yoga, in the heart of 
downtown

create peace • be love • live joy

10026 102nd Street
780.421.9444
www.ShantiYogaStudio.ca

Post-natal Community Yoga 
Class
Pre-register
6 weeks
$80

Lana Gilday, RN
780.437.1196
lana.gilday@gmail.com

Over 10 years of experience  
as a Birth and Postpartum Doula.

Also specializing in twin  
pregnancies, and breastfeeding 
teaching and support.

www.earthmamadoulas.ca

Phone 430 4553 
Fax 430 0851

www.nurture-your-self.com 
jyurko@telusplanet.net

10730 – 71 Avenue 
Edmonton, Alberta 
T6E 0X6
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Poems

Held tightly in my warm embryonic bubble, 
I reminisce on the days when I floated freely  

In this my mother’s womb, nourished by her life force,  
This is the first home I have known.

As I stretch and long for freedom  
Beyond the comforts of the womb,  

I feel the walls compress around me  
And I know the time is coming soon.

For many months I have grown stronger.  
First helpless in this rhythmic sea,  
Secured by this line to my belly;  

Providing life, food and safety for me.

Now the ocean has closed around me, 
And I’m hugged tightly, wrapped with warmth all around. 

I reach up and imagine life beyond, 
My mother’s voice is a precious sound.

She coos to me that soon we will meet, 
And I will gaze into her love filled eyes. 

I dream of her as another squeeze comes, 
And I feel her heart rate rise.

As we continue, these surges together, 
My mother comforts and we both know; 

Our instincts will tell us what to do 
This path we must travel before we say hello.

As mother prepares for my welcome, 
Her strength falters as time marches on. 

I hear voices and strange commotion; 
A loud beeping that goes on and on.

The journey now becomes fraught with danger, 
As I feel mother cry and give into fear. 

With each surge I struggle to climb upward; 
I don’t feel my mother so near.

As I fight on my way to the outside, 
I struggle with fear and with pain. 

My mother’s flesh numbs all around me; 
I long to scream out her name.

My birth has killed my sweet mother, I fear. 
These waves that pushed me closer to our meeting, 

Now crash over and threaten to drown me; 
My heart is scarcely beating.

Pain fills every joint in my body, 
Loud noises crash all around and above. 

I wonder shall I go on fighting, 
If I have lost the sweet mother I love?

Ripped out
As the womb that was once my warm safe home, 

Pummels and pushes me onward to life; 
I long for the quiet and stillness before 
This womb was in turmoil and strife.

All at once my previously safe cocoon, 
Is breached by a sharp sundering assassin’s knife. 

I scream as I’m dragged into glaring lights. 
Has my mother forfeit, for me, her life?

My cord that gives life is severed, 
And the cold rushes in. Oh it burns! 

These new lungs expand as I fight for air. 
The room all around me it turns.

I learn of fear and pain this day of my birth. 
I am welcomed, bombarded, my eyes and my ears. 

My mouth and nose are attacked by tubes that suck, 
Eyes are blinded with goo that stops my tears.

“I am falling!” I scream. As I’m moved through this cool air; 
Measured, poked and prodded, I cry. 

But each cry falls on ears that are deaf 
Maniacal smiles on their faces speak of joy and of pride.

My captors lay me down at last, 
And with cloth bind me tight; 

My legs and arms are unable to move, 
They pass me around until I lose my fight.

In the arms of a large stranger I hear, 
The deep sound that I have heard often before; 

When safe in my bubble surrounded by warmth, 
This man who I know loves my mother.

I stare around searching for her, 
But alas she is nowhere in sight. 

This man, who I’ll call Dad, laughs aloud; 
And rocks me and smiles with delight.

When all is quiet and all is calm, 
I learn that my mother’s not dead. 

As I’m placed in her arms, she kisses me soft; 
Her voice is as weak as a thread.

My mother cries as she holds me close, 
I try to help; this body I cannot control. 
Her body is broken, her spirit crushed, 

By this place where birth is a toil.

I was born this way, torn from my mother; 
The nature of life it has changed. 

Where once I sought freedom and adventure, 
Now only fear and anxiety remain.

I wrote this poem because through my study and research 
in my journey on the road to becoming a doula and in the 
future, a midwife, I have read and heard a lot about how the 
birth affects the newborn and wanted to write something 
from that perspective. Where the speaker, this earthbound 
newborn, talks of feeling pain and fear this is where I imagine 
that the mother has given in to the pain of labour and 
accepted medications which block her natural endorphins 
which would normally flow to the fetus, so that this new life 
feels all the pain and trauma associated with being squeezed 
through a birth canal. When the fetus feels the mothers 
flesh numb around him and fears that his mother has died, 

this is where I imagine that the mother has 
received an epidural and the drug numbs the 
connection between the mother to her fetus so 
that this little one experiences the withdrawal 
of his mother’s presence. As the fetus in my 
poem struggles to be born, the pounding 
of contractions, along with the withdrawal 
of his mother’s presence, soon overwhelms 
him and his heart rate begins to slow and an 
emergency caesarean-section is performed. I 
tried to portray the feelings this infant might 
have being ripped from his mother, forced 
to breathe right away by the severing of the 
umbilical cord, and forced to endure the 
hospital protocol while being completely 
separated from his mother. 

I cannot remember my own birth so I can 
only speculate and look at the example of my 
own children. I could feel such a difference 
between the personality of my child who was 
born by caesarean before labour began and my 
natural homebirth baby. My oldest was afraid of 
everything and still panics at being away from 
me. My youngest has no fears and everything is 
an adventure that he can’t wait to experience. 
I hope this poem is read as it was intended and 
helps people to also think of the experience of 
the baby as choices are made regarding birth. 
Below are some of the resources that I read 
that helped to change my perspective in seeing 
birth through the newest person’s eyes.

References:
Chamberlain, D. The mind of your newborn baby. 
Berkeley: North Atlantic Books; 3rd Ed, 1998.  

Harper, B. Gentle birth choices. Rochester: Healing Arts 
Press, 1994.

Leboyer, F. Birth without violence. Rochester: Healing Arts 
Press, 1975.

Odent, M. “Prelabour intrauterine Life; The future of suicides.” accessed 
Sept 10, 2011, http://www.wombecology.com/suicide.html.

Verny, T. and Kelly J. The secret life of the unborn child: how you can 
prepare your baby for a happy, healthy life. New York: Dell, 1982.

Sherel Burrows is currently working as a doula and is a 
midwifery student near Medicine Hat, Alberta. She enjoys 
anything about birth and loves to learn about the birthing 
process. Sherel is married to a wonderful supportive man 
and is the mother of three busy boys: Tony, Samuel and 
Alexander. Her two oldest were born via caesarean and the 
youngest was birthed naturally at home, changing Sherel’s 
life and focus. ❖
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Beginnings Midwifery Care
780-490-0906
beginningsmidwiferycare@gmail.com
Megan Dusterhoft
Gaelyn Anderson
Mia Davies
Andrea Wallace

Joy Spring  
Midwifery Care
birthatjoyspring@gmail.com
Cathy Harness 

Passages Midwifery
780-968-2784
passages_midwifery@yahoo.com
Noreen Walker

Marie Tutt Midwifery
marie.midwife@gmail.com

Midwifery Care  
Partners
780-490-5383
barb@midwiferycp.ca
Barbara Scriver

Lucina Midwives
780-756-7226
midwives@lucinacentre.ca
www.lucinacentre.ca
Kerstin Gafvels
Maureen Fath
Joanna Greenhalgh
Jennifer Thompson
Leesha Mafuru

Blessing Way Midwifery
www.blessingwaymidwifery.ca
blessingwaymidwives@gmail.com
Serving Rocky Mountain House and  
Barb Bodiguel
Nicole Matheson

HOPE Midwives
hopemidwives@gmail.com
www.hopemidwives.ca
Heidi Coughlin

Prairie Midwives
403-356-2012
midwives@prairiemidwives.ca
serving Red Deer and Central Alberta
Jenn Bindon
Jess Forbes.

Midwives are primary caregivers who offer comprehensive care during pregnancy, birth and postpartum.  
Their services are fully covered by Alberta Health. You do not need a doctor or a referral to have a midwife. They provide 
counseling education and emotional support, which allows a woman and her partner to make informed choices, thereby 
maintaining control of decisions in this healthy experience. The midwife and couple develop a trusting relationship, 
which prepares them for the challenge of welcoming this new baby into the family. All midwives have hospital admitting 
privileges, which allows for choice of birthplace i.e. home or hospital. If you need more information, please contact the 
Alberta Association of Midwives 403-214-1882 or visit www.albertamidwives.com

DIRECTORy Of ALBERTA REGISTERED MIDWIvES

Prenatal Education Services: Alberta 
Health
Location: Alberta Hospitals and Community Health 
Centers | Phone: 1-866-408-5465 
Hospital class series offered in 6-8 week sessions or in 
a weekend format. Refresher classes are also available 
to those parents who want to review information when 
having a subsequent birth. They include information on 
pregnancy, preparation for labour, birth, breastfeeding  
and care of the newborn, as well as hospital tours.  
These classes can be offered in different languages.  
There are also classes for teen moms, and for twin and 
triplet pregnancies.

Terra – Centre for Pregnant & 
Parenting Teens
Location: Edmonton Centre | Phone: 780-428-3772 
Email: terra@terraassociation.com 
Classes are offered for two consecutive evenings every 
six weeks to pregnant young women up to age 19 years 
old. Course materials and activities target teen moms 
and their coaches in a comfortable environment. A 
public health nurse in partnership with Eastwood Public 
Health Centre facilitates classes. Supper is provided.

Hypnobabies Prenatal Classes:  
Ricky Issler CD(DONA)
Location: Edmonton area | Phone: 780-929-4669 
email: comfortinghands@telus.net 
Website: www.comfortinghandsdoula.com 
Hypnobabies provides  complete childbirth education, 
helping to eliminate fear and instill confidence in your 
body’s ability to birth. Our 6 week program also teaches 
medical hypnosis techniques, creating an automatically 
peaceful, relaxing pregnancy, a calm confident Hypno-
Dad, and an easier, much more comfortable, and 
sometimes pain-free birthing for Hypno-mom.

International Cesarean Awareness 
Network (ICAN) Canada: Laurie Mapp
Location: Edmonton, East; web seminars  
Phone: (780) 232-7905 
Email: edmontonVBAC@gmail.com 
Monthly classes on cesarean prevention and VBAC 
preparation in Edmonton. VBAC is vaginal birth after 
cesarean. Class is 1.5 hours long. Bimonthly webinars are 
also available.

Midwifery Care Partners: Barbara 
Scriver, RM
Location: Edmonton South | Phone: 780-490-5383 
Email: barb@midwiferycp.ca 
Three consecutive evening classes at the midwifery  
office to prepare families for their birth. Also covering  
the psychology of birth, dealing with pain, stages of  
labour, comfort techniques, water birth, emergency 
childbirth, the normal newborn, breastfeeding, and the 
postpartum period. 

Motherizing Childbirth Education: 
Lisa Cryderman, R.N.
Location: Edmonton | Phone: 780-901-1178  
Email: lisa@motherizing.com 
These classes focus on accessing ones coping skills and 
celebrating becoming parents.

Multiples Prenatal Classes:  
Alberta Health
Location: Lois Hole Hospital for Women 
Phone: 780-735-4204 
Specialized 6 week long multiple birth classes 
offered Monday or Wednesday nights. These classes 
are available to anyone delivering multiples (twins, 
triplets or more). Topics covered are vaginal birth, 
c-sections, specific medical concerns related  to 
multiple pregnancies, premature babies, NICU tour, 
breastfeeding multiples, car seat safety, parenting and 
managing at home. Couples are encouraged to sign up 
as soon as possible because most women will give birth 
to twins between 34-38 weeks pregnancy (rather then 
around 40 weeks with one baby). 

Natural Connections: Krystal Hoople 
RN, BScN, IBCLC
Location: Stony Plain/Spruce Grove  
Phone: 780-907-3481 
Email: naturalconnections@shaw.ca 
Website: www.naturalconnections.vpweb.ca 
A 4 evening or one-day session designed to enhance 
your birth experience. Understand labour, the comfort 
cycle, natural comfort measures, conscious parenting, 
and how to use a car seat. Spend time preparing to 
get breastfeeding off to a good start and learn the 
behaviour of a newborn from a Lactation Consultant.

PRENATAL CLASSES IN EDMONTON AREA

A Helping Hand - Natural Childbirth 
Preparation 
Location: Edmonton | Phone: 780-634-2216

Email: helping_hand@shaw.ca

Web: www.helpinghandprenatal.weebly.com

For families who want to reclaim birth. Fresh, innovative, 
positive approach. Interactive. Multimedia. Discussion. 
Q&A. Guest speakers. Features for dad. Lending library. 
Meet and interview local moms and dads who have 
experienced natural birth. Unique curriculum. Details on 
website. Six two-hour classes per series.

Baby Bump Doula & Birth Services
Location: West Edmonton | Phone: 780-918-9359 
Email: babybumpdoula@yahoo.ca 
One-day class focused on preparation for labour and 
birth, comfort techniques, breastfeeding, postpartum 
care and more. Learn how to be informed and make the 
best decisions for your birth. Class tailored to individual 
needs and preferences.

Better Beginnings: Alberta Health
Location: Alberta South West | Phone: 403-388-6661 
It is a non-judgmental support program for over 
burdened pregnant women (teens, low income, moms 
of low-birth weight babies, substance abuse issues, 
etc.). It provides information and support on healthy 
pregnancy, birth and parenting, help to quit smoking, 
pregnancy vitamins, vitamin D for baby if breastfeeding, 
library card, milk & food coupons, cooking class, etc. 

Birth & Babies Childbirth and 
Parenting Education: Alberta Health
Location: Calgary and area | Phone: 403-781-1450 
Website: www.birthandbabies.com 
Calgary and area education for prenatal and parenting 
classes. It offers over 30 different courses for expectant 
and new families as well as an interactive website for  
the family as well as their support team, including  
grand-parents. 

Blooming Bellies: Trish Walker and 
Skyla Bradley Birthing From Within 
certified mentor
Location: Edmonton | Phone: 780-907-0228 
Email: talker1@telusplanet.net 
Birthing from Within classes offer a soulful and holistic 
approach to birth preparation integrating both intuitive 
knowing and a modern intellectual knowing. Our classes 
prepare you to birth-in-awareness whether you are 
birthing at home, in a birth center, tipi, taxi or hospital.

Community Perinatal Program: 
Alberta Health
Location: Edmonton area | Phone: 780-342-4719 or 
780-413-7658 or 1-866-408-5465 
A multi-disciplinary team offers prenatal, labour, delivery 
and postpartum care to pregnant women with risks due 
to lack of medical access, socio-economic difficulties, 
isolation, language and cultural barriers, poor nutrition, 
substance abuse, and domestic violence. Services 
include prenatal visits, prenatal education, hospital tours, 
transportation support, nutrition counseling, help  
with housing, parenting, nutrition, addictions, and  
family violence.

Early Pregnancy Class: Alberta Health
Location: Alberta Hospitals | Phone: 1-866-408-5465 
This hospital class covers fetal development, prenatal 
care, nutrition, healthy lifestyle choices, exercise, coping 
with the discomforts of pregnancy, hazards to avoid 
while you are pregnant, and signs and symptoms of 
complications.

Earth Mother Birth: Jennifer 
Summerfeldt and sherry Dawn 
Rothwell
Location: Edmonton and area | Phone: 780-850-0538 
Website: www.earthmotherbirth.org 
Offers holistic and nurturing services as well as soulful, 
informative and dynamic approach to childbirth 
education. These classes emphasize the scientific 
validation of the art of natural birthing and practical 
application of holistic birth practices at home, and in 
the hospital. Offer in-class and home study courses.

Energy of Birthing, the Alternative 
Prenatal Class
Ava Curtola RN 
Location: Spruce Grove & Edmonton  
Phone: 780-963-3111 
Website: www.theEnergyofBirthing.com 
Discover reflexology, acupressure, energy points, 
breathing, relaxation and meditation. Easy hands on 
learning for moms and dads to be. Quick reference 
birthing book and 2 meditation CDs included. 11 years 
of hands on birthing experience. Prepare for the best 
birth experience ever. 

Friends of Freebirth Foundation of 
Alberta 
Location: Edmonton | Email: friendsoffreebirth@
yahoo.ca 
Classes offer free, informal, individualized birth 
preparation sessions and resource sharing using a peer 
education approach as part of a supportive community 
for families choosing the freebirth option.

Gentle Touch Services: Suzanne 
Moquin BEd, CBE, (CD)DONA
Location: West Edmonton | Phone: 780-440-6105 
Email: gentletouchdoula@shaw.ca 
Prenatal classes on weekends. Focus is on positive birth 
experiences as defined by individual participants.

Health for Two: Alberta Health
Location: Edmonton, St. Albert, Leduc County, Fort 
Saskatchewan, Parkland County, and Strathcona County.  
Phone: 1-866-408-5465  
Health for Two offers prenatal information, nutrition 
supplements, and support to at risk women during their 
pregnancy and following the birth of their baby. Women 
in the program have social and economic risks to a 
healthy pregnancy such as teen pregnancy, low income, 
poor nutrition, smoking, substance use, language or 
cultural barriers, or violence in their relationship.

The Goddess Within
Location: Edmonton and area   | Phone: 780 218-3590 
email: info@goddesswithin.ca 
Website: www.goddesswithin.ca 
12 hour prenatal classes either over six weeknight 
evenings or an all weekend intensive. These classes 
emphasize informed decision making including 
information on being an active labour support person, 
cesarean births, baby basics, postpartum care and 
breastfeeding. This is not your typical childbirth class! 
Classes are very interactive and hands on.

The Parent Center 
Location: Edmonton | Phone: 780-465-3976 
Email: Info@ParentCenter.ca 
Website: www.parentcenter.ca 
The Parent center is a non-profit organization that offers 
quality prenatal and postnatal education. Classes include 
a 10-hour prenatal class series, a 3-hour baby care class 
to build confidence, weekend prenatal workshops, 
cesarean prevention and individual classes. Classes are 
personalized and small.

WIN (Women, Infants & Nutrition) 
Project: Alberta Health 
Location: Alberta community health centers  
Phone: 1-866-408-5465 
Provides education, support and assistance to pregnant 
women and teens. Information about healthy eating in 
pregnancy, labour and delivery, support and education 
for breastfeeding, or support making healthy lifestyle 
choices. For those clients who are on a tight budget, 
coupons can be provided to help with purchasing 
healthy foods, and prenatal vitamin supplements.
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Make a tax-deductible donation today!

Please consider going to  
www.asac.ab.ca or  
www.canadahelps.org  
to make a tax-deductible donation to ASAC. 
Thank you.

The Association for Safe Alternatives in Childbirth presents

               
                    
          

The following items are also needed (in order of 
importance): Staples gift cards to get supplies, pens, 
highlighters, mini colored post-it notes, rolls of  
stamps, brother laser printer cartridge, laser  
printer paper, staples, paper clips, sharpies, flat  
screen monitor, windowed envelopes, large  
envelopes (big enough for Birth Issues),  
and toilet paper.

ASAC was formed in 1979  
to support childbearing families. 

ASAC was, and continues to be, a completely volunteer-run  
organization. Birth Issues started as a newsletter, typed  
out on a typewriter and photocopied. Now, ASAC spends  
thousands of dollars each issue on design, printing, and  
distribution of our beloved magazine. 

Costs have steadily crept up;  ASAC has made recent budget cuts  
to reflect a new reality. But we will need contributions from folks like  
you to keep Birth Issues in print, and to keep our many other programs  
running (e.g. play group, library, lecture series, movie screenings,  
trade show displays, conferences, etc.). 

providing Breastfeeding support in northern alberta
Helpline:  780-478-0507  |  LLLC Website:  www.LLLC.ca  |  Email Help:  lllc.edmonton@gmail.com

Camrose
(please phone Leader to confirm monthly 
meeting date and time.) 
2nd Wednesday – 7:00 p.m. 
Indoor Playground (4516 – 54 St., 
Camrose) 
Katelyn Palo 780-672-9389

Edmonton Braemar School – 
Teens Only
(Please phone Leader to confirm meeting 
date and time.) One Monday of the month 
during school year 12:00 noon (No mtgs. 
July & Aug.)  
Braemar School, Terra Office 
9359 – 67 A St. 
Fiona A 780-464-1864

Edmonton North/
Castledowns
3rd Tuesday – 7:30 p.m.  
Castle Downs Public Library  
106 Lakeside Landing 
15379 Castle Downs Rd. 
Fiona LS 780-633-6548 
Pam  780-478-1817

Edmonton Strathcona – a.m.
First Wednesday – 10:00 a.m.  
April – July 2012 
Strathcona Community League 
10139 – 87 Ave. 
Jade 780-431-2996 
Kirsten 780-465-1188 
Linda  780-434-8823 
Emily 780-756-9416

Edmonton Strathcona – p.m.
Last Thursday – 7:30 p.m.  
Fathers/Partners welcome  
(No meeting in December)

Strathcona Community League 
10139 – 87 Ave. 
Jade 780-431-2996 
Kirsten 780-465-1188 
Linda  780-434-8823 
Emily 780-756-9416

Edmonton West
3rd Thursday – 10:00 a.m. 
Laurier Heights Community League 
14405 – 85 Ave. 
(enter off of 80 Ave. at 144 St.) 
Nancy 780-489-9704 
Mary-Beth 780-481-8426

Fort McMurray
2nd Wednesday - 7:00 p.m.  
The Hub – Timberlea 
#6-118 Millenium Dr., Ft. McMurray 
Lisa  1-888-525-3243

Sherwood Park – a.m.
3rd Monday – 10:00 a.m. 
Toadstool Music Studio 
485 Sioux Road, Sherwood Park 
Cheryl 780-464-2662 
Leah 780-922-0881 
Colleen 780-922-7070 
Taryn  780-922-0269

LA LECHE LEAGUE CANADA  

~ 2012 Meeting dates and Locations ~
Mothers, children, and female support persons are always welcome at La Leche League meetings. Fathers and partners are 
welcome in some groups as noted below. Please call one of the Leaders before attending a meeting to ensure that there have 
been no changes to the date or location.

Sherwood Park – p.m.
1st Monday – 7:00 p.m. 
Fathers/Partners welcome 
Toadstool Music Studio 
485 Sioux Road, Sherwood Park 
Kim 780-490-8902 
Erie 780-406-5552

Spruce Grove
2nd Saturday of every month (beginning 
Sept. 8) — 10am to noon 
Queen Street Place 
105 - 505 Queen Street 
Spruce Grove AB  T7X 2V2

St Albert
4th Monday - 7:00 pm 
Salvation Army Community Center 
165 Liberton Dr., St. Albert 
(corner of Liberton & Giroux) 
Tammy 780-460-4460 
Melody 780-923-2121 
Patricia
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CALENDAR Of EvENTS   september 2012 – november 2012
if you have an event relating to pregnancy, childbirth or parenting please email it (45 words max)  
to our calendar volunteer at bi_events@asac.ab.ca by the submission deadline October 15.  
We will no longer accept prenatal class events in the calendar. We can however list your prenatal  
education series in our prenatal class listing.
SEPTEMBER 2012
4   Babywearing 101 Workshop by Tadpoles & Butterflies. 
Check www.tadpoles.ca for more information and to 
register.

5, 12, 19, 26   Postpartum Depression Support Group. 
Runs weekly on Wednesdays 1-3pm. Lunch is provided. 
All are welcome including babies! For more information 
visit www.ppda.ca or contact info@ppda.ca.

6   Cloth Diapering 101 Workshop by Tadpoles 
& Butterflies. Check www.tadpoles.ca for more 
information and to register.

8   ASAC’s Info Session: ASAC Office - 7219 106 Street, 
11:00 AM. Information about midwives, doulas, prenatal 
classes, home birth, hospital birth, and upcoming ASAC-
sponsored lectures. Kid-friendly environment with an 
opportunity to ask questions and find local resources. 
Email donna_kempster@hotmail.com or 780 425 7993 
(message).

10, 17, 24   Healthy Mamas: Wholistic Health 
Information & Gentle Yoga for new and expectant 
moms. Get together with like-minded moms, explore 
a variety of wholistic health topics, and develop 
your own unique approach to health and parenting. 
Mornings in Beaumont. www.choicepoints.ca www.
comfortinghandsdoula.com 

11   ASAC Business Meeting at the ASAC office, 
7 – 9 p.m. (second Tuesday of the month). Everyone is 
welcome. An enjoyable and informative, child-friendly 
meeting!

13   Elimination Communication 101 Workshop by 
Tadpoles & Butterflies. Check www.tadpoles.ca for more 
information and to register.

15   Infant CPR: 1pm, Ava Curtola R.N., Alberta Heart & 
Stroke instructor. Location: Spruce Grove & Edmonton, 
www.theEnergyofBirthing.com, 780.963.3111. You 
don’t have time to look in a book when an emergency 
happens. Learn a lifesaving skill, 1 & 2 person CPR, 
obstructed airway, unconscious & conscious. 

20   ASAC Prenatal and Baby Care Lecture Series: 
Cycle Charting for Fertility Awareness and Overall 
Health. 7pm-9pm Thursdays, from September 20, 2012 
to November 29, 2012. Located at the ASAC office 
7219 - 106 Street (side door). FREE! Please Pre-register 
presentations@asac.ab.ca 

23   Babywearing 101 Workshop by Tadpoles & 
Butterflies. Check www.tadpoles.ca for more 
information and to register.

27   Cesarean prevention class - for your first birth 
or your VBAC. Cost: $25 for the mother and her 
birth team. From 6:00-7:30 pm. Le Soleil office #201, 
8135-102 Street (ROOTS on Whyte Building-upstairs), 
Edmonton. Register with Ruth Wadley at 780-432-3908 
or EdmontonVBAC@gmail.com. www.EdmontonVBAC.
com. 

27   VBAC and Cesarean parents meeting – get 
information and support. No cost. From 7:30-9:00

pm. Le Soleil office #201, 8135-102 Street (ROOTS on 
Whyte Building-upstairs) in Edmonton. Register with 
Ruth Wadley at 780-432-3908 or EdmontonVBAC@
gmail.com. Visit www.EdmontonVBAC.com and join us 
on facebook.

27   ASAC Prenatal and Baby Care Lecture Series: 
Nutrition for Fertility and Pregnancy. 7pm-9pm 
Thursdays, till November 29, 2012. Located at the ASAC 
office 7219 - 106 Street (side door). FREE! Please Pre-
register presentations@asac.ab.ca 

OCTOBER 2012
1, 8, 15, 29   Healthy Mamas: Wholistic Health 
Information & Gentle Yoga for new and expectant 
moms. Get together with like-minded moms, explore 
a variety of wholistic health topics, and develop 
your own unique approach to health and parenting. 
Mornings in Beaumont. www.choicepoints.ca www.
comfortinghandsdoula.com 

2   Babywearing 101 Workshop by Tadpoles & Butterflies. 
Check www.tadpoles.ca for more information and to 
register.

3, 10, 17, 24, 31   Postpartum Depression Support 
Group. Runs weekly on Wednesdays 1-3pm. Lunch is 
provided. All are welcome including babies! For more 
information visit www.ppda.ca or contact info@ppda.ca.

4   ASAC Prenatal and Baby Care Lecture Series: 
Pelvic Floor Health. 7pm-9pm Thursdays, till November 
29, 2012. Located at the ASAC office 7219 - 106 Street 
(side door). FREE! Please Pre-register presentations@
asac.ab.ca

4   Cloth Diapering 101 Workshop by Tadpoles 
& Butterflies. Check www.tadpoles.ca for more 
information and to register.

9   ASAC Business Meeting at the ASAC office, 7 – 9 
p.m. (second Tuesday of the month). Everyone is 
welcome. An enjoyable and informative, child-friendly 
meeting!

11   ASAC Prenatal and Baby Care Lecture Series: 
Alternative Health Care during Pregnancy: Homeopathy, 
Chinese Medicine, Naturopathy, Chiropractic. 7pm-9pm 
Thursdays, till November 29, 2012. Located at the ASAC 
office 7219 - 106 Street (side door). FREE! Please Pre-
register presentations@asac.ab.ca

11   Elimination Communication 101 Workshop by 
Tadpoles & Butterflies. Check www.tadpoles.ca for more 
information and to register.

13   ASAC’s Info Session: ASAC Office - 7219 106 
Street, 11:00 AM. Information about midwives, doulas, 
prenatal classes, home birth, hospital birth, and 
upcoming ASAC-sponsored lectures. Kid-friendly 
environment with an opportunity to ask questions and 
find local resources. Email donna_kempster@hotmail.
com or 780 425 7993 (message).

18   ASAC Prenatal and Baby Care Lecture Series: 
Birth and Postpartum Doulas, Prenatal Class options. 
7pm-9pm Thursdays, till November 29, 2012. Located 
at the ASAC office 7219 - 106 Street (side door). FREE! 
Please Pre-register presentations@asac.ab.ca 

19   La Leche League Canada (LLLC) Health Professional 
Seminar, 8am-4pm: From Birth to Co-sleeping, How 
Choices Affect Breastfeeding, featuring speaker Linda 
J. Smith, MPH, IBCLC, FACCE, FILCA. Register now at 
www.lllc.ca/health-professional-seminars or for more 
information email Jade at: edmonton.lllchps@gmail.com

20   Maternal Reiki workshop: 10am - 4pm, Ava Curtola 
R.N., Reiki Master, Labour & Delivery Birthing Specialist, 
Location: Spruce Grove, www.theEnergyofBirthing.com, 
780.963.3111. Decrease the stress, anxiety and tension 
you may be feeling in your pregnancy. Prepare for labor, 
or just life itself Certificate course.

21   Babywearing 101 Workshop by Tadpoles & 
Butterflies. Check www.tadpoles.ca for more 
information and to register.

25   ASAC Prenatal and Baby Care Lecture Series: 
Making the Most of Your Hospital Birth. 7pm-9pm 
Thursdays, till November 29, 2012. Located at the ASAC 
office 7219 - 106 Street (side door). FREE! Please Pre-
register presentations@asac.ab.ca 

25   Cesarean prevention class - for your first birth 
or your VBAC. Cost: $25 for the mother and her 
birth team. From 6:00-7:30 pm. Le Soleil office #201, 
8135-102 Street (ROOTS on Whyte Building-upstairs), 
Edmonton. Register with Ruth Wadley at 780-432-3908 
or EdmontonVBAC@gmail.com. www.EdmontonVBAC.
com.

25   VBAC and Cesarean parents meeting – get 
information and support. No cost. From 7:30-9:00

pm. Le Soleil office #201, 8135-102 Street (ROOTS on 
Whyte Building-upstairs) in Edmonton. Register with 
Ruth Wadley at 780-432-3908 or EdmontonVBAC@
gmail.com. Visit www.EdmontonVBAC.com and join us 
on facebook. 

NOVEMBER 2012
1   ASAC Prenatal and Baby Care Lecture Series: 
Cesarean Prevention. 7pm-9pm Thursdays, till 
November 29, 2012. Located at the ASAC office 7219 
- 106 Street (side door). FREE! Please Pre-register 
presentations@asac.ab.ca

1   Cloth Diapering 101 Workshop by Tadpoles 
& Butterflies. Check www.tadpoles.ca for more 
information and to register.

2   DONA Intl Birth Doula Workshop in Edmonton-- A 
labour and birth support training, 3-day intensive, with 
intro offered, taught by Suzanne Moquin . Doulas are 
becoming part of the obstetric team, as interventions 
are minimized, and families are experiencing 
positive and empowering births. 780-440-6105 , 
gentletouchdoula@shaw.ca

5, 12, 19, 26   Healthy Mamas: Wholistic Health 
Information & Gentle Yoga for new and expectant 
moms. Get together with like-minded moms, explore 
a variety of wholistic health topics, and develop 
your own unique approach to health and parenting. 
Mornings in Beaumont. www.choicepoints.ca www.
comfortinghandsdoula.com

6   Babywearing 101 Workshop by Tadpoles & Butterflies. 
Check www.tadpoles.ca for more information and to 
register.

7, 14, 21, 28   Postpartum Depression Support Group. 
Runs weekly on Wednesdays 1-3pm. Lunch is provided. 
All are welcome including babies! For more information 
visit www.ppda.ca or contact info@ppda.ca.

8   ASAC Prenatal and Baby Care Lecture Series: Art 
of Breastfeeding. 7pm-9pm Thursdays, till November 
29, 2012. Located at the ASAC office 7219 - 106 Street 
(side door). FREE! Please Pre-register presentations@
asac.ab.ca

8   Elimination Communication 101 Workshop by 
Tadpoles & Butterflies. Check www.tadpoles.ca for more 
information and to register.

10   ASAC’s Info Session: ASAC Office - 7219 106 
Street, 11:00 AM. Information about midwives, doulas, 
prenatal classes, home birth, hospital birth, and 
upcoming ASAC-sponsored lectures. Kid-friendly 
environment with an opportunity to ask questions and 
find local resources. Email donna_kempster@hotmail.
com or 780 425 7993 (message).

13   ASAC Business Meeting at the ASAC office, 
7 – 9 p.m. (second Tuesday of the month). Everyone is 
welcome. An enjoyable and informative, child-friendly 
meeting!

Lactation Consultants @ Home

This section is reserved for lactation consultants who do home 
visits in Alberta. We know that there may be many Lactation 
Consultants in hospital and clinical settings; however most 
mothers find it difficult to leave home when they have a 
newborn. We hope that this list will help mothers access home 
breastfeeding support. If you want to add another professional, 
please contact bi_editor@asac.ab.ca to add them to this list.

Arie Brentnall-Compton, LE, CBE   
arie@tadpoles.ca  |  780.777.9525

Kirsten Goa, IBCLC, RLC Esengo Consulting 
kgoa@esengo.net  |  www.esengo.net  |  780.974.7409 
Kirsten Goa, IBCLC has supported breastfeeding families since 2003. 
She is the mother of five breastfed children including two sets of twins. 
Breastfeeding multiples, baby-led or laid back breastfeeding, oral 
anatomy, breastfeeding education and normalizing breastfeeding are 
some of her many passions. She believes that mothers are the experts 
about their bodies and their babies and she works with parents to find 
creative solutions to their breastfeeding and parenting challenges. She 
is a member of Alberta Independent Lactation Consultants and the 
International Lactation Consultant Association. 
Kirsten offers comprehensive lactation consultant services to 
your home. Phone or e-mail intake will be followed by an initial 
consultation in your home. Follow up consultations are available at 
a reduced rate. Appointment times are flexible, including daytime, 
evenings and weekends.

Lee-Ann Grenier, LE, CBE, LLL Leader   
lacgrenier@gmail.com  |  780.571.4039 
Lee-Ann offers breastfeeding support in a variety of ways. A free 
phone and email assessment is available prior to a consult to gather 
information and assess the clients individual needs. The initial 
consultation fee is $175 for a 2-3 hour consult which takes place in 
the client’s home. Additional hours/follow up visits are $50/hour. Also 
provided are follow up phone and email help (about 20 minutes) at no 
charge. It rarely takes more than one consult to help the mom with a 
problem that is in their scope of practice. Moms do consider follow-
ups for additional or new problems as they might arise.

Krystal Hoople RN, BScN, IBCLC 
NaturalConnections@shaw.ca  |  780.907.3481 
Krystal focuses on the needs and concerns of the breastfeeding 
mother-baby unit to prevent, recognize and solve difficulties that 
may arise during breastfeeding. She is a breastfeeding and lactation 
specialist whose approach is respectful of the unique needs and 
goals of each family, and fosters parental autonomy and growth. She 
will also go to a families home, who resides in the capital region, on 
request. She is available when mothers are in need during the day and 
evening, not just Monday-Friday Her phone is on 24/7.

Susan Prendergast MN RN NP CBE Koru Family Wellness 
780.999.1970 
Susan is a Nurse Practitioner who offers both in-home and in-clinic 
breastfeeding and health/wellness support to women and their 
children. She is a certified breastfeeding educator who has been 
providing pregnancy and postpartum care for over 20 years. Susan’s 
nursing scope of practice allows her to work with women and 
their families across the lifespan including prevention, diagnosis, 
management, treatment and referral. Her philosophy is to support 
individuals and families toward wellness. The first 1-hour in person 

consultation fee is $100.00, and every hour following is $50.00. In most 
cases, breastfeeding concerns and challenges can be assessed and 
supported in 1-2 hours but follow-up is always an option. Susan is 
available by telephone from 8 am to 8 pm 7 days per week. Visits will 
be scheduled according to individual need. 

There are a number of other professionals who can also support 
your breastfeeding journey without you needing to leave your 
home. Some Public Health Nurses are certified lactation consultants. 
You can call the Alberta Public Health line and ask for a nurse who 
has the IBCLC certification. They can then combine the postpartum 
home visit with breastfeeding support. Also many senior birth 
and postpartum doulas have taken breastfeeding courses and can 
provide a certain level of hands-on support and reassurance. Search 
for your local doula association website. It will have their names 
and contact info. La Leche League leaders (LLL) are enthusiastic 
women who have breastfed their children and are leaders in their 
community. They can be of great help. Give them a call.

BScN: Bachelor of Science in Nursing 
CBE: Certified Breastfeeding Educator 
IBCLC: International Board of Certified Lactation Consultants 
LE: Lactation Educator 
LLL: La Leche League 
RN: Registered Nurse ❖
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15   ASAC Prenatal and Baby Care Lecture Series: 
Baby Wearing, Cloth Diapering, Diaper Free. 7pm-9pm 
Thursdays, till November 29, 2012. Located at the ASAC 
office 7219 - 106 Street (side door). Free! Please Pre-
register presentations@asac.ab.ca

18   Babywearing 101 Workshop by Tadpoles & 
Butterflies. Check www.tadpoles.ca for more 
information and to register. 

22   Cesarean prevention class - for your first birth 
or your VBAC. Cost: $25 for the mother and her 
birth team. From 6:00-7:30 pm. Le Soleil office #201, 
8135-102 Street (rOOTS on Whyte Building-upstairs), 
edmonton. register with ruth Wadley at 780-432-3908 
or edmontonVBAC@gmail.com. www.edmontonVBAC.
com.

22   VBAC and Cesarean parents meeting – get 
information and support. No cost. From 7:30-9:00pm. 
Le Soleil office #201, 8135-102 Street (rOOTS on Whyte 
Building-upstairs) in edmonton. register with ruth 
Wadley at 780-432-3908 or edmontonVBAC@gmail.com. 
Visit www.edmontonVBAC.com and join us on facebook.

22   ASAC Prenatal and Baby Care Lecture Series: 
Postpartum Depression Prevention. 7pm-9pm Thursdays, 
till November 29, 2012. Located at the ASAC office 
7219 - 106 Street (side door). Free! Please Pre-register 
presentations@asac.ab.ca

24   Infant CPr: 1pm, Ava Curtola r.N., Alberta Heart & 
Stroke instructor. Location: Spruce Grove & edmonton, 
www.theenergyofBirthing.com, 780.963.3111. You 
don’t have time to look in a book when an emergency 
happens. Learn a lifesaving skill, 1 & 2 person CPr, 
obstructed airway, unconscious & conscious.

29   ASAC Prenatal and Baby Care Lecture Series: 
Daddy Duty, a day for just the dads (sorry mom’s). 
7pm-9pm Thursday. Located at the ASAC office 7219 
- 106 Street (side door). Free! Please Pre-register 
presentations@asac.ab.ca

30   Birth Issues Mail-out: Saturday, 10 a.m. to noon, 
PakMail, 5328 Calgary Trail, edmonton. Come and help 
us put the next issue of this magazine out into the world 
by stuffing envelopes and packing boxes. Children and 
babies welcome. rewards include timbits and good 
karma.

Placenta encaPsulation  
services in alberta

A Beautiful Child: Marissa Dean
Serving Calgary and surrounding 
communities 
marissadean2009@hotmail.com 
www.facebook.com/
abeautifulchildservices 
403-560-6470

Amanda Radcliffe
Serving Whitecourt and area 
amanda.collin@hotmail.com 
780-706-3929

f.a.b. birth services: Kimberley 
Girard 
Serving Calgary and the rural Foothills 
(Okotoks, High river, Nanton, Pincher 
Creek, Black Diamond, Turner Valley, 
Bragg Creek, Cochrane) 
info@fierceandbeautiful.com 
www.fierceandbeautiful.com 
403-971-8094

from Baby, with Love: Sandra 
Finlan
Serving red Deer and Central Alberta 
areas  
sfinlan@frombabywithlove.com 
www.facebook.com/frombabywithlove 
403.896.7809

Krista Oestreich
Serving Didsbury to Blackfalds 
kristaoestreich@yahoo.com 
403-559-9329

Nadia Houle RAc., DSc., PE
Serving Sherwood Park and edmonton 
accupuncturedoula@gmail.com 
780-919-6870

Natasha Longridge  
CD(DONA), PES 
Serving edmonton Westend, Stony Plain, 
Spruce Grove, St Albert 
supermommadoula@live.ca 
780-318-9336

Niko Palmer CD(DONA), PES
Serving edmonton and area 
niko.palmer@gmail.com 
780-965-6585

Nine Months & Beyond Doula: 
Krystal Bartz 
Serving Lethbridge and area 
krystal@ninemonthsdoula.com 
www.ninemonthsdoula.com 
403-360-5357

Pure Birth Services: Susan 
Stewart LaForest
Serving Calgary, Okotoks, Airdrie, High 
river, Bragg Creek, Banff, Canmore, red 
Deer, Didsbury, and Nanton 
www.purebirth.ca 
susan@purebirth.ca 
403-668-7732 
403-801-4081

Roots of Life Placenta 
Encapsulation
rootsofLifetn@gmail.com 
www.placentaroots.com

Serving Edmonton and areas 
Trudi rumball rAc., HHP, PeS 
780-298-9811

Serving Calgary and surrounding 
communities 
Nicole Stevens rAc., HHP, PeS 
587-984-4915

Stefanie McKinnon CD(DONA), 
CBE, PES
Serving edmonton and area 
beautiful.beginnings@shaw.ca 
www.beautiful-beginnings.ca 
780-966-3828

Your baby’s placenta contains your own natural hormones and is perfectly adapted to your needs. Thanks to it some 
women dehydrate their placentas and put it in capsules to use during the initial months after giving birth. It is believed to balance 
your hormonal system, replenish depleted iron, lessen bleeding, increase breastmilk production, ease your postpartum moods, and 
hasten the return of your uterus’ pre-pregnancy state! To be added to this listing, email bi_editor@asac.ab.ca



Take a trip to Birth Source Inc. and discover a 
wonderful array of products hand picked just for you.  
Our selection reflects a dedication to offering high 
quality, safe and practical items to enhance the lives 
of the families we serve.

Serving our community since 2007 Birth Source Inc. has expanded 
to create a special sharing space where we host educational 
opportunities, an oasis for parents to share the joys and challenges 
of parenting and for community to come together.

Our store specializes in Baby Wearing and Cloth Diapering as 
well as Breastfeeding products and services. We proudly maintain 
a selection of natural products for the comfort and health of 
Mothers and Babies, gifts, art and everything in between.

We strive to support local suppliers; manufacturers and home 
based businesses in our community and feel proud to offer as many 
Canadian and North American made products as possible.  

NEW! Ask us about our Cloth Diapering Rental  
and Trial Programs!  

For a complete list of our workshops and store events please visit 
our website or like us on Facebook!

www.birthsource.ca

Store Hours 
Mon, Tues, Wed, and Fri 10am-5:30 pm 
Thursday 10am-7pm 
Saturday 11am-6pm (Starting Sept.1/12)

Birth Source Inc. 
5024-106 Ave. 
Edmonton, Alberta 
780-758-2525

birthsourceinc




